11 good reasons to specify Azrock Floors.

Azrock Floors stand up to everyday wear, year in and year out... and offer beauty, durability, low cost, and easy maintenance. For more good reasons to select Azrock vinyl composition tile for your next health care project, call toll-free 800-228-2222 (in Nebraska, 800-642-9642), or write Azrock Floor Products, Dept. 414A, P.O. Box 34030, San Antonio, Texas 78233.

The name to specify in resilient floors.
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V-Series Unglazed Ceramic Pavers

Our new V-Series unglazed ceramic pavers have less than 3% water absorption (tested per ASTM 373), a high Abrasive Wear Index (tested per ASTM C501), and excellent skid resistance (tested per SE 781). This means a high density, longer wearing, easier to maintain, safer ceramic tile that is ideal for indoor and outdoor floors subject to heavy traffic. Offered in three handsome colors and a range of standard sizes, including our unique 6"x6" radius corner tile.

Forms + Surfaces Box 5215
Santa Barbara, CA 93108  (805) 969-4767  969-5033
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For today's sophisticated open office electrical needs, the word is out. Haworth.

Haworth's TriCircuit ERA-1 provides three panel-integrated electrical circuits that can be individually dedicated according to need. Separate circuits are available for lighting, convenience outlets and special power requirements like word processing—or any other power combinations dictated by the user. And, up to six 25-pair communications cables can be concealed within a separate base raceway compartment. It's all part of UniGroup, the complete open office system by Haworth.
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Cover: From P/A First Award in Urban Design and Planning, the University Avenue Development in Ithaca, NY, by Steven K. Peterson (p. 90).

7 Editorial: Entryways

Introduction: The 28th P/A Awards

Urban design and planning

Steven K. Peterson: University Ave., Ithaca, NY, First Award.

SOM: Capital Center, Providence, RI, Award.

SOM: Yanbu New Community, Saudi Arabia, Award.

Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown: Historic Jim Thorpe, Pa., Citation.

Van der Ryn, Calthorpe & Partners: Marin Solar Village, Novato, Ca., Citation.

Heller Architects: Edgewater Marina Mall, Edgewater, NJ, Citation.

Research


Pluerg Architect: Mental Health Center, Pasadena, Ca., Citation.

BOSTI: Home Safety Guidelines for Architects and Builders, Citation.

Ehrenkrantz Group: Rooftop Solar Greenhouse, Bronx, NY, Citation.

Architectural design

SOM: Haj Air Terminal, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, Award.

Evan L. Schwartz: Herreshoff Yachting Museum, Bristol, RI, Award.

Eisenman/Robertson: Lufkin House, Southampton, NY, Citation.

WIE: Savings & Loan Bank prototype, South Dakota, Citation.

Woo & Williams: Jordan Pond House, Mt. Desert Is., Me, Citation.

James Stewart Polshke & Partners: U.S. Consular Office and Residence, Lyon, France, Citation.

James Stewart Polshke & Partners: Glenfield Middle School, Montclair, NJ, Citation.

MLTW/Turnbull: Condominiums, Beaver Creek, Co, Citation.

James B. Favaro and Peter B. Lobgreen: House on Oregon Coast, Salishan Hills, Or, Citation.

ELS Design Group/SOL-ARC: Energy-efficient State Office Building, San Jose, Ca, Citation.

Dewberry, Nealon & Davis, Joseph Boggs/Studio: Backriver Wetwater Treatment Plant, Baltimore, Citation.

John and Patricia Patkau, John Patkau Architect: Condominiums, Edmonton, Alta, Canada, Citation.

Val Glitch: McAshan House, Houston, Citation.

David P. Handlin and Larry I. Mitnick: Harvard Faculty Housing, Cambridge, Ma, Citation.

Willard K. Martin, Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson: Pioneer Courthouse Square, Portland, Or, Citation.

Swaney Kerns Architects and Robert Barker Anderson: 1915 Eye St., Washington, DC, Citation.

Stephen Jacobs & Assoc.: Christopher St. Housing, New York, Citation.

Graham Gund Assoc.: Church condominiums, Boston, Citation.

SOM: Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Ks, Citation.

Sam Davis and Vladimir Bazjanac: Solar Housing, Sacramento, Ca, Citation.

Innovations in Housing

Specifications clinic: Curtain wall performance specifications.
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Vulcraft now manufactures a broad line of steel deck along with steel joists and joist girders.

Vulcraft provided steel joists, joist girders and steel deck for the three-story Broadway Executive Building on the Broadway Extension in Oklahoma City.

Since Vulcraft is the only company that manufactures and sells all three, the steel fabricator ordered them all from Vulcraft. By dealing with a single source, he gained several advantages.

When heavy load considerations required specially-designed joists and joist girders, Vulcraft designed just what was needed.

When detailed drawings were called for, Vulcraft provided them for the joists, joist girders and deck.

When simultaneous delivery was requested for all three elements, Vulcraft delivered them together.

When purchase orders were processed, Vulcraft needed one, not three.

And when maximum coordination was required during erection, Vulcraft's ability to deliver joists, joist girders and deck paid off in a savings of time and money for the customer.

So if you'd like the advantages of a single source for steel joists, joist girders and steel deck, talk to Vulcraft.

We'd like to play an important supporting role in your next production. Even if it's Off-Broadway.

Just contact your local Vulcraft representative. Or write Vulcraft, P.O. Box 220646, Charlotte, North Carolina 28222, for our steel deck and joist catalogs.

 Architects: Architectural Design Group
 Developers: Spaulding and Slye Corp.
 Steel Fabricators: Kraeger Structures, Inc.
 Steel Erector: Allied Steel Construction Co.

Vulcraft
A Division of Nucor Corporation.

P.O. Box F-2, Florence, SC 29502  803/662-0381
P.O. Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967  205/845-2460
P.O. Box 186, Grapeland, TX 75844  713/687-4665
P.O. Box 59, Norfolk, NE 68701  402/371-0020
P.O. Box 1000. St. Joe, IN 46785  219/337-5411
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This is “Killarney”—an axminster made of 80% wool and 20% nylon in Ireland. Available in custom colors and designs in a wide range of specifications in minimum quantities of 500 square yards. Write for further information.

Navan Carpets Ltd., 919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Telephone (212) 752-9117.
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In a competition with about 1000 entries, how can you make one entry instantly memorable? Some of the cleverest ways are good only for laughs—but welcome laughs.

In the feature section of this issue (starting on p. 87) you will find the selections and the observations of the 28th P/A Awards jury. Their findings are the principal substance of this issue, and I suggest you turn directly to them—if you haven't already. When you have absorbed all of that—or if you need a refreshing pause—turn back to this page to read what some of the participants in this competition had to say for themselves.

"Yeah, this is a real project. Honest," pleads one anonymous entrant in his introductory page. After describing a highly unusual “Fun House (Honest) for a client who owns, among other things, about 80 dogs, the competitor sums up the project as "an unusual opportunity for both an eccentric client and an eccentric architect. A P/A Award would be a confirmation of the value of that eccentricity and a boost in the direction of construction." Well, good luck, nonetheless.

"The initial intent of this project is to design and build a smaller house for my mother," begins another entry. After a few deftly phrased paragraphs referring to icons, to the American paradox of stability vs mobility, to Corbu's Citrohan house, and much more, the synopsis concludes: "I believe this design deserves recognition in that it addresses important architectural issues and provides a sense of home and shelter to the owner, whose beliefs about architecture are generally incompatible with mine." Forgive me. Mother, but this entrant deserves our sympathy.

Sometimes it's not what you say, but how you organize it ("structure it?"). One competitor thoughtfully provided the jury with several complementary sets of material, identified thus: Romantic drawings. Technical drawings. Cerebral drawings. Early sketches. Development sketches. Late sketches. Model. This was actually a very sound idea—certainly no mere joke—although it was done with humor.

Then there were the sight gags. There was the one entry (only one out of 1049!) with a very convincing P/A cover. Between the accurately executed "January 1981" at the top and the "28th Annual P/A Awards" at the bottom was a nicely framed, graphically abstract view of the proposal. The competitors foresaw just how P/A would have handled the cover, if only they had taken a First Award.

One opening synopsis page was a graphical re-creation of a characteristic P/A page. The heading “The small building artistically con-

sidered” was reproduced directly from the introduction to our July 1980 issue. The “deck” caught the cadence—if not the profound content—of the typical P/A model: "Here, as in the June 1979 issue, P/A examines a small building of exceptional quality." (We had featured small buildings in June 1979, as well.) The text, set in proper Baskerville, at P/A width and spacing, describes a 12' x 12' x 12' glass cube with various aesthetically rarefied embellishments. The jury concluded this was not a put-on, but it was not a winner either, in their view.

One firm with overabundant imagination sent along a three-dimensional memento: a metaphor for their design concept in the form of a rather substantial geode (about 6 in. across). Their proposed building, like the geode, was said to reveal the crystalline geometric structure that gives order to the universe—and to the subcategory of architectural space, as well. The geode, which would be classified as a “dimensional mailing” in publicity terminology, could not, of course, be submitted to the jury; it was not "firmly bound" to the rest of the entry. It has become a familiar object in our office, but it was surely not a gift and must be returned one of these days.

Such attention-grabbing gimmicks seem to do nothing whatsoever toward winning recognition in this program. In fact, by arousing the jurors' doubts, they preclude recognition. But during those two strenuous days of judging, they do serve as reminders that all of the submissions come from real people, with ambitions and anxieties, which are usually masked by professional conventions. They give the jury an opportunity to have a few laughs with those who entered, as against guilt-tinged laughs at their expense. We need reminders that judges and competitors alike are part of a process that cannot be utterly devoid of humor.
The payoff.

Specify a Johns-Manville built-up roof and you're specifying the best possible protection.

For several good reasons.

First, we make finished roofing products in our own plants including roof insulation and roofing accessories, using many raw materials from our own mines. We control every step of production. For consistent product quality and performance.

J-M offers everything that goes into a built-up roof. A one-source supply for a complete package of systems, components and services.

J-M has the most complete Research and Development Center in the roofing industry. A unique capability for identifying and solving roofing problems before they happen.

J-M has a full-time staff of 12 field engineers and 95 commercial and industrial sales representatives. Their combined expertise forms a technical resource unmatched in the industry.

Then there's the Built-Up Roofing Systems Institute, sponsored by J-M. A one-of-a-kind training facility for the industry in good roofing design and technology.

Together they add up to a total built-up roofing capability that assures the ultimate payoff in performance and protection. And that's what a J-M roof is all about.

Find out more. Consult Sweet's. Or contact George Constantin, Johns-Manville, Ken-Caryl Ranch, Denver, CO 80217, (303) 979-1000.

For single-source built-up roofing systems.

Johns-Manville
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Views

Tendenza, Dead-Enza

The most important difference of effect that I can distinguish between the Architecture of the Razzionale (PA Cover Oct. 1980) and the work of earlier fascists is that in the latter instance it was only the outsiders who were intentionally dehumanized and sent to the gas chamber while in the case of the former, no doubt abiding by the universal and populist exhortations of their rhetoric, we all get to participate equally in the "poetics of finality."

Once again we have evidence of Modern Architecture's persistent failure to discriminate between the outside and inside, and this time the repercussions are especially deadly.

It's true that in the scenario presented by the Tendenza we will undoubtedly arrive upon the universal brotherhood, even if it means that we are no longer human or even alive for that matter.

If I knew this was coming I would have dropped out in the sixties along with the metabolists while I still had a chance of hanging on as an organism.

Leonard Bakker
Graduate School of Environmental Design
University of California Berkeley

[This letter is representative of a type of reaction against Tendenza. P/A wishes specifically to dissociate itself from any implicit connection between the architects involved and fascists or "the gas chamber." Those of you who know the School of Environmental Design building at Berkeley are encouraged to consider whether architects' democratic convictions are any assurance of humane buildings.—Editors]

The link between Rossi's Teatro del Mondo and the Armenian Church of Aghtamar in Van (10th Century) is obvious. Rossi merely borrowed its outlines, which provided him the firm platform to make his leap of the imagination, originality, and creativity.

This is not an exceptional case. All works of architecture link them to their predecessors. Our respect to Rossi for his original way of bringing an Early Christian basilica architecture, traditionally Armenian, to his work.

D. Basmadjian, A.M.I.E.T.
Long Beach, Ca

Respect for older buildings

Your November issue on "Remodeling and Reuse" is welcomed by those of us who have long been concerned with questions of the best means of utilizing our huge stock of good existing structures. Particularly welcome are the critical evaluations of what has worked, what hasn't, and why. Too often the existing building is regarded as an embarrassing "given" to be overcome by pizzazz, muttation, or coverup. What is needed is simple respect for the work that exists. "Respect" does not mean slavish imitation, but simply harmony and good manners, as some of the projects you include illustrate. With 30 to 40 percent of all building projects now involving existing structures (not to mention the surrounding structures), we all need to learn 'contextualism' before our stock of good existing buildings is overcome by architectural anarchy. This issue is a good step in illustrating the problem, and some solutions.

Hanne P. Jones, AIA
Huntsville, AL

Another case for selective specs

As an avid reader and subscriber of your publication, I find Walter Rosenfeld in his "Specifications Clinic" usually accurate as to content and on the side of the creative professional as to spirit. However, he appears somewhat off the mark in the November 1980 issue.

No article on "The Unique Product and Public Bidding Laws" can be considered complete without reference to the landmark case in the U.S. District Court in South Carolina under the heading of Kendall Elevator Company, Inc. v. LBC & W Associates of South Carolina, Inc. (civil action 72-193, October 1972). This case upheld the right of an architect to specify selectively. In the Federal First Circuit Court, a decision with even more far-reaching ramifications.

[Views continued on page 14]
The Offenburg stacking chair is suited for hotels, restaurants, and highly trafficked areas where seating is exposed to severe weather and flexible surfaces such as metal, coated steel, or synthetic coated steel.

Design: Heinz Wirth

Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773

OFFENBURG
Andersen makes coastline designs more seaworthy.

This is “The Bluffs” Condominiums.

Located at Gleneden Beach, Oregon, they’re just a bay away from the Pacific Ocean. And a barometer drop away from rough, downright nasty weather.

So building here called for materials that were tough and durable—products that would stay “shipshape” in a coastal climate.

That’s why Andersen® Perma-Shield® casement windows were specified.

Year after year they’ll face the salty air and bright sun and still retain their deep, earth-hued beauty. Because their frames are covered with thick, long-lasting rigid vinyl in Terratone color. Their sash are completely enclosed in the same long-life, next-to-no maintenance vinyl.

Rainstorm after driving rainstorm, these Andersen windows will keep interiors high and dry. Because Perma-Shield casement windows are five times more weathertight than NWMA Industry Standard 2-73.

Winter in and winter out the window’s insulating wood core and double-pane insulating glass will reduce conducted heat loss. Help save energy and keep homeowners cozy.

And when the weather turns friendly these Andserens will swing open with ease—usher in a sea breeze and an ocean tang.

All this in windows that were a joy to build with. They arrived completely assembled with hardware applied. And they installed quickly, easily—snugly.

If Andersen Perma-Shield windows can do all this on the coast, think what they can do for you inland builders.

Ask your nearby Andersen dealer or distributor to tell you more. He’s in the Yellow Pages under “Windows.” For details see Sweet’s File 8.16/An. Or write Andersen Corporation, Box 12, Bayport, Minnesota 55003.

The beautiful way to save fuel* Andersen Windowalls
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ifications to the knowing, caring specifier was handed down. In the case of Whitten Corporation v. Paddock, Inc. (4/12/74), the U.S. Supreme Court subsequently rejected further appeal and review, thus supporting the final decision of the Federal Circuit Court. This decision was unique in that it defines the specifier’s clear authority at the Federal Court level whereas relevant previous decisions had been at lower court levels. In substance, four major judgments regarding specifications were brought forth. They are:

1. The court ruled that a proprietary specification is not a violation of antitrust law. Further, the court stated that trained professionals make informed judgments on the systems which best serve their clients’ needs.

2. The court ruled that other suppliers can qualify as “or equal” only when the specifier chooses to waive specifications or permits the supplier to bid also.

3. The court stated that the specifier “...will waive specifications in order to obtain a better product for his client.” The implication here is that the contractor cannot make a specifications substitution judgment. It is stated that only the specifier can ultimately decide that a better product is available and change the grant originally specified in his client’s best interest.

4. The court concluded: “The burden is on the supplier who has not been specified to convince (the specifier) that his product is equal for the purpose of a particular project.”

It would appear that the architect not only can, but has an obligation to, specify that product which best suits his client’s needs and purposes irrespective of whether another such product exists. Obviously, the client’s budget is considered, and proper restraints and controls such as guaranteed maximum pricing and the like are useful tools in meeting a client’s overall needs.

I take no issue with Mr. Rosenfeld’s article, but merely wish to point out that the subject is incompletely dealt with at best when the substance of the above-referenced court cases is omitted from the text of an article on such a controversial subject.

Gilbert L. Phillips
President
Terstep of Texas, Inc.
Dallas, Tx

Under fabric roofs

It may be a little late but I would like to express my appreciation for the fine article on fabric structures in the June 1980 issue. As one who has lived and worked under, and has helped build and experiment with fabric roofs since the 1940s, it was good to read about the current state of the art.

Charles Montooth
The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation
Scottsdale, Az

Now, all the benefits of carpeting... with better static protection than tile.

Compu-Carpet™

COMPU-CARPET anti-static carpeting is a unique, high performance floor covering developed specifically for use in modern offices, computer rooms, terminal areas and other static-sensitive environments. Attractive and durable, Compu-Carpet has anti-static properties superior even to those of hard surface flooring.

Compu-Carpet meets IBM resistance recommendations. Since its anti-static properties are inherent in its construction, protection is assured for the life of the carpet. Compu-Carpet carries a 5-year static and wear warranty.

Send for complete details.

See Sweet’s Catalog 9.28/Un.

Mfd. by THE STATIC CONTROL PEOPLE
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The first safety bubbler.

Now help prevent accidental mouth injuries...with Elkay's exclusive Flexi-Guard.™ Soft and pliable, it "gives" when struck. Then returns immediately to its original form.

Flexi-Guard's extremely tough. It won't tear or lose shape. Abrasion-resistant. Meets U.L. requirements. Perfect for all public locations.

Elkay's the only place you'll find Flexi-Guard. And you'll find it standard on every Elkay.

Elkay innovation.
Reflected in everything we do.
ALUMINUM FLUSH PANELS
FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS

- Removeable panel for easy accessability.
- Flush wall surfaces do not pick up dirt easily.
- Lower wall surfaces resistant to abuse.
- Entire areas washable.
  To clean, sponge or hose down.

SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS (ASTM C423-77)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAD</th>
<th>THICKNESS</th>
<th>MOUNTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiberglass</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot; 4 1/2 lb. density</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz N.R.C.
.96 .90 .76 .91 .78 .59 .85

Supplied in several finishes and colors as well as baked white enamel. Available directly from manufacturer.

A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS.

Whether you're modifying an existing building or designing a new one, accessibility to the handicapped is important. PORCH-LIFT offers you a simple, economical solution. It's a safe wheelchair lifting platform permanently anchored beside the steps using a minimum of space. Motor and mechanism are enclosed in a weather-proof housing. "Call-Send" controls are key operated, and it runs on 110 volt current. It's available to fit varying heights and is shipped ready for installation.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME OF DEALER NEAREST YOU.
AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP.
4001 East 138th Street, Dept. PA-011
Grandview, Missouri 64030

This competition will recognize outstanding furniture and lighting design proposals not yet connected with a particular manufacturer. It is intended to give the design profession a forum to express ideas about the new generation of furniture design. Designers are encouraged to consider the aesthetic and ideological implications for furniture design implied by the current concerns within architecture and other design disciplines. Physical feasibility must be considered, but the design need not be constrained by existing production or marketing practices.

Winning projects will be published in the May issue of P+A and displayed at NEOCON 13, the annual interior design products show at Chicago's Merchandise Mart, June 16-19, 1981. Awards will be presented to winners in an evening program attended by press, designers, and NEOCON manufacturers. A traveling exhibit of winning projects to major cities is also planned.

Deadline is January 26, 1981.

Further information and entry forms in P+A, Dec. 1980 (pp. 15-16), Nov. 1980 (pp. 21-22), and Oct. 1980 (pp. 15-16) or call Furniture Competition, Progressive Architecture, 203-318-7427.
LESS IS MORE.

Less: Cost for lighting and air conditioning.
More: Superior accent lighting.

Progress Low Voltage Track Lighting does it for the Hillman Hall of Minerals and Gems in Pittsburgh's Carnegie Museum of Natural History.

Progress Low Voltage Track Lighting provides precisely controlled accent lighting of minerals in this 'black room'. They focus a punch of light exactly where it's needed...with a minimum of distracting stray light.

Visual results are dramatic. Economic benefits are significant.

Progress Low Voltage lampholders lessen lighting costs because a 12-volt 50W PAR-36 narrow spot provides more center beam footcandles than a 120-volt 150W R-40 spot or flood. They do the lighting job more efficiently, with less energy. And for every 100 watts saved, there are 341 less BTU's of heat to remove with air conditioning. A 1,000 watt reduction saves ¾-ton of air conditioning per hour. Less saves more!

Available in a selection of forms and finishes. All can be used with matching 120 volt Progress lampholders on the same track. Ideal for museums, galleries, showrooms, stores and other accent lighting.

Progress Low Voltage Track Lighting. Superior accent lighting that reduces energy costs. For further information and catalog, circle reader service card.

LOW VOLTAGE TRACK LIGHTING

Subsidiary of Kidde, Inc. KIDDE Philadelphia, PA 19134
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Here are two of the best elevator operators in the world.

In their day, white gloved elevator operators were the best way to get from one place to another. Times changed. So much so, that even the mechanical programmers designed for the first automatic elevators became inadequate.

Twelve years ago, Schindler Haughton replaced mechanical programmers with integrated circuits. The equipment was so advanced that this electronic chip could analyze more than 27,000 possible service combinations (and select the best one) in 10 milliseconds. It took our competitors a decade to catch up. Now we have even more advanced microprocessing equipment. It's the best of its kind.

Today, Schindler Haughton is part of the world's second largest elevator company with a full line of geared, gearless and hydraulic elevators and escalators. Each supported by systems that dramatically improve passenger service and reduce operating expenses.

Times have changed. And so have we. But we're still committed to delivering white glove service in a push button world.

We're #2 in the world and going one better.
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Schindler Haughton
ELEVATOR CORPORATION
Toledo, Ohio 43609
• The ninth annual Owens-Corning Energy Conservation Awards honor those who have proved, once again, that there are always new, ingenious and elegant ways to conserve energy.

• 1980 Judges:
  C. William Brubaker, FAIA, Perkins & Will, Chicago, Ill.; Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz, FAIA, The Ehrenkrantz Group, EC, N.Y., N.Y.; Masao Kinoshita, AIA, ASLA, AIP, Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Oh.
pci L cnr. And these are real numbers—not guesses. They used a very efficient light source: high pressure sodium lighting. A 200,000 gallon storage tank saves the excess heat generated during the day to warm the building at night.

- Exterior: Note the angled windows with stainless-steel window sills that reflect diffused light into the building and eliminate the need for artificial lighting within 20 ft. of the perimeter.

- Judges' comments:
  "In moving to a new building twice the size of their old one, they reduced their actual out-of-pocket energy costs by 21.4 percent. And these are real numbers—not guesses. They used a very efficient light source: high pressure sodium lighting. A 200,000 gallon storage tank saves the excess heat generated during the day to warm the building at night."

- Architects and Engineers:
  Idaho Falls, Id., Joseph Lopez, PE, Prin., Uhl & Lopez Engineers, Inc., Albuquerque, N.M.

- Judges' comments:
  "What is attractive here is that they took a simple building—the walls are concrete blocks—and integrated a solar air-heating system: a Trombe wall. It is worked in very well with the overall appearance of the building. It's basically an inexpensive solution. A working, economical use of solar energy for warehouse heating."

- Architects and Engineers:
SMITHKLINE PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH LAB/UPPER MERION, PENNSYLVANIA


- Judges' comments: "This is a laboratory with very demanding environmental criteria and intensive energy use. The designers have tried very hard—and succeeded—in recovering much of this energy. They've used special air-conditioning concepts, a high temperature heat pump and active solar systems. They even have a system for reclaiming the heat from the water they use to wash down the cages. Many designers would have avoided this issue and wasted the heat. But they didn't here."

- Architect's model: Note how the glazed corridors light both the hallways and the interior offices. This saves energy by reducing the outside fenestration.

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INST. BASTROP, TEXAS

- Architects and Engineer: Franklin D. Lawyer, FAIA, Sr. VP; Paul Kennon, FAIA, Pres. E. Bruce Appling, PE, Sr. VP; Caudill Rowlett Scott, Houston, Tex.

- Judges' comments: "This building was designed with a full sense that an active solar system was going to be a major part of the design—integrated into the project rather than being added on. The solar collectors come out higher than the building next to them. They are used for shading both walkways and buildings. Even the pipes and ducts are handled in a straightforward way that enhances the design of the building and the atmosphere within it."
*Model (at right) shows the double wall of windows. The site (above) overlooks Niagara Falls. The building (still under construction) can be seen above the Falls."

*Owner, Engineer and Architect: Marvin W. Voelker, VP Hooker Niagara Office Corp., Niagara Falls, N.Y.; Alan M. H. Sloan, VP, Engineering and Mark R. Mendell, AIA, Sr. VP, Cannon Design Inc., Grand Island, N.Y.*

*Judges’ comments: “We have here a highly innovative, highly technological solution. Essentially, it’s two walls of glass four feet apart. In between there are adjustable louvers and moving air, so when the sun moves around the building, goes up and down, or goes behind the clouds, the building adjusts to the changing climate. The double wall is key to keeping unwanted heat out and letting wanted heat and light in.

“One of the things that’s very attractive about this building is that in a time when we often find ourselves going to smaller window areas and less glass to save energy, this building has a total glass envelope and is still energy-efficient. It means one does not have to sacrifice a view, daylight, the interaction between inside and outside space for energy efficiency.

“One good idea, from an engineering standpoint, is that they’ve decentralized their domestic hot-water heating system. We’ve found that if you have a central hot-water heating system in an office building, your efficiency is about five percent. You keep the whole system hot 8,760 hours a year and all you do is occasionally use a little hot water in a washroom. Instead of putting in a central system, they use small hot-water heaters all around the building.”*
SHELL OIL CO. OFFICES/HOUSTON, TEXAS

- Judges' comments: “The Shell project is extremely interesting in that it was designed with the basic building structure itself acting as a major element in the daylighting system. The mechanical ductwork enclosures were located on the perimeter wall so they would act as a reflecting element to bounce light back into the rooms. The inside corridors are lit by the office lighting and by daylight bounced off the mechanical enclosure ducts. The result is very efficient lighting—only 1.3 watts per sq. ft. installed, with annual operations projected at less than 1 watt per sq. ft.”


- Judges' comments: “This is a building that is largely underground. It is worked very nicely into an old part of the campus, a crowded area. The architects recognized what we call the soil temperature. If you go down so far, the earth has a constant temperature. Utilizing that as a base, they organized the design concept to use that temperature for more efficient heating. This is really tied into the urban environment—into the many different walkways that cut across the campus. If you look at it from the side, it's something like a terrace walking into the ground. They used natural plants in a very imaginative way for external shading—the leaves providing added shade in summer, the bare branches letting in more light in winter.”

- Architect, Owner and Engineer: David J. Bennett, AIA, Prin., Myers and Bennett Architects/BRW, Clinton N. Hewitt, Asst. VP Physical Planning, Univ. of Minnesota, Max Oftedal, PE, Prin., Oftedal, Locke, Broadway & Assocs., Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

- For a free booklet with highlights of this year's winners, write A.W.Y. Meeks, Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659 © 1981 O.-C.F. Corp.

Circle No. 404 on Reader Service Card
BLIND AMBITION.

How you design with Bali one-inch blinds depends, of course, entirely on your point of view. That's our point, though. It only depends on you. Because with Bali, you can be as ambitious as you want to be. No matter what shape your imagination is in. And regardless of your colors.

Here, a little Blind Imagination helped establish a very imaginative beachhead. An office built inside a geodesic dome structure, featuring triangular windows and custom cut Bali blinds.

It's clearly a case of applied geometry. While this office may also be a special case, we've always been especially good at figuring all the angles.

We've also added some new optional features to make your finished jobs look better. One-position cord lock, limited tilter and clutch tilter are all available.

We've even specified our blinds in a simple CSI format to permit ready reference for procurement packages. And we'll make these specs readily available to you.

So, specify Bali. We'll help your ambition soar.

Bali is Blind Imagination.
Fifteen projects win the first Aga Khan Award

The first Aga Khan Award for Architecture in modern Islamic society was presented in Lahore, Pakistan, to 15 winning projects. The projects, selected from among 200 nominations, represent 12 countries from Senegal to Indonesia and share a $500,000 prize fund. The Award will be distributed every three years to projects completed at least two years prior to submission.

President Zia Ul-Haq of Pakistan, who was host to the audience of over 500 architects, scholars, and government officials attending the ceremonies at the Shalimar Gardens, praised the Award for "its bold attempt to preserve the traditional identity and essence of Islamic architecture, while clearly expressing the social aspirations and technology of the 20th Century." The award was presented by its chairman and founder, His Highness the Aga Khan, spiritual leader of the Ismaili Muslims, and he said in his address that "the Award is dedicated to the work of the common man of Islam"; indeed, a unique aspect is its recognition of all those who contributed to the winning projects, from architects and government sponsors to master masons and entire villages.

As such, the Award was given to a project in Jakarta, Indonesia, whose social benefits are far more dramatic than its visual design. The Kampung Improvement Programme, sponsored by Jakarta's municipal government, built access roads and sewage and draining systems around existing structures in densely populated communities (kampungs) with a half-million urban squatters. The program enhanced the quality of Kampung life, costing only $60 per capita, without disturbing the cultural fabric of the communities, and reportedly has inspired further private improvements.

Technology and local materials

The Award also sought to recognize building systems that unite technology with locally available materials and manpower. An agricultural school in Senegal was cited for using a prototype design structure featuring narrow vaulted roofing. Designed by UNESCO, it can be adapted for use in other nations with similar circumstances.

Many of the winning projects, such as a hotel and convention center at Mecca with solar diffusion screens, and a summer house at Agamy, Egypt, with limestone heat-shedding floors and natural ventilation system, incorporate energy-conscious design.

Recognition of context

The Award places great value on the underlying cultural, economic, and environmental context of architecture. A medical center in Mali was recognized for bringing vital health services to an entire region and for using local materials to create a natural air-conditioning system.

1 Islamic Conference Center and Hotel, Mecca.
2 Summer House, Agamy, Egypt.
3 Kuwait Water Towers.
4 Detail, Ali Qapu, Isfahan.
5 Palace at Isfahan, Iran.
Delivered on time. Installed on time. Operating ahead of time. That’s the story of the 22-elevator installation at Clinical Science Center of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, one of the most ambitious building projects ever in the state of Wisconsin.

The huge building complex on a 45-acre site houses four major components of the University of Wisconsin Center for Health Sciences—Hospital and Clinics, Medical School’s Clinical Departments, School of Nursing and Wisconsin Clinical Cancer Center. On a typical day 6000 patients, staff, students and visitors use the building, and enjoy quiet, efficient inter-floor transit on Dover Elevators.

Dover wants to be on your team by providing on-time elevator installations. Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. 669, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tenn. 38101.
system that maximizes shade and ventilation while reducing heat and dust. At the same time, it does not impose alien forms, and its long, open-air entrance is used by the townspeople as a walkway.

On the other hand, contemporary buildings recognized for their “integration of ancient concepts” seem quite uninspired. The Mughal Hotel in Agra, India, and the Turkish Historical Society in Ankara appear to be very ordinary modern buildings which hardly reflect their “Islamic context.” More successful are those projects that are forthrightly “innovative,” and those that closely reflect traditional form: the Conference Centre and Hotel in Mecca uses an aluminum suspension structure to tent over dramatically a 1400-seat auditorium; and the new summer house in Agamy, Egypt, reproduces traditional Islamic archetypes.

Several noteworthy preservation projects are cited. Outstanding are the restoration of the Ali Qapu, Chehel Sutun, and Hasho Behesht in Isfahan, Iran, completed over a 12-year period; and the preservation of the Tunisian village of Sidi Bou Said, which has been legislating to protect its architectural heritage for over 65 years.

The Award winners in seven categories are:

- For social premises for future architectural development: Pondok Pesantren Pabelan School, Central Java, Indonesia, by Amin Arraihana Fanani, IPJES, and Abdurrahman Wahid; Kampung Improvement Programme, Jakarta, Indonesia, by K.I.P. Technical Unit.
- For the search for consistency with historical context: the Mughal Hotel, Agra, India, by ARCP Associates; Turkish Historical Society Building, Ankara, Turkey, by Turgut Cansever and Ertur Yener; and the Ertegim House, Bodrum, Turkey, by Turgut Cansever.
- For the search for preservation of traditional heritage: Sidi Bou Said resort village, Tunis, Tunisia, by the Technical Bureau of the Municipality and Sanda Popa.
- For restoration: Ali Qapu, Chehel Sutun, and Hasho Behesht, Isfahan, Iran, by the Instituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente and Eugenio Gaidieri; Rustem Pasha Caravanserai, Edirne, Turkey, by Abdullah Cakilar; and the National Museum, Doho, Qatar, by Michael Rice & Company with Anthony Irving, Design Construction Group.
- For the search for contemporary use of traditional language: Medical Centre, Mopiti, Mali, by Andre Ravereau; Halwa summer house, Agamy, Egypt, by Abdel Wahed El-Wakil; and Courtyard Houses, Agadir, Morocco, by Jean-Francois Zeyaco.
- For innovation: Water Towers, Kuwait City, Kuwait, by VBB and Bjorn & Bjorn Design; and the Islamic Conference Centre and Hotel, Mecca, Saudi Arabia, by Professors Rolf Gutbrod and Frei Otto.

- For the search for appropriate building systems: Agricultural Training Centre, Nianing, Senegal, by UNESCO Breda.

Coinciding with the Aga Khan Award was the presentation of a Chairman’s Award to Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy for his lifetime achievement in creating architecture for Muslims. The Award also sponsored seminars titled “Architectural Transformations in the Islamic World.”

Furthermore, His Highness the Aga Khan has given an endowment to Harvard University and to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, to support a program for Islamic Architecture administered jointly by the two institutions. The endowment has provided professorships, scholarships, and library resources. In addition, funds will support further activities over the next five years, including research and publications programs and seminars, lectures, and conferences.

Konrad Wachsmann 1901–1980

He arrived in America in 1941 at age 40, and seeing the skyscrapers he said, “This is my world, this is my scale.” This was a world that would accept industrialization of the building process. In the past he had changed his heroes from Schinkel to Le Corbusier to Paxton—and there he had stopped, for Paxton’s Crystal Palace was the beginning of the industrial age. He invented a system in wood in Germany, one in concrete in Italy, and in America he invented the space frame of tubular steel. When his adopted world did not respond, he tried to reform education to bring building into the 20th Century. By Nov. 25, 1980, when he died, his cause had advanced little beyond where Paxton left it in 1851.

He was born in 1901 in Frankfurt-Oder in the former throne room of the town palace. At age 15 he showed so little promise that his father, a pharmacist, apprenticed him to a carpenter. He discovered a skill at drawing and an interest in architecture, so he entered the Academy of Art in Berlin, living and working in the house of his professor, Hans Poelzig. He switched to the Acad-
Solar conference set for Philadelphia in May

Over 3000 professionals from the U.S. and abroad are expected to attend the annual conference of the American Section of the International Solar Energy Society—entitled "Solar Rising"—to be held in Philadelphia, May 26-30. On the final day, when the programs and accompanying trade show will be open to the public, attendance of 20,000 is anticipated.

A special program within the overall schedule of the event will be a symposium on solar applications for urban areas, called "On the Rise: Solar in Cities." This program will include three professional sessions on Friday, May 29, involving public officials as well as design professionals, and a session the following morning on neighborhood initiatives.


Painting Portland's Pioneer Courthouse Square

A two-level parking structure is to be transformed into a public square opposite the Pioneer Courthouse in Downtown Portland (see p. 148). Construction must await the necessary fund-raising, but meanwhile the asphalt eyesore has been relieved by a rainbow of color in a day-long program which had citizens crawling on their hands and knees and loving it. Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson, the architectural firm which won the competition to design the Square, organized the community effort to paint the top deck of the parking lot as a colorful graphic representation of the eventual construction. Professional painters applied a base coat (and in the process unceremoniously covered a 1963 Oldsmobile, symbol of a past era, entirely in red), volunteers completed the job, and donations were solicited to defray costs. Local radio and television stations and newspapers provided wide publicity for the event, which has provided a colorful setting for community events until the transformation of Pioneer Courthouse Square is realized.

Cologne trade fair included P/A program

About 84,000 visitors attended the third biennial office trade fair. "Orgatechnik," held in Cologne, Oct. 21-26, 1980. The international nature of the event was indicated by the attendance of 8500 from 55 nations other than Germany. Officials reported that overall attendance had risen 27 percent over the 1978 Orgatechnik, with foreign attendance doubling.

Virtually every type of product used to create and operate the modern office could be found among the exhibits of 1106 companies from 23 nations, which occupied 1.25 million sq ft of the vast Cologne fair complex. The office-furniture exhibits were notable for the predominance of modular work stations and for the integration of video displays and other electronic equipment into these systems. Also of apparent concern was safety in the office—evident in soft, rounded furniture edges, for instance, and five-branched pedestals for chairs, which also displayed many ergonomic features. An energy-conserving component included in many work-station systems was the servicestanding, monitoring, and alarm systems for the office were also exhibited.

Seminar programs accompanying the show included a three-day international convention on text-processing. There were meetings on such subjects as business communications and the safe-
Some things will be around a long time . . .

and remain maintenance-free!

factory-formed roofing systems

Pre-Weathered

MICROZINC® 70 & MICROZINC® 80

You’ll never encounter call-back problems with Microzinc 70 or Microzinc 80 roofing systems. Install them and forget them. And that includes coping, flashing, fascia and mansards!

Specify either pre-weathered Microzinc 70 or mill-finish Microzinc 80 which weathers on-the-job to the same beautiful back-to-nature gray patina so widely acclaimed today. Microzinc products are even better known for their maintenance-free qualities—no leaks, no run-off stains and no rotted materials.

Whether you select Batten-seam or AUTO-LOCK™ Standing-seam (automatic seaming at 14 feet per minute), our LOK™ roofing systems are custom engineered, factory made and delivered directly to the job. Installation is so simple it greatly reduces labor costs. Other on-site savings include—no cleaning, no priming, no painting. And no soldering needed.

For further information, write or call Ed Pejsa at 615/639-8111.

Ball is a registered trademark of the Ball Corporation. © Ball Corporation, 1981.
How Johnson Controls gave Kevin Dowling
What's the history of this project?
Well, it's a 17-story, 460,000 square foot office building. We—Donald Bentley and Associates—were the mechanical and electrical consulting engineers. Planning began in late 1973, construction in '75. The basic building was occupied in '77 with almost half the floors still to be finished to suit incoming tenants. It was a fast-track project, so we recommended a Johnson Controls JC/80 computerized automation system.

Why did you recommend Johnson Controls?
They were low-bidder to begin with. Also, with fast-tracking and phased occupancy, we needed all the flexibility we could get. On a job like this you can't afford to get boxed in. As it goes along you've got to be able to modify, add or delete systems and equipment. The JC/80 system and the Johnson Controls people take all this in stride. When it comes to building controls, they're the experts.

How about energy savings?
Energy wasn't a serious problem when we began to design this building in '73. By the time it was occupied, it was a major problem. Here's where the JC/80 system really paid off. Without any change in the basic building or equipment, the JC/80 cut energy use during the heating season by 50%! State Fund even won an energy conservation award from the utility company.

You got total control with Johnson Controls?
Yes. HVAC. both electronic and pneumatic. Energy conservation. Security. And lifesafety. They did the whole building control job according to our specifications—from design to procurement, to installation and calibration. But remember, it is our responsibility to see that all building systems are installed and running correctly. We spent almost four months just checking out the 600 interrelated pieces of equipment in the lifesafety system. Johnson Controls put it in, but our reputation rides on it.

You trust your reputation to Johnson Controls?
We have and we will. They're competent. They're on time. They do the whole job. We worked with them a lot, on big and little jobs, and we'll recommend them again. Yes, we trust them.

FREE IDEABOOK
This free brochure gives you full information on saving energy and money with Johnson Controls Building Automation Systems. Send for your free Ideabook today:
Mr. Ron Caffrey, Vice President, Marketing Systems & Service Div., Johnson Controls, Inc. Ref. P-07, Box 423, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
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JOHNSON CONTROLS
We put you in total control
Trus Joist Corporation's wood and steel TJ/50 series trusses are always open for ductwork, plumbing and wiring. This feature really cuts installation costs, and often eliminates the need for costly suspended ceilings.

In many 7-Eleven stores, the open-web structure is used for return air-flow to the air-conditioning system. To support roof-top mechanical units, two TJ/50 series trusses are provided, fastened together for easy installation.

Always open.

Trus Joist Corporation's wood and steel TJ/50 series trusses are always open for ductwork, plumbing and wiring. This feature really cuts installation costs, and often eliminates the need for costly suspended ceilings.

In many 7-Eleven stores, the open-web structure is used for return air-flow to the air-conditioning system. To support roof-top mechanical units, two TJ/50 series trusses are provided, fastened together for easy installation.

Trus Joist precision engineering and stringent manufacturing requirements ensure a high quality product that's simple to use and easy to install.

Like 7-Eleven stores, Trus Joist is local and convenient. Over 100 sales offices dot the map. 180 field representatives are always ready to respond to local problems and special requirements.

They are open to your inquiries.

Wood Technology Leader for 20 years.

Trus Joist Corporation
P.O. Box 60-A • Boise, Idaho 83707 • (208) 375-4450

Complimentary copy of our 94-page technical support manual will be delivered by a Trus Joist representative on request. Please write on your company letterhead to the address below.
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Jerusalem Municipality, after studying traffic would be banned from entering and an above-ground pedestrian bypass. Buses is to be constructed, along with a four lanes and take it underground, out of the Old City, in association with Gilbert Safdie, the Israeli-born chairman of the Danish barbed wire from 1948 until portion of the city, areas divided by Jordanian armed forces. The plan, modified somewhat in part, response to its critics, was approved last July. At present it is being ratified on a stage-by-stage basis by various city and regional planning councils, a process that will most likely result in concrete implementation within 6 months. [Charley J. Levine]

Mr. Levine is an Israeli-based journalist.

Competition: Innovations in Housing

The nationwide Innovations in Housing competition, sponsored by Progressive Architecture, Better Homes and Gardens, and the American Plywood Association, is now in its fourth year, and entries are being accepted until March 16, 1981.

The First Award of $5000 and Citations of Merit will be presented to single-family residences, either attached or detached, that demonstrate innovation in architectural concepts, construction methods, planning, and energy-efficient systems. Progressive Architecture annually features the winning designs in an issue, and the winning design is constructed and shown in both P/A and Better Homes and Gardens.

The jury for the 1981 competition includes James A. Murphy, AIA, executive editor for P/A; James Nagle, FAIA, principal of Nagle Hartman & Associates, Ltd., Chicago; David Haupert, senior building editor for Better Homes and Gardens; and Randall W. Lewis, vice-president of marketing and public relations for Lewis Homes, Las Vegas, Nevada.

To receive an entry form write: Innovations in Housing, American Plywood Association, P.O. Box 11700, Tacoma, Wa 98411.

34 companies honored in P/A AdAwards program

For the sixth consecutive year, P/A is recognizing the best advertising published in the magazine, as selected by a jury of architect readers. Judging on the basis of information, clarity, pertinence to architectural professionals, and visual excellence, this year's jurors chose ads by 34 companies.

The winners are Kohler Company: Bradley Corporation; Accessory Specialties, Inc.; Rmax, Inc.; Tectum, Inc.; Pittsburgh Corning Corp.; International Masonry Institute; Giallo Architectural Ceramics; Birdair Structures; a Division of Chemfab; Bethlehem Steel [News report continued on page 40]
Carpeting of Antron® III resists dirt better, stays new-looking longer.

The secret: Unique hollow-filament fibers.

Antron® III nylon is the only carpet fiber with a rounded hollow-filament structure. So it resists dirt better than other nylon fibers. The smooth exterior shape of Antron® III minimizes dirt entrapment, and the hollow-filament structure scatters light to make dirt less apparent. So the carpet stays new-looking longer than ordinary nylon carpeting.

Antron® III is durable. Pile of Antron® III resists crushing and abrasion even in heavy-traffic areas. Keeps its fresh, new look.

Antron® III controls static shock. Gives you protection that won't wear out or shampoo out—because it's built right into the fiber.

That's why Northridge Fashion Center used carpeting of Antron® III nylon to cover over 135,000 square feet of one of Southern California's busiest shopping malls (average of 250,000 shoppers per week). And why your next contract carpet should be Antron® III nylon.

Write for Specifiers' Information Kit:
Du Pont Company
Room 37231
Wilmington, DE 19898

Installation: Northridge Shopping Mall, Northridge, Calif.
Flooring Contractor: Westwood Carpet, Los Angeles, Calif.

*Du Pont registered trademark for nylon fiber. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.
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News report continued from page 37

Corporation; American Plywood Association; Dover Corporation, Elevator Division; Tremco; Pratt & Lambert; Donn Corporation; Ambient Systems Ltd.; Rohm & Haas Co.; Pella, Rolscreen Co.; Forms + Surfaces; Rambusch; Naturescapes; Alcan Building Products; V'Soske; Mondo Rubber Canada, Ltd.; Karastan Rug Mills; Thonet; Herman Miller, Inc.; Landscapes Forms, Inc.; Knoll International; ICF—International Contract Furnishings, Inc.; Formica Corporation; Brickell Associates, Inc.; Arc-Com Fabrics, Inc.; Arcado Systems Ltd. Advertisers were recognized for specific ads, not necessarily for all of their entries during the year.

Jury members were architects Peter Q. Bohlin of Bohlin & Powell, Wilkes-Barre, Pa; James W. Hammond of Hammond, Beeby & Babka, Chicago; Todd Lee of Cambridge Seven Associates, Cambridge, Ma; and Walter Rosenfeld (PA “Specifications Clinic” contributor) of The Architects Collaborative, Cambridge, Ma. Serving as moderator was Charles H. Biederman of the General Electric Co. Honors are being presented to winning companies and the advertising agencies at an awards dinner in New York on January 15.

Owens-Corning awards for energy conservation

Honored at an awards banquet in New York last month were seven winners in the ninth annual competition sponsored by Owens-Corning Fiberglas. The program spotlights the contributions to energy conservation by design professionals, by recognizing them and their clients for exceptional energy-conscious design.

The Willow Creek Office Building, Idaho Falls, Id, by architects Flativ Moore Bryan & Associates of Albuquerque was cited for its use of heat pumps, thermal storage, daylighting—reflected from deep stainless window sills—and high-intensity lighting to give the occupants three times their previous space, using 22 percent less energy. Caudill Rowlett Scott of Houston was honored for the Shell Oil Company Exploration and Production office complex, now under construction in Houston, which will make dramatic savings in energy consumption by relying largely on daylighting. The proposed Hooker Chemical Corporate Office Building for Niagara Falls, NY (PA, April 1980, pp. 102-105), credited to Cannon Design, Inc., of Grand Island, NY, was recognized for its innovative “dynamic skin” with automatically operating louvers.

Caudill Rowlett Scott won a second award for the Federal Correctional Institution at Bastrop, Tx, which has 25,000 sq ft of solar collectors mounted on sawtooth roofs, designed to cover most of the hot water demand, almost half of the heating, and a portion of the cooling load; the north faces of the sawtooth shapes provide natural daylight. Myers & Bennett/BRW, of Minneapolis, was recognized for Williamson Hall at the University of Minnesota, which houses administrative offices and a bookstore (PA, Jan. 1975, pp. 52-53) in a largely underground structure with ample daylighting through a sunken central garden. Architects Copland Hagman Yaw, of Aspen, Co, won an award for the Obermeyer Corporate Offices in Aspen, a 30,000-sq-ft office-building structure heated by a sophisticated Trombe wall 120 ft long and 20 ft high. Ballinger, Architects and Engineers, of Philadelphia, received recognition for the proposed SmithKline Corporation Pharmaceutical Research Laboratory to be built in Upper Merion, Pa, which will have highly innovative air-conditioning and heat-reclamation systems to deal with the stringent demands for air changes in laboratory animal rooms.

The jury for the program: architects C. William Brubaker of Perkins & Will, Chicago, who was chairman, and Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz of New York; engineers

News report continued on page 44]
Some people know us for our sofas. Others know better.

When we founded Atelier International a mere thirteen years ago, we rapidly developed a reputation for carrying modern, innovative design by the world's most renowned architects and designers.

For some of you, however, our fame seems to have stopped at our sofas. At ai, we feel it is time to correct this unfortunate situation.

In our Masters Collection, we have returned to the roots of the modern design movement by carrying the works of some of its foremost practitioners: Le Corbusier, Mackintosh and Rietveld.

Le Corbusier's chaise lounge is just one of the classic pieces of design now available through ai.

Our tables and chairs have moved into homes and offices. While many designers choose Mario Bellini's Cab chair and all parts of its base and frame that might otherwise cause damage to their surroundings.

Finally, when we talk, E. F. Hutton isn't the only one who listens. Johns Manville and the Playboy Club in Chicago also have come to us for lighting and accessories. (Pictured here, Taccia and the inimitable ashtray, U 20/20.)

In short, perhaps we've come further than you thought.

Colonnato table for residential dining, a number of corporations (including Polaroid and Arco) have designed their conference rooms and cafeterias around chairs and tables from ai.

Seating systems—both office and contract—have solved problems for such major corporations as ITEL Corp., AT&T, Holiday Inn and Pan Am.

And Babar has proved there is room for innovation even in office design. Babar is the first office seating system to utilize self-skin polyurethane on its foreparts and to solve problems such as those caused by floors, carpets and other items that sit on its base and frame.

For more information about our complete collection of residential and contract furnishings, write or visit us, Atelier International, Ltd., 595 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022 or phone (212) 644-0438.

For your convenience, we have additional showrooms in Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, Houston, San Francisco and Seattle; sales offices in Atlanta, Boston, Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, Washington, D.C. and selected furniture dealers nationally. Member ASID, IBD, BIFMA.
more drawings are made with a KOH-I-NOOR

...and with good reasons! Rapidograph is the registered tradename of the original technical pen, introduced by Koh-I-Noor in 1954. The patented nib design uses a flow-control breather channel and weighted cleansing wire to provide the proper balance of air entry and ink flow for precision line width and consistent density. The remarkably successful patented dry, double seal cap keeps ink fluid for instant startup throughout the entire pen system during storage for weeks, even months at a time. The widest range of point sizes includes the broadest and finest line widths available, in Stainless Steel, Jewel or Tungsten Carbide.

All Rapidograph technology is USA-based. If you have questions about how your technical pens really function, or problems about your present drafting techniques or materials, you can consult with our “better-ideas” oriented Research & Development Technicians: Toll free 800-631-7646; collect, or from New Jersey 201-479-4124.

*in the U.S.A. and Canada.
**KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH INC.**
100 North St., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804
In Canada:
1815 Meyerside Dr.
Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1B4

---

**Show me more, KOH-I-NOOR!**

Please have the following FREE brochures sent right away:

- Koh-I-Noor USA-made Technical Pens, K-1071
- Koh-I-Noor Drawing Instruments and Sets, K-1075
- Koh-I-Noor lead Holders, Pencils, Pointers, Sharpeners, K-1073
- Koh-I-Noor & Pelikan Drawing Inks and Selection Chart, K-1072
- Koh-I-Noor Templates, Scales, Triangles Other Drawing Aids, K-1074

- Please send me the names of Koh-I-Noor dealers in my area.
- Please have a Koh-I-Noor representative call me.

**PA-1-81**

---

**KOH-I-NOOR**
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Rudolph's Oriental Gardens headed for demolition

Bad leaks, cold, and poor "defensible space" are the reasons cited by HUD's Hartford office manager John McLean for the decision made in September to demolish Oriental Gardens. The 148-unit prefabricated housing project was built in 1972 to the designs of Paul Rudolph, former dean of the Yale School of Architecture.

The two-story development, built on a beautiful site near the Merritt Parkway in West Rock, New Haven, Ct, was originally owned by the Oriental Masonic Order and funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. As the design contravened minimum property standards, says McLean, the decision to fund its construction could not be made in Hartford, but came from Washington, in the heat of the Operation Breakthrough years of the early 1970s. The prefabricated units were made in Baltimore and shipped, in part, to Bridgeport Harbor.

Financial problems have plagued the project, and HUD took possession of it in January 1979. Prior to that it was owned as a cooperative by its residents, who did not vote to provide sufficient maintenance funds, says McLean. He denies, however, that poor maintenance was the reason for the roof leakage, as HUD has constantly repaired the roof during the last year and a half, with no permanent solution to the problem.

The cold temperature of the apartments is also a chronic problem, says McLean; since the heating system is in the roof, floors are always cold in the basement-less buildings. Materials, too, are flimsy, explains McLean, and a person can actually reach out and "flap" the wood siding. Furthermore, because there are so many hidden corners in the modular development, crimes are frequent, according to the HUD manager.

Since HUD has owned Oriental Gardens, it has commissioned several studies to decide whether to rehabilitate the project or to replace it. Rudolph has not been consulted in this process, and HUD's own staff, experienced in rehabilitation, has performed most of the studies. One proposal suggested covering the existing rounded roofs with a completely new, peaked roof. It was finally decided that any rehabilitation would be expensive and would not overcome the bad image of the project, a third of its apartments having already been voluntarily abandoned.

"This is no Pruitt-Igoe, however," insists McLean, the distinction being, it seems, that in New Haven the decision was first made to replace the housing (with a 158-unit housing project on the same site, by an architect still to be chosen) before demolition was approved. The relocation of the remaining families is almost complete.

National building museum is founded

A five-year drive to form a private national museum of architecture in the federally owned landmark Pension Building in Washington has succeeded, with the founding of the National Museum of the Building Arts. Albert [News report continued on page 48]
Two graceful structures.
There's beauty and strength in Copperweld HSS steel tubing.

Graceful, reliable structures at reasonable cost. That's the beauty of Copperweld HSS structural steel tubing. And the strength. Copperweld HSS stands for a refreshing new way to improve the design and function of America's buildings. Europe has long known the advantages of using structural tubing, in industrial, commercial, institutional and residential construction. Shopping centers, schools and pavilions are just a few of the types of structures where its strength, attractive appearance, smooth surfaces and ease of joining have made tubing the preferred choice over other structural shapes.

Copperweld HSS structural steel tubing, in round, square and rectangular. And an impressive range of sizes.

For more information, please send for technical literature on Copperweld HSS.

For more information, please send for technical literature on Copperweld HSS.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip

Copperweld Tubing Group
Two Robinson Plaza, Route 60, Box 60
Pittsburgh, PA 15230 • 412/777-3070

Copperweld HSS
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It's ironic. When you're about to specify a floor, all you get to see are beautiful new samples. Which gives you absolutely no idea of what the floor will look like when it really counts. In the future.

Unfortunately, that's when your clients' happiness is at stake. Along with your reputation.

That's why with Gafstar® Contracfloor™ sheet vinyl we give you a look at its future, by showing you how well it stood up in the past.

ANY FLOOR CAN SHINE WHEN IT'S NEW. GAFSTAR CONTRACFLOOR SHINES WHEN IT'S OLD.

In this busy corridor of Brackenridge Hospital in Austin, Texas for example, this Contracfloor took a lot of abuse.

Twenty-four hours a day, for three years, patients' beds rolled over it.

Doctors, nurses and hospital staff hurried back and forth. And visitors paced up and down.

But you can hardly see a trace of wear. It's still a shining example of a beautiful floor.

TESTS PROVE OUR FLOOR STAYS BEAUTIFUL LONGER.

The key to our beautiful-looking floor is its tough no-wax surface.

But the leading inlaid doesn't even have one. So there's nothing to protect its pattern from the abuse it has to take everyday.

And even though the leading inlaid's wearlayer is thicker, the only gauge that means anything is how it wears.

The Frick-Taber® Abraser Test proved it.

In 6,000 cycles abrasives significantly wore into the pattern of the leading inlaid. While they didn't make a dent in ours.

If that doesn't make an impression on you, imagine those results on the floor.

After years of wear, your clients will still have the same beautiful-looking Contracfloor they started with.
DIFFERENCE CONTRACFLOOR™ AND INLAID. BRIGHTER FUTURE.

A BRIGHT FUTURE WITH VERY LITTLE WORK.

Contracfloor gets off to a beautiful start. With many different designs and colors in widths up to 12-feet. Which means Contracfloor has fewer seams. And it's more flexible than the leading inlaid, so it's not only easier to install, it's faster too. Which makes it beautifully economical as well.

But a beautiful floor isn't worth much, unless it's easy to keep that way. And that's where Contracfloor really shines.

The durable surface is a stain-resistant no-wax. Simple washing and buffing keep it clean and glossy.

Since it's solid and non-porous too, dirt and germs have nowhere to hide. Which means Contracfloor is healthier to be around.

And it's more comfortable to walk on. With a Quiet-Cor® vinyl foam interlayer that makes it easy on the feet.

Which all leaves no doubt, for a floor with a brighter tomorrow, you'll want to specify Contracfloor today.

GAF™ CONTRAFLOOR™ SHEET VINYL

For more information on Contracfloor, refer to Sweet's Catalogue, Industrial Construction/Renovation or General Building, Sec. 9 23 under Resilient Flooring. Or call toll free anytime 800-223-0344.*

*In New York State call 800-522-5250 © 1980 GAF Corp.
Many years of experience in the production of grab bars has taught Parker that the field conditions where grab bars are installed vary greatly. That’s why Parker provides movable center posts for added strength on extra-length bars and many special application configurations. This allows for adjustment of the bars to place the extra support where it will be the most secure. In addition, bars with corner configurations are split, to allow for proper mounting in corners that are less than square. Parker stainless steel grab bars are available in either 1 1/4" or 1 1/2" diameters, with a choice of wall clearances and mounting styles. To insure maximum safety, specify Parker bars, with adjustable center supports for a custom-fit in the field. See our catalog in Sweets General Building File 10.16PA.

Charles Parker
290 Pratt St., Meriden, CT 06450
Tel: 203-235-6365
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Pension Building courtyard.

Bush-Brown, architectural historian and Chancellor of Long Island University, has been elected president of its 22-member board of directors, and Dr. Bates Lowry, art historian and former director of the Museum of Modern Art in New York, has been appointed director.

The National Building Museum will focus attention on the built environment through a national program of exhibitions and publications. It will also serve as a central information bank for professional associations, unions, and manufacturers as well as for teachers, writers, and students interested in the history of architecture.

The Pension Building is a massive red brick structure built in the 1880s to house offices dispersing benefits to Civil War veterans. It has a large interior courtyard measuring 300' x 100', ten stories high, with windows and skylights allowing air and light to circulate. The space, grandly proportioned, has been put to many ceremonial uses, including presidential inaugurations. The proposal for a national museum devoted to building emerged just as an appropriate use was being sought for the building, and in 1978 Congress passed legislation allowing the historic structure to house the museum and related governmental agencies. The Pension Building is structurally sound, but the Museum awaits government funds to provide for its restoration.

Paris Prize awarded to California student

John A. Sportorno a senior architecture major at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, has been named the nation's top undergraduate architecture student, and will receive the $6000 Paris Prize for overseas travel and study. The prize is awarded annually.

Delta DASH (Delta Airlines Special Handling) gives you same day delivery if we receive your small packages during normal business hours. And DASH serves over 80 cities in the United States plus San Juan, Montreal, Nassau, Bermuda, London, England and Frankfurt, Germany.

Packages (up to 50 lbs.) are accepted at airport ticket counters up to 30 minutes before flight time. Up to 60 minutes at cargo terminals. Size limit is 90 inches: width + length + height.

The airport-to-airport rate between any two of Delta’s domestic cities is $40 ($25 between Dallas/Ft.Worth and Los Angeles or San Diego or San Francisco). Pick-up and delivery is available at extra charge. Call (800) 638-7333, toll free. (In Baltimore, 269-6393.)

For top priority shipments over 50 lbs., use Delta Air Express. It guarantees your shipment gets on the flight specified. For full details, call your Delta cargo office.

The airline run by professionals
DELTA IS READY WHEN YOU ARE

[News report continued on page 52]
VISUALLY SIGNIFICANT ROOFS

... a trend of major significance in contemporary architecture—and architects everywhere are finding that Follansbee Terne uniquely incorporates the essential values of form, color and function in such roofs. In this non-traditionally designed mental health center the architects expunged the age-old stigma of such institutions by creating a warm, residential, more home-like atmosphere.

Terne helped to create this welcome departure from the “antiseptic line,” for Terne has the important advantage of providing maximum creative latitude at relatively moderate cost. We’ll be happy to send you substantiating evidence.
Owners:
Allen Center Company—
A Joint Venture of
Century Development
Corporation, American
General Realty Company
and Centennial Equities
Corporation (a subsidiary
of Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company).

Architect:
Lloyd Jones Brewer
Associates.

Structural Engineer:
Ellisor and Tanner, Inc.

General Contractor:
Miner-Turner, A Joint
Venture of Miner-
Dederick Construction
Company and Turner
Construction Company
of Texas.

Steel Fabricator:
Mosher Steel Company.

Steel Erector:
Peterson Brothers Steel
Erection Company.

All of Houston, Texas.
Only steel made possible a major redesign in Houston’s newest Allen Center building.

When the steel for Allen Center's newest building, a 50-story, 1.3-million square foot tower, was almost half erected, a major downtown banking institution, Capital National Bank, requested a large block of space on the lower floors. To accommodate the bank's needs, the floors were redesigned to provide an open atrium-like area for banking and office levels. This major redesign was only possible because of the building's steel frame.

The imposing, bronze-tinted Capital National Bank Plaza building is one of Houston's tallest skyscrapers, a $100-million addition to Allen Center—a $1-billion complex in the central business district.

Steel Tubular Design Frame

The steel tubular design frame—the first of its kind in Houston—is made up of 54 perimeter tree columns on 10-foot centers.

Two stories high, these narrow prefabricated assemblies of exterior columns and exterior beams not only help reduce construction time but provide more window area, enhancing the leasability of the space.

The building's unusual eight-sided shape, intended to provide tenants with a variety of views and extra corner offices, also created eccentric wind loadings which are more efficiently handled by tubular design. 16,500 tons of steel went into the building—most of it supplied by U.S. Steel.

The unique story of this newest Allen Center tower is one more example of the flexibility of structural steel. In this case it permitted redesign and changes in a part of the structure already completed; without affecting the scheduled opening date of June, 1980.

To find out more about this building, and for information regarding the many applications for structural steel, contact a USS Construction Representative through your nearest U.S. Steel Sales Office. Or write for the USS Building Report (ADUSS 27-7675-01) to P.O. Box 86 (C1267), Pittsburgh, PA. 15230.
News report continued from page 48

Student John Sportono and his award-winning design.

ally by the National Institute for Architectural Education. This year, 55 entrants (students from 22 colleges and universities across the nation) were given six weeks to design a convention center to be located on the site of the former Penn Central Railway freight yards in Midtown Manhattan. Sportono's design features a skylit glass and steel gallery serving as the principal spine across the site, and dome-capped cylinders providing vertical circulation. A generous plaza and pedestrian bridges link the building to the surrounding community.

Partial economic recovery predicted for 1981

What is the general business and construction outlook for 1981? What shape will the anticipated recovery take? How will a sluggish economy affect the building materials and construction industries? These issues dominated the 41st annual Building Products Executives Conference held Oct. 23 in Washington. The meeting, devoted to the theme, "Strategies for the New Decade," was sponsored by the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company. Over 500 building products and materials executives assembled to hear leaders from private industry, government, economic consulting practice, architecture, and urban policy research give their views on where the economy, and specifically the construction industry, is headed.

The featured speakers were Rep. Joseph Fisher, House Ways and Means Committee; economist Andrew Brimmer, Brimmer & Company; George Sternlieb, director, Rutgers University Urban Policy Research Center; Albert Marschall, commissioner, GSA's Public Buildings Service; Thomas Bullock, chairman, The CRS Group; Jordan Baruch, assistant secretary, Department [News report continued on page 58]
Because Team Form pays attention to details.

Because Team Form, the Swiss design group, created the interlübke wall system 25 years ago to be of timeless design, as simple as a plain white wall, without obtrusive hardware.

... interlübke is computer-engineered to millimeter accuracy so new components added years later will fit exactly and match in color.

Because interlübke components are designed for maximum space utilization with a revolving drop-down bed that is usable even when closed, a fold-away table with fold-away chairs, a bar, desk, TV cabinet, filing drawers, fitted closets, etc.

... the interior components are precision-made to operate smoothly like the fine furniture they are.

Because the matte white lacquer finish is satiny smooth but also tough and maintenance-free.

... interlübke was designed for utmost flexibility to meet individualized custom needs both today and tomorrow.

We hope you'll agree, interlübke wall systems are not just a little bit better, they are the best.
News report continued from page 52


The general consensus among the speakers was that we will see a modest but slow recovery in 1981. The basic rate of inflation will remain high, 9-10 percent. The economy is weak and not likely to get strong again quickly. Some of the pressing challenges we must face are energy supply and demand, productivity, housing shortages, and limited availability of money.

Undoubtedly the highlight of the meeting was the annual economic forecast presented by George A. Christie, vice president and chief economist, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company. Christie maintains we are in a "hockey stick" recession—steep decline (10 percent in the second quarter) followed by a slight recovery (1 percent in the third quarter). The economy will have slow growth in 1981 with much of the momentum occurring in the housing industry. Nonresidential construction will not show signs of recovery until the fourth quarter 1981, with no real strength until 1982. Total construction contract value will increase by 25 percent in 1981 with at least 10 of those percentage points due to inflation. The other 15 percent will represent only a partial recovery from 1980's sharp decline. Christie said we are facing the "Paradox of the Eighties: never has our potential been so great; never have there been so many obstacles in the path of its realization." [BMC]

Calendar

Exhibitions
Through Feb. 8. 20th-century American Design (by Stickley, Saarinen, etc.). Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, NY.

He Got It.
Fast installation of replacement windows is a big plus, because saving time saves money.
Only a Pella package has all these components that make it easy to put windows in their place.

We call it the Pella Clad System for window replacement. This exclusive system makes window replacement up to 8 times faster than conventional tearout methods. No other window manufacturer offers such an extensive system. More than 50 different accessories—subframes, subills, mullion covers, head drip fins, clips, frame expanders and Pella's special frame expander receptors in a myriad of different sizes and configurations—make placement and trimming of Pella Clad units quick, easy and economical in all types of wall construction. The Pella system includes clad frames which will accept a variety of glazing options, louvers or matching clad panels for extensive design flexibility. That means Pella replacement windows fit right and look great. And the Pella system makes Pella windows especially efficient in commercial remodeling and renovation because window replacement in multi-story structures can take place entirely from inside the building. Rooms can be back in use in no time at all. That's important...especially on projects like hospitals. Your local distributor can help you put together a Pella package precisely suited to your design and building needs. All in all, Pella has more to offer than any other wood window available.

For more detailed information, use this coupon to send for your free copy of our 32-page, full color catalog on Pella Clad Windows & Sliding Glass Doors. Call Sweet's BUYLINE number or see us in Sweet's General Building File. Or look in the Yellow Pages under "windows", for the phone number of your Pella Distributor.

Name ____________________________

Firm ______________________________

Address __________________________

City ______________________________

State __________________ Zip ______

Telephone _________________________

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. T35A1, 100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219. Also available throughout Canada. This coupon answered within 24 hours.

Only Pella offers it all. ©1980 Rolscreen Co.
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Competitions
Jan. 26. Mailing deadline for International Conceptual Furniture Design Competition, sponsored by Progressive Architecture and to be announced at NEOCON. For information, contact Furniture Competition, Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer St., Stamford, Ct 06904.
Jan. 30. Registration deadline for Design + Energy Student Competition.

Courses application deadline
Jan. 15. Applications are being accepted for the 1982 annual courses for professionals in conservation, at the International Centre for Conservation (ICCROM) in Rome, Italy. Contact the International Centre Committee, 1522 K Street NW, Suite 530, Washington, DC 20005.

Seminars, conferences, tours
Feb. 11. "An Evening with Computer—A Simplified Presentation of the Most Potent Tool in Today's Design Office" will be presented by the New York Chapter of the Institute of Business Designers. Write IBD New York Chapter, Box 86, FDR Station, New York, NY 10022 (212) 940-0903.
Feb. 18-20. Seminar on Rehabilitation and Remodeling for Extended Life or New Life. The University of Chicago. Contact Center for Continuing Education, 1307 East 60th St., Chicago 60637.
Apr. 1-6. The Society of Architectural Historians annual meeting, Empress Hotel, Victoria, B.C. Contact the SAH, 1700 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.


Feb. 27. Submission deadline for Hexter Awards "Interiors of the Year." Entry forms and information available from S.M. Hexter Company, 979 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022.
Apr. 30. Entry deadline for Women in Design International Competition '81. Write WID International, 530 Howard St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105.

For full color catalog, send $2.50 to Amsterdam Corporation. 950 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
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This is a factory?

Strong forms and bold colors give the Qume Corporation facilities in San Jose, CA, a distinctly un-factorylike appearance. On the outside, Inryco/wall IW-11A panels in postal blue and boysenberry are curved in graceful contours to break up the geometric rectangles of long, low sandstone beige walls.

Inside, the same type of panels in boysenberry and suede brown frame a skylit garden atrium that runs the full length of the building between office and plant areas. Qume Corporation wanted a pleasant atmosphere for its employees, and the design team won a 1980 AIA Honor Award in providing it.

The energy efficient Inryco/wall panels are coated with long-life, low-maintenance, two-coat Duofinish over a galvanized steel base. For more data contact your Inryco representative or INRYCO, Inc., Building Panels Div., Dept. A-4069, P.O. Box 393, Milwaukee, WI 53201.
THE RIGHT GLASS CAN HIDE, HEAT, DRAMATIZE.

The right glass. More than ever, PPG glass is an indispensable tool for architects who wed energy efficiency to aesthetic power.

And one strength these three diverse buildings share—besides recognition of their design excellence by the AIA—is the choice of PPG glass to bring the architects’ visions to life.

Look, for example, at the imaginative use of PPG’s high-efficiency reflective Solarban® 550-8 (2) glass in the handsome, five-stepped international headquarters of Geico Corporation outside Minneapolis.

Combined with an ingenious heat recovery system, the insulating power of Solarban glass helps minimize heat loss—and gain—even in the extremes of Minnesota’s climate. It’s also the right glass to help the building meld with and mirror the peaceful, wooded lakeshore landscape.


The panels combine with a low-velocity fan system to capture and channel hot or cool air to where it’s needed most, summer or winter. So energy costs are held down dramatically.

And even in the forward-looking architectural environment of Columbus, Indiana, the high drama created by PPG’s reflective Solarcool® Bronze glass helps set Bell of Indiana’s switching station apart.

The original building is hidden behind a handsome structural silicone curtain wall system. And the new addition sparkles with a combination of opaque and transparent...
Solarcool glass that helps redistribute heat from the switching equipment with maximum efficiency. PPG makes just the right glass to bring out the best in your new designs, too. All you need to prove it is a look at Sweet's 8.26/Pp. Then write to PPG when it's time to choose your glass. We can't promise you'll win awards. But we can guarantee you a broad spectrum of intelligent, beautiful choices. And that one of them will be the right glass.

PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
Jewish Theological Seminary Library Complex, New York. Architects: Gruzen & Partners, New York. This new library, replacing parts of the original 1930 Seminary building which were destroyed by fire in 1966, will complete the cloistered courtyard formed by the existing U-shaped building. The addition will include a four-level library, seminar space, and a large auditorium; the roof of the latter will accommodate lawns and terraces. The new lobby will be a two-story skylit space with an ornamental stair leading to the library. The design maintains the brick and stone walls and the scale and proportion of the existing windows. Gruzen & Partners, one of the architectural firms invited by the Seminary in 1975 to analyze its building needs, won the commission for the new library in a competition.

Marina Peninsula Condominiums, Marina Peninsula, Ca. Architects: Flood, Meyer, Sutton & Associates, Santa Monica, Ca. This 13-unit condominium project has a "keystone"-form plan and is wedged into a hillside neighborhood of apartments and single-family houses. While the current market calls for luxury condominiums, this project includes three ground-floor, one-bedroom moderate income flats, to facilitate the governmental approvals process. The remaining units are two- and three-story townhouses. The keystone form maximizes views for the units and also for the neighboring buildings, as required sideyard setbacks are expanded. A colonnade of palm trees will surround the project. Construction will be of wood frame over a concrete underground garage, and the exterior skin will be painted stucco. Collectors for a solar-assisted hot water system will be integrated into the design of the sloping roofs, and holding tanks will be located at the rear of the garage. In addition to fan coil units drawing heat from the central hot water system, the units will depend on the chimney effect of open stairwells within for heat circulation.

Sigal residence, Washington, DC. Architects: Martin & Jones, Washington, DC. This permanent residence for a family of four is located at the high, narrow end of a small, irregularly shaped site on a steep hillside overlooking the Potomac River. Rooms, arranged in an "L" plan, open onto a terraced garden with views over the river. Parents' and children's bedrooms are separated, and communal and entertaining spaces are formal, but open. The house and garden are organized by a series of major and minor axes, and these axial relationships are developed in elevation as a set of Neo-Classical pavilions—echoing the Neo-Classical monuments of the mall downstream—which rest on a brick base and are linked by a continuous trellis screen. The brick base extends into the garden to form a somewhat tight artificial cliff in some places and a formal plinth in others, a man-made/natural contrast which is repeated at other points, such [News report continued on page 70]
Design with Imagination...

Using Masonry Insulated with Korfil

When designing you let your imagination soar. But specifying materials—that’s down to earth business. Practical considerations like cost, energy savings, labor, time, can put a crimp in your creativity.

That’s why so many imaginative architects rely on KORFIL pre-insulated blocks. Because KORFIL comes through with the insulating characteristics you demand, at a cost you can afford, without compromising your creative instincts.

For consistent insulation value, for ease of installation and flexibility of design; rely on KORFIL pre-insulated blocks . . . and let your imagination soar.
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Energy conservation is a national necessity. DesignTex contributes with Stable-Loc Malimo casements that combine beauty with environmental control. Available in 48 energy-saving designs that control light, reflect heat in summer, hold warmth in winter.

Stable-Loc contract casements contain Verel®, Eastman’s flame-resistant, modacrylic fiber. All DesignTex Stable-Loc Malimo casements carry a five year unconditional guarantee to remain dimensionally stable.

Thinking casements? Save energy. Call DesignTex.
ENERGY QUESTION:
How do you design a building that slashes energy costs and looks great?

ENLIGHTENED ANSWER:
Create a stylish reinforced concrete building that helps reduce energy use by 50%.

The headquarters building for Basin Electric Power Cooperative in Bismarck, N.D., has become a landmark because of its imaginative styling. But the beauty of its reinforced concrete design is more than skin deep.

The building’s energy requirements are about one-half those of a comparably-sized conventional building. The designers nestled the building into a hillside, so that all but one story is shielded from chilling northwest winds. All four stones on the southeast elevation are warmed by winter sun passing through the windows. Higher-angled rays from the summer sun are blocked by overhangs.

This passive solar design, along with heat pumps, allows the accumulation of enough heat to make supplemental heating unnecessary—even at sustained low temperatures in the range of -4°F. A prominent feature of the building is a center section that gets progressively larger on the higher floors. This section contains executive offices and board room and space for elevators and stairwells.

Besides its obvious contribution to energy conservation by moderating the effects of outside temperature variations, reinforced concrete also was chosen for its built-in fire resistance. Concrete also is monolithic and less susceptible to below-grade expansions and contraction. Finally, the economy possible with Grade 60 reinforcing steel contributed to the success of the project.

Reinforced concrete delivers fast, money-saving answers to the question of energy conservation. Write for Bulletin 7903.

ARCHITECT: Ritterbush Associates, Bismarck, N.D.
STRUCTURAL CONSULTANT: Loos & Traeholt, Bismarck, N.D.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Froeschle Sons, Inc., Bismarck, N.D.
OWNER: Basin Electric Power Cooperative, Bismarck, N.D.
For High-Rise Buildings Using Gail Brickplate Panels in Steel Stud Framing!

This new prefab system offers “Mercedes-Benz quality at VW prices.”

Basic elements are shown in the cutaway drawing. Significant advantages are obvious. Tons of expensive design deadload and structural mass are eliminated since panels weigh 80% less than precast concrete. Significantly less expensive than glass or aluminum curtainwalls. Eliminates costly scaffolding. Provides a chase for pipes and wiring in exterior walls for faster, more economical installation. Virtually maintenance-free—no painting, sandblasting, acid-cleaning. Work proceeds regardless of bad weather since panels are assembled in an enclosed structure. Excellent insulation values, energy efficient.

For the ultimate in architecturally beautiful exterior walls...on a tight budget...the prefab Gail Brickplate system warrants your interest. Write or call for our new Technical Brochure “Prefab Brickplate Panels.”

GAIL ARCHITECTURAL CERAMICS
1481 North Main Street / Orange, CA 92867 / (714) 997-9383
Sales offices/warehouses in Redwood City, CA; Norcross, GA; Cedar Grove, NJ; Houston, TX. Distributors nationwide.

CERAMIC TILE EXTERIOR - PRE-FAB ECONOMY

Frostproof Gail Brickplate is permanently locked into panels with keyback ridge design.
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tion and living space into one zone, and creating a variety of outdoor spaces. The massing of the center responds to contextual issues: large simple elements on the west relate to the hospital structure, and layering of building elements on the east is sympathetic to the adjacent residential neighborhood. The curved walls on the south and east define the street. Structure is steel frame, and finish material is a red masonry tile matching the existing hospital buildings.

Trenton Trade and Civic Center, Trenton, NJ. Architects: Geoffrey Freeman Associates, New York. This building will serve as a multifunctional performing arts center, convention center, and 9000-seat arena, and will be located in a suburban setting near the Delaware River, between the central business district and the state office complex. To form a transition from urban to suburban forces, the building's north façade will be rectilinear and tight-skinned, and its suburban south façade will be curvilinear, with its skin giving way to exposed structure. The structural elements are planned to be overscaled in some cases to express public grandeur, a theme taken in part from an adjacent Neo-Classical limestone auditorium. Finish materials will be sandy precast concrete wall panels, highly textured, at street level, and glossy, rose-colored porcelain panels above. The roof will be of copper.

East Campus Housing, Columbia University, New York. Architects: Goethemey/Segel & Associates, New York. This housing project is located in the northeast quadrant of the superblock east of the main Columbia University campus and creates a large silhouette on the skyline over Morningside Park. Three elements are arranged in a U-shape around an internal courtyard, which serves as the entry to the buildings. The western element is a low-rise building constructed over an existing platform structure, and the eastern element is a 20-story highrise. These two buildings contain a total of 156 apartments housing 665 people, in duplex, triplex, split-level, and one-story configurations. The northern element is a Humanities Center. Beneath the courtyard are spaces for student activities. Parking for 45 cars is provided to supplement an adjacent parking facility. Structure is poured concrete, finish material is 4" x 8" tile, in terra-cotta and gray color, with glass block.

The Charles Center Tower, Baltimore, Md. Architects: Conklin & Rossant, New York. The Charles Center Tower, for the Mullan Partnership and the City of Baltimore, will occupy the last remaining site in the Charles Center Redevelopment Project in Downtown Baltimore. It will incorporate 240 housing units, 100,000 sq ft of office space, and 20,000 sq ft of retail space. The original 1960s pedestrian system for the Center, which involved a two-level walkway, has been replaced in this scheme by a single intermediate ground plane, at the ground level of existing Lexington Street buildings, which are now going to be preserved. In front of the tower, at ground level, will be an amphitheater and an oval skating center. The ten-story office base will step back, providing glass-walled terraces. Above, the apartment tower is square in plan. The structure will be concrete, and the exterior finish will be a lightweight insulating metallic curtain wall of tan/pewter color.
SUN/Tronic House

...an excitement of elegance and inspired concepts
The exciting Sun/Tronic House™ features inspired concepts for the copper metals in an elegant home setting using the latest in residential solar energy and the precision of household management control provided by personal computers. Conceived and built by the Copper Development Association Inc., advanced market development arm of the copper and brass industry, the Sun/Tronic House is a dazzling showcase of sensitive design, superb building materials, tasteful home furnishings by W&J Sloane and clean-lined, efficient appliances from General Electric.

The Sun/Tronic House is a comfortable real home. The home is proof-positive that with sound energy management and personal computer technology, you can raise high again your expectations for elegant living — even in an era of tightening fuel supplies.

An interplay of active and passive solar systems in the Sun/Tronic House provides more than 60% of the home's space heating and hot water. Photovoltaic cells that directly convert the sun's power into electricity furnish a portion of the home's electrical needs.

Nature and the creative intellect work together brilliantly in the Sun/Tronic House to give a strong yet subtle statement of the sensibly elegant comfort that is available today. Natural building materials, the captured sun, and electronic systems in the Sun/Tronic House are aimed directly at convenience and efficiency, in an environment of confident good taste and carefree elegance. California redwood, upholstery fabrics of Herculon® olefin fibers and Karastan carpets, along with copper metals used throughout the house, provide an almost maintenance-free environment. In addition to copper solar equipment, the home's copper, brass, and bronze products are hallmarks of quality construction and design. These include copper plumbing and wiring and copper metals for architectural and decorative uses.
Snug in a hillside, north side defends against winter winds. Vestibule serves as airlock against drafts. Copper-clad doors by Stanley have magnetic weather-stripping. Siding is durable, clear-grade certified kiln dried California Redwood.

East and west elevations reveal the design versatility of the "Tough 12" high-strength standing seam copper roof. Copper roof was installed with new automatic forming and seaming equipment, reducing total cost. Underneath every roof surface, 9" of R-30 Owens-Corning Fiberglas® blanket insulation plus 1" of Owens-Corning Fiberglas® High-R sheathing.

Floor plan depicts Sun/Tronic's various room levels, spacious living areas and graceful, curved wall surfaces.
Interior spaces of the Sun/Tronic House flow effortlessly into one another, charming the eye with change and surprise. The lines are gentle, soft, and curved, and yet there is sufficient angularity to establish a pleasing balance of grace and quiet strength.

Natural materials used on the exterior, such as redwood, slate, and copper metals, combine beautifully with the distinctive interior furnishings from W&J Sloane, the fine care-free fabrics of Herculon, distinguished furniture from Sherrill, and the lush Suede Manner broadloom carpeting from Karastan.

The plan of the Sun/Tronic House is eminently practical. The soaring ceiling takes advantage of convection currents; rising warm air is recycled down an energy column and circulates under the Vermont slate floors of the lower levels. The bold, brass-appointed fireplaces add steady warmth to the living spaces by recirculating heat to other rooms.

The semi-circular library is one-half level below the living room, and the microprocessor system from Apple Computer is located there. Continually monitoring data from electronic sensors, the personal home computer determines when to activate the solar systems and in what combinations; when to distribute space heating from storage; and when to operate heat pumps, solar cells, and night setback thermostats for maximum efficiency, comfort, and economy. The home computer also controls the security, fire sprinkler, and smoke detector systems.

Architects for the Sun/Tronic House are the Berkus Group Architects of Santa Barbara and Washington, D.C. Mechanical engineers are Mueller Associates of Baltimore. Contractor is, W. R. T. Smith, Wilton, Conn. Interior design is by MAC II of New York.

Vaulted space of living-dining areas is divided by soaring mirrored-brass, double-faced fireplace. Column in living room collects warm air that rises toward the ceiling and then directs it down for circulation in lower level "air floor." Vermont slate flooring radiates the warmth upward again.
Library's computer console monitors energy resources, lighting, fire and security protection. TVs with keyboards in other rooms have access to Apple II unit's 48K memory. The skylight (with its thermal-insulating shade to limit nighttime heat loss) opens the library to brighttime comfort.

Looking down from the balcony, W&J Sloane furnishings reflect traditional and contemporary taste. Sherrill sectionals and other furniture are covered in fabrics of Herculon®. Carpet is Suede Manner by Karastan. Brass end tables and cocktail tables are from W&J Sloane. Greenhouse-solarium provides solar-heated air that warms floors in family room and library.

Two-story Lord & Burnham greenhouse-solarium is part of passive solar system, which provides 15% of space heating. It's equipped with insulating glass, power fan ventilation, computer-controlled Roll-A-Way motorized insulating shutters. Redwood hot-tub invites the family. Masonry greenhouse walls, slate floors, copper tubes in the family room solar wall — all store sun's heat.

Open spiral staircase leads to the upper level balcony commanding exciting views of the living areas.

Family room focus is media wall with GE electronic home entertainment products including a 45" diagonal GE Widescreen TV, GE video cassette recorder. Also featured: 4-speaker stereo system, 13" TV with Apple II computer, seating group with stain resistant fabrics of Herculon.

Sectional group by Sherrill in the quiet corner of the living room stimulates conversation and relaxation. A brass-faced sliding glass door has easy access to the open redwood deck beyond.
Sun-filled spaces bring good friends, good food together

Sun/Tronic's formal dining setting is gracious, light, and calmly ordered. Entertaining in this home makes evident Sun/Tronic’s exceptional and elegant qualities.

The kitchen fulfills all the criteria for excellence and joy in food preparation. The work island with salad sink is convenient to all resources as well as the informal dining area. Windows of Libbey-Owens-Ford Thermopane® insulating glass in brass frames provide a warmth that blends beautifully with the copperware, the slate flooring, and the St. Charles cabinets that are finished with hardwood countertops and solid brass trim.

Computer efficiency comes to the kitchen also. A GE television equipped with keyboard is linked to the central computer. Simple instructions command the computer to display selected menus, recipes, and food and wine inventories and to forecast expenses.

GE's kitchen appliances and nearby laundry appliances, all placed with an eye to work flow, were chosen because of their proven quality and energy conservation. Copper cookware is here also, the overwhelming choice of gourmet cooks. Copper has no equal for even-heating.

The GE dishwasher and microwave oven are real energy savers. The GE Food Saver Refrigerator has compartments for specific foods with their different temperature and moisture requirements. Color-coordinated fixtures like American-Standard’s Fiesta dual-level sink add to the sheer visual delight of Sun/Tronic's kitchen.

St. Charles' cabinets provide fingertip access to utensils and storage areas. Gliding out at a touch are such units as bread box, ventilated trays for fruit and vegetable storage, and deep-base sliding shelves for bulkier items.

Antique mahogany dining table with place settings from W&J Sloane sparkles from sun through Thermopane® insulating glass by LOF set in brass insulated window frames. Brass-trimmed breakfront and brass service cart add touches of elegance.
Island food preparation center is complete with salad sink by American Standard. Note dual-handle brass pantry faucet. Professional-quality copper cookware functions beautifully, lasts a lifetime with easy care. Antique mahogany table and chairs from W&J Sloane echo curving corner window in charming breakfast nook.

Fireplace opens at floor level in living room, at table height in dining room. Sheraton-styled mahogany table and floral print chairs from W&J Sloane contrast with the home's contemporary architecture. Invisible assist for pleasant dining: full-length lead sheet in walls to dampen kitchen sounds.

Platinum color, brass-accented cabinets lining work areas are from St. Charles Fashion Kitchens. Side-by-side refrigerator-freezer, food processor, compactor, and stove with large-capacity oven are latest work-saving designs by GE.

Cross-sectional view of the Sun/Tronic House reveals an integrated architectural design, which blends secluded northern exposure with open, sun-filled living areas on the south.

Copper chafing dishes on the breakfront cast a mellow glow over entertaining. Delightfully sophisticated oriental art is from W&J Sloane.
The Sun/Tronic House provides special areas of restorative privacy for family members.

Thoughtful zoning by the architect is where it starts. The master bedroom suite and the children's bedrooms are located at opposite ends of the house. Behind the master suite's double doors we find an adult retreat, providing basic human comforts with Sherrill furniture, Herculon fibers, and Karastan carpeting, all available at W&J Sloane.

It's still a solar environment, of course. The serene copper cylinders gracing the suite's southern window wall are passive solar heating units. Water inside the cylinders is warmed by freon charged heat pipes, which collect their heat from a copper absorber plate on the outside. Copper is exceptionally efficient for heat transfer. The wall between is insulated with Owens-Coming Fiberglas® insulation. The stored heat in the cylinders radiates into the room.

The fireplace and mantel are beautified by brass. It is opened to view on two sides, delighting the bed and sitting areas and the expansive bathing space beyond. Fitted brass-framed glass doors prevent heat loss. Outdoor air, not warmed room air, is used for combustion.

The master bath is, without contradiction, both simple and sumptuous, having a shower and sunken whirlpool bath by American-Standard. Twin pedestal island lavatories enhance the master bath area. The self-venting copper Sovent™ single-stack drainage system makes possible the design and location of island lavatories like these.

Sleeping as well as living areas in the Sun/Tronic House are protected by an all-copper fire sprinkler system.
American-Standard whirlpool bath is nestled between the brass-accented fireplace and plant-adorned shower area. Sun enters skylight to warm and brighten bathing area and dressing room. Computer controls insulator-shade under skylight.

Four-poster brass bed in a supremely comfortable setting of restrained luxury is located for privacy while commanding a view of the outdoor redwood deck and the fireplace-sitting area. Copper heat pipe wall is in background.

Multi-faced brass framed mirror serves separate American-Standard Ellisse Grande lavatories. Copper Sovent™ plumbing makes this island design possible. Beyond is another convenience: twin walk-in clothes closets.

Girl's and boy's rooms have upholstery fabrics of Hercules and Karastan Berberau Prisms carpeting. Both can take active wear from energetic children and still keep their freshness.

Overhead, practically invisible copper firesprinkler protection.

The Sun/Tronic House is certified by the National Energy Watch, the energy conservation program developed by the Edison Electric Institute. In this home, Owens-Coming Fiber-glas insulation and LOF solar systems are put to full use to conserve energy.

All-copper liquid flat-plate solar collectors by LOF meet primary space heating needs by circulating sun-warmed water through copper tubes to the 1,000-gallon insulated tank, where its heat is stored and eventually distributed as warmed air. Passive solar systems, including a copper tube water storage wall, a copper heat pipe wall, a Lord & Burnham greenhouse-solarium, and Vermont slate floors store and radiate supplemental heat. GE high efficiency Executive Weathertron® heat pumps supplement the various solar systems and provide the home’s central cooling. Hot water for household use is supplied by the active solar system, GE Hot-Water-Bank heat recovery unit, and auxiliary electricity.

Solarphotovoltaic cells convert sunlight directly to electricity, which is stored in C&D’s lead-acid batteries to operate pumps in the active solar system and to provide...
and the home secure ... beautifully so!

emergency lighting and computer power.

Coordinating these active and passive systems is the computer program prepared by W.W. Gaertner Research. This software also handles other aspects of environmental control, monitors fire and intrusion protection, and facilitates computer access to the family's personal files.

Copper's traditional uses in plumbing and electrical systems are basic to the functional performance and security of the Sun/Tronic House. For these uses, copper has always been the standard of quality and true economy. In addition, copper's role in countless consumer products, lighting fixtures, and other applications inside and outside the home demonstrates an extraordinary versatility. But its story does not end there. The good news goes on — for the future is bright as to the plentiful supply of copper in the USA. Natural abundance plus recycling make the USA essentially self-sufficient in copper. So use it with complete confidence — as is done so beautifully in the.

Copper-clad insulated entrance doors offer an impressive and elegant welcome.

2 Mirrored brass switchplates conveniently group controls and lend a classic decorative touch.

3 All-copper passive solar heat pipe wall provides warmth to master bedroom.

4 The attractive and durable polished brass threshold is reflected in copper entrance door.

5 Roll-formed insulated brass framed projection windows enclose LOF Thermopane insulating glass.

6 Convenient to entertaining is the wine rack and wet bar highlighted by stunning brass and glassware.

7 New automatic techniques make copper roofing's installation quick and economical. Copper provides a maintenance-free and permanent cover.

8 All-copper fire sprinkler system is essential for protection of home and family.

9 Beautiful copper cookware and modern microwave oven offer kitchen efficiency — with status.


11 Brass faucets complement pedestal lavatories.

12 Crisp computer keyboard provides finger-touch control of home's key functions and family records.

13 Shimmering brass door hardware adds luster to every entry throughout the house.

14 Antique brass trim holds firm the rectilinear lamp, one of many which grace the home's exterior.

15 Brass railings serve to keep continuity of decorative theme throughout home.
Products and concepts from the following participating sponsors are featured in the Sun/Tronic House with the thought that they will assist you in your own quest for the good life.

American-Standard
Plumbing Fixtures & Fittings

Apple Computer Incorporated
Computer System

Burnham Corporation
Lord & Burnham Division
Greenhouse-Solarium

California Redwood Association
Siding, Decking, Interior Trim

C & D Batteries Division
Allied Chemical Company
Lead-acid Storage Batteries

Edison Electric Institute
Energy Systems and Programs

W. W. Gaertner Research Inc.
Computer Systems and Software

General Electric Company
Consumer Products and Services Sector
Major Appliances, Heat Pumps, Television, Housewares, Lighting

Hercules Incorporated
Herculan Olefin Fiber

Karastan Rug Mills
Carpeting

Lead Industries Association, Inc.
Storage Batteries
Sound Attenuating Sheet
Greenhouse Flashing

Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
Architectural Construction
Insulating Glass
Solar Energy Systems
Solar Collectors (Liquid)

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Insulating Products

Prime Marketing Group Incorporated
Roll-A-Way Insulating Security Shutters

Sherrill Upholstering Company
Upholstered Furniture

Solarx Corporation
Photovoltaic System

St. Charles Manufacturing Company
Cabinets, Kitchen-Laundry Room

The Stanley Works
Stanley Door Division
Garage Door, Exterior Doors
Stanley-Vemco
Garage Door Opener

Vermont Structural Slate Company, Inc.
Slate Flooring, Exterior Walkways

W. & J Sloane
Interior Furnishings
"America’s bathrooms are coming to life! And American-Standard is where it’s happening." SUN/TRONIC HOUSE PLUMBING FIXTURES . . . by American-Standard are featured in a 12-page, 16" x 10" tabloid. Full color bathroom and powder room design ideas are shown along with American-Standard’s full line of toilets, bidets, whirlpool baths, laboratories, kitchen sinks and fittings. American-Standard Circle 327 on reader service card.


"Photovoltaic Energy Storage Batteries for applications from the equator to the arctic". Four-page booklet. For many unique and demanding photovoltaic applications, C&D has developed an entirely new group of battery types. While these batteries are a recent development, and therefore new and tested and proven designs, they have been modified to operate over long periods of time with minimum maintenance in harsh environments. Not every battery is suited for photovoltaic applications and, therefore, C&D’s photovoltaic batteries should be given special consideration. C&D Batteries Division Circle 329 on reader service card.


"111 Ways To Control Your Electric Bill". 14-page booklet. Edison Electric Institute. For your copy, contact your local utility.


"Capturing the Sun" . . . Batteries and Solar Energy Storage. An 8-page booklet outlining solar energy collection through the use of photovoltaic arrays and the storage of energy in lead-acid batteries. Included are case history applications of photovoltaic systems, brief descriptions of other solar systems and a glossary of terms. Lead Industries Association, Inc. Circle 337 on reader service card.

"Take A Fresh Look At Noise Control". A 2-page booklet reprinted from Modern Store and OR, June/July, 1977. This reprint describes how lead sound barriers control external and internal noise in a variety of office buildings. Lead Industries Association, Inc. Circle 338 on reader service card.

"LOF Solar Energy Systems" is the title of a 12-page brochure which explains how solar heating systems work and how LOF’S Sun-Pan solar collector functions as a critical part of a system, generating heat energy from sunlight. The illustrated manual thoroughly details the high quality construction of a SunPanel flat plate collector and provides extensive data on applications, efficiency, system design considerations and installation procedures. Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. Circle 339 on reader service card.

"All About Greenhouses". Send for Lord & Burnham’s exciting new 125th anniversary package of information on greenhouses. You’ll receive a beautiful new 24-page, full-color greenhouse dreambook. You’ll also receive a price list and a greenhouse equipment accessory brochure along with the educational publication, "Greenhouse Living", which includes a special section on solar energy. The price for the entire package is $2.00. Direct your responses to Mr. M. Lee, Lord & Burnham Division of the Burnham Corporation, 2 Main Street, Irvington, N.Y. 10533

"Insulation for Thermal and Sound Control". A twelve page brochure catalogue of the various residential insulation products Owens-Corning produces for thermal and sound control. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Circle 340 on reader service card.

"How Much Insulation?". A brochure explaining the new FHA minimum property requirements for thermal insulation for various areas of the country by fuel type. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Circle 341 on reader service card.

"New Fiberglas Insulating Sheathing". A four-page brochure on product properties and application instructions for Owens-Corning Fiberglas Insulating Sheathing. Circle 342 on reader service card.


"St. Charles Fashion Kitchen", 44-page booklet, $3.00; "St. Charles Belleria", 22-page booklet, $2.00; two full-color guides to high-fashion St. Charles kitchen cabinetry. Direct all inquiries to Miss Elin Latimer, St. Charles Manufacturing Company, 1611 East Main Street, St. Charles, Illinois 60174.


"Insulated Steel Entry Doors Open Your World With Beautiful Entryways Designed to Give You Added Value Through Security, Energy Savings, And Trouble-Free Life". Insulated Steel Entry Door Systems from Stanley are described in a four-page brochure showing the complete line of entry doors. Stanley Door Systems Circle 345 on reader service card.

"Stanley® Garage Doors Have the Steel Advantage™". Steel garage doors from Stanley are shown in a booklet featuring one piece and sectional doors in classic horizontal panels or the exclusive raised panel garage doors with the look of wood and the lasting beauty of steel. Charts enable the consumer to select the correct door size and hardware for specific space requirements. Stanley Door Systems Circle 346 on reader service card.


Advanced Copper and Brass products and systems are featured in the Sun/Tronic House. Design handbooks and brochures are available from the Copper Development Association Inc.: Copper Solvent Single-Stack Drainage System Circle 350 on reader service card.

Copper Fire Sprinkler Systems Circle 351 on reader service card.

Copper Roofing Systems Circle 352 on reader service card.

Copper Solar Systems Circle 353 on reader service card.

Copper Plumbing Systems Circle 354 on reader service card.

Brass Furniture — The Heirloom of Tomorrow Circle 355 on reader service card.

The Romance of Brass — Consumer Products Circle 356 on reader service card.

Copper/Brass/Bronze — Architectural Applications Circle 357 on reader service card.

"Solar Electric Systems, brief descriptions of other solar systems and a glossary of terms. Lead Industries Association, Inc. Circle 337 on reader service card."
Wilsonart

Camel D31-6
from The Fine Art of Wilsonart

A classic colored neutral decorative laminate that warmly echoes or subtly complements interior color schemes.

The Wilsonart brand Design Group 1 and exclusive Limited Edition solid color collections provide 64 vibrant choices to highlight your next interior design statement. A broad spectrum of hue and intensity from soft, muted desert tones to richly saturated accent colors. Ask a Wilsonart representative to show them all to you or write for your Design Group 1 and Limited Edition solid colors brochures.

Copyright 1981 Ralph Wilson Plastics Co.
600 General Bruce Drive, Temple, Texas 76501
Manufacturers of Wilsonart Decorative Laminates, Chem-Surf, Tuf-Surf, Dor-Surf, Metallics and Contact Adhesives.

Circle No. 439 on Reader Service Card
The first P/A jury to face more than 1000 entries, this year's group of dedicated professionals gave two top awards—one in urban design/planning and one in research—and recognized a total of 31 entries.

When the eight jurors for the 28th P/A Awards program gathered here in Stamford one morning in late September, 1049 submissions were sorted and stacked by category, awaiting their examination. Like all P/A juries in recent years, they soon divided into three preordained groups—two jurors applying themselves to the 123 urban design/planning entries, two others taking on the 52 research entries, and the remaining four wading into the 874 submissions in architectural design. On the following day, all eight regrouped to share final decisionmaking.

Though the number of entries was slightly higher (last year's total was 928) the character of the entries this year was not substantially different. There were, as always, many entries in the image of winners from recent years. There was also clearly a response this year to P/A's announced intention of leaving the door open to a broad range of design attitudes. Last year's architectural design winners had tended to affirm the stature of a well-defined avant-garde. This year's jury was chosen with the expectation that they would not only respect these avant-garde positions, but would give comparable attention to other concerns—notably energy-conscious design.

Serious attention to energy concerns was assured by the inclusion on the jury of two members with special expertise in the field: Richard Stein on the architectural design team and Ralph Knowles on the research team. The result is not a great increase in the number of winners that are obviously energy-related, even though these were amply represented among the entries. The special interests of these two jurors in such entries seems to have been balanced by their more discriminating judgment of energy-conscious efforts. Perhaps more significant is the respect for energy concerns to be found in most of the winning entries.

In the area of architectural design, this year's winning choices do represent a shift in attitude from last year's. There is, overall, more evident consideration of factors such as programmatic relationships and orientation, less emphasis on historic allusion or formal manipulation—though some winners conspicuously defy this generalization. In urban design and planning, however, there seems to be a continuation of the interest of recent jurors in incremental, socially responsive efforts and in proposals that are formally strong. The area of research, as represented by P/A winners, seems to follow its own, rather steady trajectory.

Although there is remarkably little correspondence between last year's 28 winners and this year's 31, two firms do appear on both lists. The only firm recognized for architectural design both years is Dewberry, Nealon & Davis, Joseph Boggs/Studio (p. 140); perhaps their kind of rationalist design—minimal, yet distinctly symbolic—represents a meeting ground for otherwise divergent design viewpoints. The second firm recognized both years is Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown—last year for a house design, this year for a planning proposal (p. 98) that represents the firm's other equally important and philosophically related activity.

Many others among the winners—13 out of 31—are by firms that have won recognition in the program at some time in its 28-year history. The one firm with the rare distinction of having four winning entries this year, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, was the source of three premiated projects in the very first P/A Awards program, back in 1954. It says something about the range and dispersal of this firm today that its four winners represent four different offices, and that two are in design, two in planning.

In a time of unpredictable evolution—of doubt and dissent in the field of architecture—there are strands of continuity and encouraging signs of regeneration.

[John Morris Dixon]
This year's jury discussed in detail the criteria on which they based their judgment of the entries and debated the various issues now facing urban design and planning.

Edmund N. Bacon is an architect and city planner who, as executive director of the Philadelphia City Planning Commission from 1949 to 1970, conducted one of the most extensive downtown revitalization efforts in the U.S. in the post war years. He is currently vice-president of Mondev International, Ltd., in Montreal.

Jacques Brownson was the project architect and chief of design for the award-winning Chicago Civic Center in Chicago (a joint venture of C.F. Murphy and Loeb, Schlossman, Bennett & Dart). Currently he is director of the State Buildings Division for the State of Colorado.

The jurors in the category of Urban Design and Planning, Ed Bacon and Jacques Brownson, discussed with P/A their observations about the 123 submissions, the level of quality, the range of issues they addressed, and the questions they raised.

Both jurors remarked on the level of submissions; in fact, Bacon was "frankly surprised" at the range of high quality entries. But both jurors had very definite ideas about the criteria important for their singling out the six entries for premiation.

Bacon: I was looking for designers who are able to see the larger structure of the city and relate their individual concerns to that larger structure. I was most interested when they graphically demonstrated their sensitivity to the relationship between the parts and the whole, particularly where there was a continuity established between the very broad regional overview of the situation and the intermediate stages, down to the detailed forms of buildings. There is often a tendency to create a regional plan with a lot of fancy colors and then design specific portions of the project with no connection between the specific and the general. The submissions we have chosen, on the other hand, represent that continuity of approach with the integrated relationship of the parts to the whole.

Brownson: I kept looking for the "people" in these plans—where the users fit in. Lots of the drawings give you little idea that there are people involved in those activities going on in the buildings being planned for them. By isolating planning into a lot of subsystems, we often lose the knowledge that the end product will be used by people. One of the things we were looking at was that continuity of activity needed to keep a city vital and integrated. On the larger scheme of things we need to avoid creating nine-to-five cities; on the more specific level of say, civic center projects, we have looked at the way people might actually use that space on their lunch hour, or in their various activities. The reason for building a civic center is not to create "theme" eating places or knicknack shops, but to include certain kinds of activities that will relate to the whole spectrum of activities that the people who work and live there are involved in. I don't mean the spectator-sport kind of activities. I mean the normal, day-to-day things we all do.

Bacon: A number of the presentations demonstrated this sense of the larger structure in a real way, showing that the thinking of the planners focused on both the larger structure and the particular parts, as well as how those specific pieces relate to the historical context of the existing urban form.

Brownson: Regarding actual presentations, you do have to be very selective about how to communicate your thinking. Documents that depended extensively on verbiage or exploration of side issues suffered. It is better just to convey key ideas. Those schemes that showed the architects and planners had simplified the
concept and the approach showed it in the drawings and presentations. It became clear that they knew where they wanted to go. Other schemes that might have been excellent would beat around the bush before getting to the main idea. If there is an idea there, then the submission should clarify it. The scheme should show the designer is able to anticipate what is going to happen and provide for that event in the framework of the plan being developed. We talk about an overall structure and yet all of a sudden we have new cities where we haven't thought about what makes them a place for people to live in.

**Bacon:** There are some formal considerations that showed up in this year's schemes. No longer are architects afraid to think in terms of axes and symmetry. No longer are they afraid to work within a frame of reference of historical precedents. This can be seen very clearly in two of the winners (see pages 90 and 94). Also using a natural resource like a river that had been one of the determinants of city form, but had been lost, proved to be a stimulus for a formal response.

**Brownson:** An important thing to consider in plans is the relationship of housing to the revitalization scheme. The new plan has to become part of the total activity of the area. Many restoration efforts end up being cosmetic jobs because that kind of component has not been sufficiently considered.

**Bacon:** Speaking of preservation, I was impressed by the substantial number of very finely conceived projects directed to the enhancement, protection, and preservation of small towns. Attention to their historic character, quality of life, and the provision of places for people to enjoy were commendable. I was pleased to see the expression of this new awareness.

We were also very impressed by the number of submissions dealing with the process under which plans were made, the process involving the people of the neighborhood and especially children in the neighborhood. This was not an artificial public relations effort, but was often functional and built into the way of planning and thinking. Similarly, there were some very good efforts to deal with low-income neighborhoods.

**Brownson:** Sometimes the scale of the project in relation to the resources available—the economic support—was at variance. It takes a certain amount of wherewithall to keep up park areas, to fill the restaurants, and that problem must be faced as the plan is being put together.

**Bacon:** You are gloomy about that. My experience has showed me that if you get some significant ideas going, the resources or the support will be forthcoming. The main problem I find is the paucity of ideas.

**Brownson:** Make no grand plans with half-baked ideas.

**Bacon:** The phrase "grand plan" is often used incorrectly. It is fashionable to reject the "grand plan" idea as an obsolete concept and as an authoritarian intrusion of individual will. This notion has been very inhibiting to the design profession for a great many years. In reality the concept can be inclusive and broad in scope. This year people submitting to the P/A urban design and planning program here were not afraid to think in broad scale—and in courageous terms. They were not worrying at every point whether resources would be available to carry out the plans, but allowed their imaginations to extend richly into the depths of the fabric of the city. The limitation of resources and the need to deal in small individual projects are no reason for limiting our thinking. We can develop plans of sweeping dimension and decisive form that appear to require enormous resources to carry them out, but in reality can be executed incrementally through small projects completed one after another over a period of time. Yet they produce cumulatively the results we wanted in the beginning.

 Granted the goals of the plans may change. But any plan worth its salt has built into it the characteristics of responsiveness to those changing goals. That is a crucial quality of a plan. The way one develops a concept that has the ability to respond to change built into it is quite a technique. I wrote the book *Design of Cities* to address just that point. But again, it is important to look at historical examples and see how they work. The architectural profession in general doesn't do that. And the architectural education it receives hasn't encouraged that sort of thing. But the evidence of an emerging awareness about planning is now showing in these schemes.

**Brownson:** In looking at planning on a broad level, however, we must take into account the "marginal" things that we have allowed to deteriorate—land, water resources—all key elements for generating planning schemes. And we cannot keep on taking farm land to convert it to a continuous sprawl. We must come back to a "grand" view of things that includes preserving and using our natural resources.
A study for a hillside development connecting a university and the town is designed to relate to the planning frameworks of both while reinforcing the contour of the site.

Project: University Avenue Development, Ithaca, NY.
Program: Propose future development of hillside area which would include about 800 d.u.s, an 80,000-sq-ft theater, educational, conference, and meeting center with a 1500-seat auditorium, and a 150-room hotel with tennis courts, swimming facilities, and parking.
Site: A slope on the East Hill between the Cornell University campus at the top of the slope and the town of Ithaca, approximately 1 mile long, ¼ mile wide. A clearly defined rectangular zone, it is bounded by two major gorges in the area. While the area lies between two grids—the city grid and the more monumental formal composition of the university—it is relatively undeveloped.
Solution: The plan seeks to link the two already existing areas in a formal arrangement that establishes continuity of space. This overall design structure of the plan will organize and clarify the disparate conditions within the site itself, as well as relate to the organization of spaces around it.

The study locates new housing below the existing University Avenue with access and parking provided by a new road. Three-story walk-up garden apartments will be built in a party-wall type of building stepping down the hill. Pedestrian walks and steps parallel the slope. Additional housing related to the university dormitories is proposed to be built above, in a series of four- to six-story slabs. The open lawns of existing fraternity houses would be developed as an overlook park, with recreation serving the housing. The plan also calls for converting the Ithaca Gun Company property (when no longer viable as a factory) into a park and amphitheater. Three major parks are also suggested, with a continuous series of paths and open spaces connecting them and the gorges.

A series of horizontal reference planes and lines extend across the face of the hill to guide the plan conceptually. Building would be both perpendicular and parallel to the slope, producing a continuous, even development along the three major streets. A maximum cornice height of buildings would be established. This layered pattern, with constant skyline profiles of the aggregated buildings all arranged on the same orientation, will relate to a principal front edge horizontal plane of the overlook park. The park area is defined by a retaining wall and edge landscaping; the back edge of the park would be controlled by a hard line of new housing. Along the length of these various horizontal layers of building, axes of open space link the stepped layers.

Jury comments
Bacon: I am astounded by the proposal. It is a very carefully conceived extension of history. Look at the way it seizes the tower of the uni-
University library as the focal landmark at the top of the hill and then carries the axial organization down to the town of Ithaca on the flatlands through a series of buildings, terraces, and courts. It is very extraordinary. The long extension of housing along the edge of the town gives a strong base to the hill. The architect uses symmetry and terracing reminiscent of older towns yet indicating a new way of thinking about larger urban design problems. It successfully incorporates all parts into the whole while showing awareness of its position in the total setting of Cornell and Ithaca.

Brownson: The siting of the theater with its commanding view of the area is quite good. I originally questioned the large section of buildings extending across the rise of the ground immediately behind the residential area, but I think in this case it is fitted into the contours of the site well enough to form a backdrop to the area. I also like the use of the large open space for giving one a sense of orientation and connection to other spaces.

Bacon: You always know where you are in both space and time. You know where you are in relation to the library tower and the university, as well as the war memorial. You have a sense of positioning in both time and place.

Brownson: This foreground group of buildings should be built so that it will hold together; it is an important element visually and should really last.

Bacon: This development forms the conjunction of the town with the university, which has heretofore been somewhat disconnected because of the steep hill. The development binds the two in a very constructive way. The architect has deliberately put asymmetrical elements in the very heart of the scheme—on the formal axis. This can be done, but requires incredible skill. I'm not convinced he has really pulled it off. It would be safer and more traditional, if you have a strong axis, to continue the symmetry into such details as a traditional shape for the pool. Other than that I think the plan is excellent.
A plan for revitalizing the downtown area of a state capital employs classical principles in its planning.

Credits
Architects and planners: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Washington, DC. David M. Childs, partner in charge of design; Richard Giegengack and Marilyn Jordan Taylor, associate partners; Brainerd Taylor, Wilfried Taubert, and Milo Meacham, senior designers.
Consultants: Barton-Aschman Associates, traffic and transportation.
Client: The Providence Foundation, the City of Providence and the State of Rhode Island.

Project: Capital Center, Providence, RI.
Program: To revitalize the city’s core and plan for development around the state capitol building, on land made available through removal of railroad tracks. The downtown is to emerge as an important commercial center, while the architectural heritage of the area is retained. The Union Station, on the National Historic Register, is being studied for reuse possibilities such as a retail mall flanked by new office building construction. A new small terminal will be built to serve the realigned tracks.
Site: 60 acres of land have become available because of a decision to close the Union Station and realign the railroad tracks. Currently the site contains a railroad viaduct, parking lots, and two small rivers. To the south is a commercial core, to the north, the State House, to the east, historic houses.
Solution: Through the design of the public infrastructure—parks, waterways, and streets—a sequence of axial and symmetrical relationships is created. These Neo-Classical principles are meant to give the center and its development a visual order. Three streets extend from the existing town on axis with the State House dome. Future development will reinforce these corridors, making the streets important not only for the buildings they serve, but for the views framed at either end. The design calls for tilting the ground plane...
up toward the State House, leading the eye more emphatically toward the dome, and allowing parking and relocated railroad lines to be invisibly inserted below grade.

The Woonsquatucket River is widened into a water park, recalling the cove that previously existed. The old Union Station, with a new terrace on the north, serves as a portal and belvedere to the open space beyond. Private development will be confined to the periphery of the area, a cone-shaped apron spreading 110 degrees and focusing on the State House dome.

The plan mandates building to the street line and establishes a range of building heights, along with land uses, parking, and pedestrian circulation. Architectural expression is left up to the developer.

**Jury comments**

**Bacon:** The Providence plan attacks a jumbled situation in the middle of a city where the capitol building is almost disconnected from the rest of the city visually and functionally and the area between is crisscrossed by railroad lines and expressways. It sorts out the complex confusion of circulation and gives dignity to the old station. It makes a visual connection between the old station and the capitol with a reconstruction of a river that itself had gotten lost amidst the railroad and commercial activities. Making a formal basin for the river gives it a new status, a visual significance, and a sense of place. It takes the axis of the capitol and extends it formally into the heart of the downtown area, nailing it down firmly there so that there is a visual and functional connection between the two. The plan will improve tremendously the significance of Providence and its meaning as the capital of the state. The design is a very sensitive, extraordinarily courageous, large-scale vision for reconstructing the city.

**Brownson:** The plan shows a close analysis of the possibilities present in the existing situation, a situation that appears very chaotic and disorganized. By doing certain things, such as widening the space with a large square and steps to the water's edge, the plan makes the most out of the place. The attempts toward framing views and vistas are important. Even the placement of trees in front of the capitol defines the space instead of letting it be frittered away in all directions. Most governments don't realize that landscaping is something that suffers from budget constraints, but is in most instances one of the most important elements for the livability of the city.

The perimeter buildings are very important in the whole space. Careful consideration should be given to their design quality. If the new railroad station built off to the side of the capitol is not designed well, its prominence will have a destructive effect on the surrounding area. It has to be very well done. Also there are still some large parking lots that are retained off to the side which should get attention, along with the group of older buildings that could be adapted to changing uses.
A master plan for a new town in Saudi Arabia creates a strong planning framework that can allow for change and growth while integrating social, formal, and environmental concerns.

Credits
Architects and planners: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, San Francisco. John Kriken, project director; Howard McKee, codirector, Jeddah; Thomas Aidala, project designer; Norman Kondy, Brian Lee, Barbara Maloney, Kathryn Moore, Joel Tomei, project design team; Charles Shapiro, project planner.
Consultants: Saudi Arabian Parsons Limited, management and engineering; Arthur D. Little, Inc., manpower and institutional requirements; DeLeuw Cather International, traffic and transportation; Dames & Moore, environmental and applied earth sciences; Tetra Tech, Inc. coastal geology.
Client: Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu, Saudi Arabia.
Renderer: Roger Boyer.

Program: Plan for a new community of 150,000 people, which will be geared to petrochemical production and shipping. The new town plan must provide residential, commercial, and social facilities for the town plus educational, recreational, and religious centers in a framework flexible enough to function during construction.
Site: 5500 hectares five miles south of existing town of Yanbu in the northwestern part of property reserved for industry on the Red Sea.
Solution: The town is planned to grow clockwise from the town center, with the center and the first residential area to be mutually supportive. The layout of the town is based on a street grid, oriented in a north-south direction. Community services are distributed throughout the town in a hierarchy of mixed-use clusters. Neighborhood mosques, shops, health clinics, and schools are clustered within residential areas. The town center is the area of densest development and contains buildings more than four stories high. Arterial roadways leading to the center are lined with three- and four-story apartment clusters. The lowest density neighborhoods—two stories high—occupy the greatest portion of the land area.
Circulation is provided by special kinds of roads (entry, coastal, and express) plus a public jitney and bus system. A buffer zone of open space surrounds the town, and the grid provides the framework for the system of small parks in addition to larger "special" parks on the water. The residential sections are planned according to densities based on a modular concept for combining different housing types and densities and neighborhood services in various mixtures.
Housing types include single-family dwellings, villas and townhouses, and walk-up apartments.

Jury comments
Bacon: Yanbu is an astounding illustration of an overall concept which is clear, sharp, vividly defined, graphically presented, logical, simple, memorable. The plan moves sys
tematically through the various scales of development—large to small—and into the characteristic parts of individual neighborhoods that compose the entire community. The establishment of the hierarchies of open spaces, circulation, and land uses provides a rational basis for the design. It translates that thought into systems of housing and a building expression. All parts are related to the whole—the climatological considerations, the techniques of building, the formal aspects.

Brownson: The project relates closely to the Industrial City concept of Tony Garnier where smaller parts are systematically built up into the overall scheme. The siting of the city along the gulf and the manner in which the city reflects its location and siting are very lyrical. There is a real recognition of geographical place and region.

Bacon: The intersection between the formal grid and the irregular arc of the waterfront is quite interesting. The building forms express their function and their position in the overall system in an unusual way. It is extremely impressive.

Brownson: The clarity of the idea comes through in the document, the entire way it is put together. There also is considerable flexibility within the plan, flexibility to allow for change while keeping within the framework.

Bacon: Individual architects can work on pieces of the scheme and stay within the overall system. They have a freedom of operation while working within the overall scheme. The system is so defined, you should get harmonious results.

Brownson: Also important is the recognition that the city doesn't spread on forever. There is a limit established by the buffer of open space at the perimeter. The coastal reserve space is particularly important as well; for example, the use of the city edge. The climatological considerations too are impressive; the importance of orientation of buildings and their relationship to landscaping, to prevailing winds—natural means of cooling.
A study for the preservation and revitalization of an old mining town suggests moderate steps to bolster the economy and involve the citizenry in piecemeal restoration and renovation of an intact architectural past.

Credits
Architects: Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, Architects and Planners, Philadelphia. Denise Scott Brown, partner in charge; David Marohn and Mary Yee, project directors; Eve Bialczell, Tom Bernard, David Brisbin, Frances Huddt, Mark Hewitt, Arthur Jones, Missy Maxwell, Janet Colesberry, James Timberlake, and Robert Venturi, design and planning.


Model photographer: Tom Bernard.

Renderer: James Timberlake, David Brisbin, David Marohn, Missy Maxwell.

Client: Carbon County (Pa) Planning Commission, Albert U. Koch, Charles E. Wilson, and Bud Angst, commissioners.

Project: Historic preservation and commercial revitalization plan for the historic district of Jim Thorpe, Pa.

Program: The historic district of Jim Thorpe, called Mauch Chunk, still retains its Victorian heritage from the time when it was a thriving mining town served by canals and railroads. The town would like to keep its architectural heritage intact while still enabling commercial revitalization and allowing for outdoor recreation and tourism.

Site: Located in the Pennsylvania Poconos, the section of the town under study is the lower portion of the Old Mauch Chunk Historic District. This section, containing over 100 properties of mixed use that formed the central business district, was organized along a main street, or Broadway.

Solution: The study deals with both economics and design, focusing on the pragmatic aspects of town planning such as the parking inventory, as well as on historic preservation. The architects sought participation in the planning so small-scale entrepreneurs and individual owners—and not just large corporations—can implement the private portions of the plan. The approach of the plan is modest, incremental, and one in which the recommendations for design unity are made through “suggestion,” not regulation.

The architects propose that the town adopt a position of “moderate” economic growth of increased recreation and tourism and downtown business development. Incremental changes would include repaving areas with brick, introducing a Victorian street lamp and bench for public areas, and installing a certain kind of signage for identification.

By conducting an inventory of the town’s architectural heritage, the architects offer a detailed analysis of the architecture and propose a façade improvement program, a façade easement program, with guidelines for restoration, repair, and renovation of the architecture. The report summarizes a number of loans, grants, and tax incentives provided by the government along with the suggestions for a nonprofit agency with full-time staff to be created to guide the program and help raise funds.

The report identifies possibilities for restaurants and lodging to be inserted where visible and suggests new infill construction (such as an office/commercial building) where needed.

Jury comments
Bacon: The sensitivity to the old buildings is exemplary. The drawings, the sequential photographs, and the way the report is put together stirs up the feeling, makes you aware there is a quality that should be preserved.

Brownson: No one wants to see another Williamsburg, better than the day it was put together. So many revitalization efforts do not seem to refer to the kind of life that might have occurred in the small town. I would like to see a more direct connection with the river so that parks and other activities do not require a tremendous amount of energy for townspeople to get to.
OLD MAUCH CHUNK
Jim Thorpe, Pa.
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RECOMMENDED FAÇADE AND STORE FRONT IMPROVEMENTS
A solar village for northern California seeks to integrate energy conservation and passive solar techniques into the planning of an ecologically responsive and socially balanced new town.

Credits
Architects and planners: Van der Ryn Calthorpe & partners, Inverness, Ca. Sim Van der Ryn, project principal; Peter Calthorpe, project designer; Scott Matthews, Claudia Cleaver, Andrea Ponsi, design team.

Consultants: Office of Gordon Ashby, graphic design; Wallace McOuat, economic analysis; The Coleman Consortium, civil engineers; John Benneman, waste systems analysis; David Katz, agricultural design; Ken Smith, biomass energy analysis; Clark Blasdell, housing analysis; Berkeley Solar Group, computer analysis.

Modemaker: Mark Van Norman.

Model photographer: Peter Xiques.

Client: Marin Solar Village Corporation.


Program: A new town representing the nation’s largest application of solar and climate-responsive building techniques. Solar energy would provide 80 percent of the space and water heating. The town would offer 1500 units of housing for a population of 5300, plus 5000 jobs in offices and light industrial space. Approximately 1200 people would work and live in the town.

Site: About 280 of 1270 acres in Marin County, Ca, belonging to the now-decommissioned Hamilton Air Force Base, a surplus property of GSA.

Solution: The plan calls for building 1500 new dwellings in five neighborhoods over a ten-year period, plus rehabilitating some existing housing. All new buildings are oriented south and spaced for 100 percent solar access, with solar heat collected by windows, greenhouses, and trombe walls and stored in the building’s mass. The low-rise housing in row-house, atrium, townhouse, or terrace configurations will provide a density of 15 d.u.s an acre. Because of low costs for land, construction, and infrastructure, it is expected that 90 percent of the d.u.s can be sold at below market rates.

At least 770,000 sq ft of existing space will be rehabilitated for light industrial and commercial use, with a Solar Technology Center located in a rehabilitated hangar complex. Another 800,000 sq ft of new office and light industrial space will be built, including two three-story buildings designed for extensive natural daylighting and passive solar heating and cooling. The plan calls for reserving 24 acres for the office center and 40 acres for light industry.

Most of the area would be reserved for open space, including 50 acres for agriculture and energy production and 42 for parks and recreation. To reduce the amount of space needed for streets and parking, pedestrian and bicycle paths will be major features for circulation, along with minibus transit.

A solar aquacell system is used to treat sewage without discharging it into the bay. On-site disposal of solid wastes, with methane recovery is planned, along with on-site electrical cogeneration to reduce peak demand.
Jury comments

Brownson: The architects have conducted an extensive analysis of the site conditions, flood plains, solar orientation, prevailing breezes, etc., to make sure the fit of the new town with ecological context is a close fit. The plan does not rely on just solar energy gimmicks, but seeks to integrate the solution with the natural conditions. Recreational facilities and schools are placed so that residents do not have to cross major streets to get to them. The housing units have ready access to parks and open space. Yet one difficulty seems the placement of industrial or work area to the side, connected with a road that goes around the community but separates it from the ocean.

We looked at the use of solar energy, but it seems that the housing units need more work. Each of the housing units, however, does take into consideration the problems of the sun and the prevailing breezes.

Bacon: The entire implications of solar design and planning are very significant in this scheme. It will stimulate further thinking, and provide a significant model for harnessing natural forces in design.

Brownson: All the elements of daily life, including the work places, are nicely integrated in the plan. The surrounding flood area has been recognized and the buildings are grouped accordingly. Consideration has also been given to the elderly by providing means of transit within housing areas. And the housing units themselves are carefully sited for views, even though the site lacks the kind of topography one sees with hill towns of Greece.
The recycling of an old car assembly plant becomes the focal point for mixed use.

Credits

Consultant: René Furer, theory.

Clients: Martin Swarzman, LDS Corp., New Hyde Park, NY; Dr. W. Forster, ICS Consulting & Service Co., Zurich; Jan C. Branger, engineer.

Modelmaker: Martin Bill.
Model photographer: Elisabeth Herren.

Project: Edgewater Marina Mall, Edgewater, NJ.
Program: Comprehensive, self-contained environment for 25,000, with 833 dwelling units plus recreational, retail, and commercial space, to be built in two phases using existing assembly plant as the central structure.

Site: 47 acres of riverfront property on the Hudson River in New Jersey facing Manhattan, of which 12.5 acres are contained within a two-story existing structure.

Solution: In the first stage, the old assembly building, 1500 ft long and 360 ft wide, designed by Albert Kahn in 1929, will be converted into the main activity center. Besides accommodating 468 d.u.s, the building, which has 540,000 sq ft on the ground floor plus an upper level mezzanine, will have commercial, office, and recreational facilities bordering the central mall. A 160-room hotel will face the riverfront. Existing ancillary structures will be converted for use as a library, community center, children's park, and indoor pool. Phase Two will include six new housing blocks with 415 d.u.s, plus parking for 1105 cars, 940 of which are covered.

Jury comments
Brownson: The reuse of an old assembly plant for a mixed-use development, keeping the interior space and its column and beam structure, is quite important. Having a hotel immediately adjacent should bring in outside people, but I do wonder whether there is still enough density to support the large amount of auxiliary space.

Bacon: It is significant because it uses a large, abandoned industrial building on the deteriorated stretch of the waterfront as a nucleus for the revitalization scheme. The revitalization effort, should it be successful, will affect areas around it and will provide a model for other cities with large, abandoned industrial buildings, deteriorated waterfronts, and sections of town thought to be hopeless. It is interesting as a mixed-use experiment. Integrating the housing into the scheme is important to bring the old area alive and to make the whole thing work. It seems like a very imaginative proposal.
Brownson: One of the problems I find with this plan, however, is that a new community for 2000 people is being created down at the base of the Palisades. The development of the lower area might establish a pattern for the redevelopment of the surrounding area that is topographically isolated from older communities higher up the Palisades.
The winning research entries show great variety of subject and methodology. The criteria for their selection emerged from all of the diversity and created a definition of architectural research for general application.

Galen Cranz is assistant professor of sociology in architecture and urban planning, University of California, Berkeley, and has taught previously at Princeton and IIT. Her research has yielded numerous articles, in particular on housing for the elderly and on urban parks.

Ralph Knowles is professor of architecture at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, where he has taught since 1963. He is a recipient of an AIA Medal for research and is author of *Energy and Form* (MIT Press, 1974).

As professional researchers, research category jurors bring to the evaluative arena of a competition skills precisely attuned to the task they are given. The act of research itself contains information scanning, association of ideas, and good judgment. More than other aspects of the architectural profession, they also bring a varied intellectual background. The ability to speak several "languages" of research pursuit implies an ability to communicate and cooperate with other researchers.

In addition to the common ground, such individuals most certainly represent very different and distinct abilities. At the outset, the differences of this particular jury were more apparent than the similarities. After completing the synopsis reading, both Knowles and Cranz saw the need to categorize the 52 entries into working subsets which loosely paralleled their own personal interests. The Knowles categories included: general facilities design education, design guidelines, urban design, environmental design, and graphics. Galen Cranz used a sieve that was more specific. Her categories were: open space and site planning, work environments, design for the elderly, historic preservation, energy, vandalism, transportation planning, barrier-free design, public environment, institutions, home safety, and the design process itself.

After each had made an initial selection, the task of selecting the winners became the process of communicating with each other. Words and definitions were exchanged while a common ground was sought. Neither juror came with a preconceived set of criteria for judgment. The criteria emerged and evolved from such discussions.

The first most obvious point of agreement was that the research candidates had to be able to lift, from the demands of a specific problem, aspects that could be applied elsewhere or that contributed to the generic state of the art. It was important, therefore, that a winner advance the state of the art.

In conjunction with such advancement was the importance of an empirical ingredient, experience or experimentation. Also of great merit to this criterion was creativity. As Knowles explains: "There can be two kinds of advances that are in a sense creative. One is a new idea that you are testing, but the other would be a value set that allows conventional information to be recognized in a unique way."
The judges agreed that such innovation needed to be laced with a clear and explicit research methodology. If the method used was not clearly explained, it is probable that the research did not pass the synopsis reading stage of the jury.

The most general statement of research is that of the value system which produces the necessity of it. The jury preferred these values to be clearly stated. As Knowles put it: "Design research as an emerging field has to be very careful that values are explicit and stated up front."

Of the values possible for research, the two jurors stressed social values. As Cranz explains: "Even technical research should have a social component. That helped us distinguish between architecture and engineering." Cranz and Knowles looked for the explicit reference in the research that related to social values and the human being.

The purpose of such demands for clarity in methodology and general application is of course so the research can be replicable. The presence of a clear framework for design or planning increases the potential value of the tool.

Somewhat concealed in the initial stages of the decision-making were research biases common to both Cranz and Knowles. Both acknowledged the importance of graphic qualities in the works, from an informational and formal view and the inseparability of the factual nature of research from the person who does it. They looked for research that was done and portrayed as emotionally, even sensually important to the researcher. They asked that such involvement be conveyed to the reader. It was important that they as judges could feel the close personal involvement with the problem at hand. As Knowles expressed it: "Is the research concerned with sensations of our environment and is the research being communicated in some way touching our sense of sense?"

Cranz continued: "We are not just concerned with the operation of the body as a mechanical system. We want to emphasize sensory awareness." In short, do you feel the research? Does it feel the problem?

When all was complete, it was clear that more than in recent years, the jurors had in the selection process accomplished research of their own. In surveying the body of information, they had formulated a definition of the subject, complete with illustrations of the definition.

As Cranz stated it: "In some way, we have been doing research, in that we have looked at a body of data and created, a bit gropingly, a more concise body which makes a statement to the public."

By extracting such a general definition of useful architectural research, seeking the phenomenological bases, and clarifying the results, the jurors had indeed accomplished a piece of research that embodied their own criteria. The result was, so to speak, constructed in its own image. [Richard Rush]
Walter H. Moleski, Michael Rubin, ERG/Environmental Research Group

A complex new approach to historic preservation is lauded for its insights into the many ways in which buildings may be valued. The jurors cite the integration of many views and disciplines into a method.

Credits
Researchers: Walter H. Moleski, Michael Rubin, ERG/Environmental Research Group, Philadelphia.
Principal in charge: Walter H. Moleski.
Project director: Michael Rubin.
Senior research associate: James K. Dart.
Research associate: Celotte Brogden.

Title: South Philadelphia Historical Sites Survey
In the historic residue of the city there appear no neat boundary lines, no readily accessible categories by which we can assign artifacts with places and values. Instead we find that boundaries overlap one another, forming a temporal collage, the perception of which alternates as we gaze back in time.
This introduction sets the philosophical and methodological tone for an exhaustive look at how and why people place value on buildings. The authors assert that one of the purposes of preservation is to give life in the city an added dimension and a deeper perspective, as a means of enriching people's lives. This is, as they demonstrate, a process that involves the diverse concerns of different neighborhoods and interest groups. In researching, surveying, organizing, and evaluating the "historic residue" of South Philadelphia, they establish a way to integrate social experience over time through use of spatial mapping techniques, oral history, and what they describe as "retrospective programming." The study says that what we choose to preserve depends to a large extent on how we choose to remember the past. It expands the scope of the collective urban memory and provides new ways to communicate about values in space and time.

Jury comments
Knowles: This study meets, as far as I can see, all the guidelines we've set for research. My special comment about it is that it establishes a new value, and it does that in a very particular way that makes it outstanding.
Cranz: It's a new theory and it's a new method. To do this kind of work you really have to put in a lot of time working with historical documents. It's rare to be able to deal in visual, concrete terms with social organization, which is an abstract thing.

Knowles: It pictures historical buildings in real times and makes a successful attempt to describe those buildings in association with time, so that as the city grows and the way the city grows is conveyed in the report. What they have described is the fact that the way in which a building fits into its city has changed in time. This change is describable, graphable, and they have graphed it.
Cranz: I was very impressed by the intellectual roots of this work. It brings together a very impressive amount of material, but—more important—that is thought given to the integration of different traditions, including cultural geography, social history, sociology, and social theory, as well as architecture, preservation, and urban design analysis. I like their concern intellectually with the relationship between social organization, spatial organization, and material expression. It's very important to keep in mind that there is always such a relationship. Even when we are concerned with the formal properties of something, it's at a certain point in time and for a certain class that those properties have such importance. That mustn't be overlooked. They are interested in the way buildings and the organization of cities helped to create social order, which shows again their deep theoretical understanding. They use new kinds of data, in particular oral history, as a way to establish the place of buildings.

Knowles: It looks at buildings in terms of their changing historical roles in the city over time and establishes a way to make future studies of this kind.
Cranz: I would say it's brilliant: they manage to take these very diverse disciplines and integrate them. It is operational, focusing on a very concrete mapping technique that allows you to see change. It can be used to study a church, a newspaper hall, a bar or tavern, a school. . . .

Knowles: It has both policy and design applications. The least it could do is act as a kind of instrumental mechanism for people trying to decide whether they're going to hold onto something or not. You can trace the importance of the building by its linkages through time. It's a way of graphing in combination with word images that generates a very complete picture, a word graphic picture.
Cranz: I know that this has not been done before and will serve to shape the future of research in this area. The insight is that, after applying their method, one might choose a different building from one that the National Trust or the National Register would select. They don't actually choose in this work, but they do compare their criteria to the National Landmark Commission's and to the National Register.
Knowles: As an application of new techniques it moves us a long way.
1900—Washington Ave.

1915—5th & Queen.

1922—5th & South.

1936—4th Street.

1948—Passyunk & McKeans.

DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTH PHILADELPHIA (SOUTH OF BROAD STREET)
SOUTH PHILADELPHIA APPLICATION OF THE DISTAL LATTICE TEMPORAL WEAVE
The maps and diagrams on these pages relate time and growth of the city to a fabric of areas of influence and a network of use relationships. The superimposition of all of the figures produces a "temporal weave" that graphically depicts the contextual story of a building site.
A teaching guide for elementary school educators is praised for its emphasis on developing visual perception and appreciation skills and its attention to participatory activities for children.

Credits
Architects: Olsen-Lytie Architects, Champaign, Ill.
Partner and project director: Gary L. Olsen.
Partner in charge of graphics and illustrations: Raymond H. Lytie.
Aesthetic education consultant: Carol Holden.
Curriculum development consultant: Michele R. Olsen.
Client: Champaign County Historical Museum, Champaign, Ill.

Report: Copies of Historic Preservation Education, at $12.95 plus $2 for shipping, can be obtained from Olsen-Lytie, 627 1/2 S. Wright St., Champaign, Ill 61820.

Title: Historic Preservation Education
This well-illustrated guidebook provides a structure within which students and teachers can experience environments and describe, as well as appreciate, the qualities of urban and architectural spaces and elements. Beginning with sections on aesthetic perception and ways to discover the environment, the course moves through styles and development patterns within cities to planning issues related to preservation. Although specifically related to the historic architectural resources of Central Illinois, the guidebook's early sections are generic to any built environment and to the ways in which people of all ages can learn to appreciate form, scale, line, texture, context, and rhythm in architecture.

"In order to experience the world around you in a genuine way," a section on environmental discovery begins, "you must use all of your senses—seeing, hearing, smelling, and touching the world you encounter in a careful and sensitive way." Designed to be used by students independently or in a classroom setting, the guide provides hundreds of suggestions for activities and exercises. The authors used the book with graduate students of architecture who, like their younger counterparts in elementary and high school, found their experiences rewarding and compelling.

Jury comments
Cranz: We want to award this not so much as research as for its significance in trying to affect education. It says that there should be design education in the elementary schools, and it provides teachers with a very clearly organized way to bring this about.
Knowles: The other thing I want to point out about it is that its basis is perceptual. They are starting with basic perceptual elements and moving on from there. It's not so much aimed at whether a building is important historically, but rather looks at visual quality in the landscape.
Cranz: This builds up the students' capacity to notice things visually, a primer for awareness of the built environment. They could lift the historic preservation aspect and have a great course for elementary and high school students.

Knowles: One could make the argument that this is a little dreamy, too. Considering all the cutbacks, how many public schools are really going to go into this kind of thing? It's window dressing from the 1960s and 1970s, not necessarily something that will go into the 1980s. I don't support that argument, but there is the question of whether or not it's realistic. If one tried to be the least bit optimistic, this is a terribly useful thing to have done.

Cranz: There's a lot of talk these days about bridging the gap between the professional and the layman. This book does more to bridge that gap than just about any other single thing I've encountered. There are two ways to bridge this gap: either we all use lay language or the lay audience learns ours. There's no point in the first approach, because the reason professional language has evolved is because it's rich and helps to discriminate different kinds of experience. This work makes perfectly justified use of professional language and makes sure it's well understood. Scale is not just a vague word, you see what it means in very clear terms. It brings the richness of the expert to the layman, not intimidating him or assuming that this is the only way to look at things.

Knowles: Their proposal is to begin with school children and develop a perceptual basis for evaluating the environment in general and historic buildings in particular. Again, rather than valuing a building because George Washington slept there, they are trying to establish a good perceptual base.
Historic building to be demolished

ITALIANTE (ITALIAN VILLA) (1850-1880)

QUEEN ANNE (1870-1910)

RICHARDSON ROMANESQUE (1875-1900)
A fast-track programming effort is cited for its use of anthropological methods, its departure from the more standard use of surveys, and for its attention to detail.

**Credits**

*Architects:* Pflueger Architects, San Francisco.
*Associated firm:* Ouye and Parman.
*Principal in charge and design director:* John M. Pflueger.
*Project architect and program director:* William A. Hutcheson, Jr.
*Project manager:* James H. Davis.
*Programmer and cultural anthropologist:* Marilyn Davis.
*Chief programmer:* Joe Ouye, Ouye and Parman.
*Model photographer:* Robert Campbell.


**Title:** Ingleside Mental Health Center, Pasadena, Ca.

Seeking a quick way to assemble a program for a new 100,000-sq-ft mental health facility from many complex elements, the design team employed a cultural anthropologist who spent nine days as a "simulated" patient in a therapeutic environment. Her experiences, recorded in a volume that follows the schedule of a patient's day, serve as part of the basis for an extensive and careful architectural program sensitive to both staff and patient concerns. Through use of "issue mapping" techniques and slides evaluated in semantic terms, the multidisciplinary team organized a thoroughly documented and well-researched program that points to new approaches in understanding how people use and react to environments.

**Jury comments**

**Knowles:** There's a unique component of this otherwise fairly straightforward programming effort. It is an anthropological study of a particular ward culture, and the fact that it exists as part of a program is unusual. There is a deeper amplification of the movement to find out how users use space. The attempt here is to recognize with skill the users' use of the space in new ways.

**Cranz:** I value the use of anthropology as opposed to the more typical reliance on surveys. Anthropological work is very good for really noticing what's going on, because you are using the environment in the same way that your client uses it. In this way you can use your own experience, because you're making your experience and the client's similar. We have seen many competent programming studies, but this one stands apart for the anthropology component.

**Knowles:** I get the sense that they are doing what we've always hoped architecture might do—by using prototypical layouts and cataloging them, based on years of experience, they accumulate knowledge and don't reinvent the wheel each time.

**Cranz:** There's an interesting convergence here of theoretical points and a research orientation. It's a concern for design by typology, about which Colquhoun wrote with respect to meaning in architecture. The theorists do not seem particularly interested in empirical research. What we're suggesting with this citation is that if the design professions could ever build on research cumulatively, we could create types that are appropriate to our point in history and to our culture. We wouldn't have to be lifting types from a historic past.

**Knowles:** It gives an additional context for programming, and I think this is worthwhile. The researcher was evidently trying to feel the way those people on the ward feel. This was as a researcher, not as some neophyte taking a poll. This is pressing a new set of values in programming.

**Cranz:** It uses methods that are rare. For example, the use of semantic differential technique is imaginative. Instead of words it uses images. Visual images and choices have been used in other studies, but the semantic differential ranking is unique. Reality is there all the time, and we train ourselves to get better at interpreting it. It should be pointed out that this is a working document. It does not tell you how to do anthropology; it establishes what anthropology can do. With survey research you must know what the issues are in advance, whereas here you learn what the relevant issues are from patient experience. Behavioral research is concerned with what people do in the environment. You can't ask questions in interpretation and meaning. In the full-fledged anthropological approach with participant observation, you are able to learn and talk about the feelings and values associated with what people do. "The pillows have a plastic covering under the pillowcase. This causes the pillow to be very warm and the noise created when a patient turns his head is extremely irritating." This is the kind of detail that simply doesn't emerge through questionnaires.
Restraint Rooms

The Restraint Room in which highly agitated patients are physically restrained (strapped in a bed) should be next to the Nurses' Station. A restrained patient is accompanied by a staff person at all times. The Restraint Room should have soft surfaces throughout (recommend carpeted floor and walls). The bed could simply be a raised carpeted section of the floor equipped with recessed loops for the restraint straps.

- The bed should be oriented so that the head of the bed is in the far side of the room away from the entry so that the patients (who might be struggling) do not have to be turned.

- The door should have a small, but floor to ceiling, window with shades so that the staff can view the patients.

- The interior of the room should not be easily visible from patient areas.
A set of recommended design details is established as a means of reducing accidents in homes, in a form useful for designers and builders. The jury praises its accessibility to users.

Credits
Architects: BOSTI, Buffalo, NY.
Project manager: David Alessi.
Senior researcher: Michael Brill.
Illustrations: Ann Schubert.
Office manager: Esther Nowakowski.
Graphic design consultant and renderer: Carolyn Kinsman.

Stairs, floors, and ramps consultant: John Archea.
Safety review panel: Peter Armstrong, Harry Cohen, Stephen Margulis, Paul Present.


**Title:** Home Safety Guidelines for Architects and Builders

Each year in the United States some 3.8 million people are injured in non-fire accidents involving residential stairs, doors, windows, bathtubs, showers, floors, and ramps. The combined costs of these injuries exceed $2.5 billion, and while much effort has gone into research on accident-reduction strategies, little has been done to organize such information in forms useful to people who design, build, and use dwellings.

Beginning from this premise, the BOSTI team sought to evaluate, organize, and illustrate information useful in design and product selection. After careful analysis of statistics available from the Consumer Product Safety Commission and an extensive literature search, the group devised and evaluated a number of design approaches aimed at reducing opportunities for injury in the home.

The result is, in the author's terms, a guidebook of ideas, not answers. Seen ultimately as a section for use in the widely applied *Architectural Graphic Standards*, the material scales the effectiveness of certain design ideas in terms of first costs, life costs, and impacts on accident reduction and the design process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPACT ON ACCIDENT REDUCTION</th>
<th>IMPACT ON DESIGN PROCESS</th>
<th>IMPACT ON FIRST COSTS</th>
<th>IMPACT ON LIFE COSTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10% Accident reduction</td>
<td>50% Improvement</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% Accident reduction</td>
<td>90% Improvement</td>
<td>Feasible</td>
<td>Feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Accident reduction</td>
<td>100% Improvement</td>
<td>Unfeasible</td>
<td>Unfeasible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we present the results of the project Safety Review Panel's evaluation of the effectiveness of each design idea in four categories. Three different-sized dots are used to signify the Panel's responses as follows:

- Total Agreement of the Panel
- Partial Agreement
- Disagreement

On each scale, the further a dot is to the right, the better the ranking.

**THE FORMAT**

**Title:** Home Safety Guidelines for Architects and Builders

Each year in the United States some 3.8 million people are injured in non-fire accidents involving residential stairs, doors, windows, bathtubs, showers, floors, and ramps. The combined costs of these injuries exceed $2.5 billion, and while much effort has gone into research on accident-reduction strategies, little has been done to organize such information in forms useful to people who design, build, and use dwellings.

Beginning from this premise, the BOSTI team sought to evaluate, organize, and illustrate information useful in design and product selection. After careful analysis of statistics available from the Consumer Product Safety Commission and an extensive literature search, the group devised and evaluated a number of design approaches aimed at reducing opportunities for injury in the home.

The result is, in the author's terms, a guidebook of ideas, not answers. Seen ultimately as a section for use in the widely applied *Architectural Graphic Standards*, the material scales the effectiveness of certain design ideas in terms of first costs, life costs, and impacts on accident reduction and the design process.

**Credits**
Architects: BOSTI, Buffalo, NY.
Project manager: David Alessi.
Senior researcher: Michael Brill.
Illustrations: Ann Schubert.
Office manager: Esther Nowakowski.

**Journal comments**
Cranz: In looking at this work I was reminded of a comment made by a juror from a previous year. He said that he looks for research that suggests new variables that need to be taken into account in the future. This one may not do research, but it uses previous research on accidents and integrates the statistics with a phenomenological description of the problem and a set of clear design guidelines.

Knowles: It takes things and puts them together in a terribly useful way. It is better than just programming. They've laid out design options and said in effect that these are not specific solutions to the problems but the way designs ought to perform.

Cranz: There's another contribution. The book has a section on how to use the work. If I were using it, I would appreciate the way in which everything is laid out in the same type of format.

Knowles: It's a contribution in terms of communicating research results. The graphics are very clear. It's the most accessible research I've seen.

Cranz: I do question whether this work is organized for use by people other than architects. The base is there—you easily get the sense of being endangered in a building and what might be done about that—you can see how the senses are affected.
DESIGN DETAILS

Stairs

- Use of safety glazing (40, 46, 53)
- Door hardware (40, 46, 53)
- Slip-resistant surfaces (53)
- Door closing devices (46, 53)
- Bathroom and shower doors (40, 46, 53)
- Storm storage (53)
- Safe location of windows (74, 82, 94)

Doors

- Choice of header type (74, 82, 94)
- Use of safety glazing (74, 78, 88, 94, 98, 99)
- Recessed hinges, fasteners (92)
- Shower and tub enclosures (106, 108, 109)
- Bathtub seat (96)

Windows

- Shower and tub enclosures (106, 108, 109)
- Recessed hinges, fasteners (92)
- Tub/shower seat (96)
- Flooring materials (104)
- Soft edge (50, 100, 110)
- Non-slip material (50, 100, 110, 115)

Bathrooms & Showers

- Safety water temperature (108)
- Receded hinges, fasteners (92)
- Soft or resilient grab bar (108)

Staircase

- No sudden change in rise from stair (32)
- Special light switch (16)
- Structural integrity (36)
- Special care in locating (16, 22, 28)
- Thread dimensions, headsizes, irregularities (14, 30, 36, 38, 50, 53)

Suggested tread coverings (16, 28, 30, 32, 36, 50, 53)
An evaluation of rooftop urban agricultural projects, built and tended by residents, is appreciated for its clarity and pragmatism, and for its implications about energy and social recreation.

Credits
Architects: The Ehrenkrantz Group, New York.
Principal author: Michael Golubov.
Principal in charge: William Meyer.
Technical advisor: Stephen Weinstein.
Graphics: James Czajka.
Mechanical consultants: Goldman Sokolow Copeland, John Leffler.
Community/labor consultant: Michael Bobker.
Horticulture consultant: Jan Johnsen.


Cranz: The other point that gives it value is its link to social organization. It's funded through "sweat equity" and is owned cooperatively, so it has social components that make it more than just another solar thing on a rooftop. It has a strong populist orientation, but is then coupled with a very clear research design for evaluating very sophisticated technology. It's not pie in the sky. The marriage of these two elements appeals to us.

Knowles: It's as clear and well organized a piece of technical research as we've seen recently. It has a bit of a dreamlike, idealistic quality and is 60-ish in its possible implication that poor people get up on their roofs and make things grow. That is a little bit foolish. On the other hand, it is good research that many people can use. There is great interest in this.

Cranz: It has the potential of raising design to the level of a public policy issue. The study does not address certain building code problems, and it is difficult to extract general recommendations, but it points in a direction that deserves recognition.

Knowles: The whole issue of urban agriculture is about to blossom in glowing color. As we start using more arable land for fuels projects and the like, the need to reclaim rooftops is likely to become critical. The whole issue of roof terraces, of designing buildings for areas you can commit to growing, is going to become a major issue. This is a limited warning of that, but it is certainly a warning.
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The jurors concentrating on architectural design entries were encouraged by the way the entries addressed serious concerns such as context and energy. At jury’s end, 20 entries in this category had been selected for recognition, but only two elevated to the level of awards.

Richard G. Stein, FAIA, is a partner in The Stein Partnership, which he founded in 1961. He has been adjunct professor of architecture at Cooper Union, New York, since 1946, was chairman of the AIA Energy Task Force, 1972-74, and is the author of Architecture and Energy (Doubleday/Anchor, 1977).

Romaldo Giurgola, FAIA, jury chairman, has been a partner of Mitchell/Giurgola Architects, New York and Philadelphia, since 1958. He is a professor at Columbia University, where he was chairman of architecture 1966-71, and taught at the University of Pennsylvania 1954-66. He is coauthor of Louis I. Kahn (Westview Press, 1975).

Robert J. Frasca, FAIA, is a member of the Zimmer-Gunsul-Frasca Partnership in Portland, Or, in charge of design since 1964. He holds degrees in both city planning and architecture and has been a visiting professor of Urban Design at three universities.

George E. Hartman, FAIA, has been a partner in Hartman-Cox Architects, Washington, DC, since 1965. He has taught at Catholic University of America and North Carolina State and has chaired the AIA Committee on Design.
The mood of this year's architectural design jurors could be characterized as sober and guarded. They were all concerned about such issues as energy conservation and response to context; they recognized as equally crucial the "content" or "appropriateness" of architectural form, but could agree on few examples of success in this area. Their guard was up against overcomplication—"clever solutions to trivial problems"—or overstatement; one project was said to have "a more complicated drawing than it has a complicated reality."

Their deliberations yielded, in the end, many citations, only two awards, and no first award at all.

Giurgola: I do feel that it is proper that we gave quite a few citations and very few awards. We tried to identify for awards those that have a very clear and classic connection among their parts.

Stein: The types that had the most satisfying, most humane solutions were the multifamily housing, the ones that began to solve urban problems. There was probably greater agreement among us on these, so it was easy to select—if not award-winners—at least solutions that merit citations.

Hartman: Half the stuff we have seen is just good honest buildings, appropriate to their programs and responsive to their sites. Everyone else is trying too hard and losing track of what they are trying to do.

Frasca: What's scaring me is that we are ending up with all "good professional jobs." Modern architecture has never really been able to address the issue of monumental scale. We've got a lot of building types which by nature are monumental, but the designs we get don't address that.

Giurgola: We have two awards, though, that are really monumental in scale.

Though at least one award-winner is monumental in both size and scale, this year's jury, like other recent ones, had difficulty finding winners among large-scaled projects. At one point, they set aside for review a selection of high-rise buildings, but held none of them for recognition. They attributed the outcome not to a lack of large-scaled entries—observed in previous years—but to the way such proposals were designed.

Frasca: When we struggled with the big office buildings, we found that, though they all tried to say something different, they obviously had nothing to say.

Hartman: The quality was inversely proportional to the size of the job.

Stein: We eventually rejected all of the fairly routine high-rise office buildings, but what interested me was the emergence of smaller-scaled office projects—probably as a result of the work of the California state architect some years ago—which was beginning to change the perception of what a work space ought to be.

Energy-conscious design was—as noted in the introduction to this issue (p. 87)—a matter of particular interest. But addressing the problem of energy, even where a strong concept was put forward, by no means guaranteed recognition.
A huge airport in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, is designed to accommodate 5000 travelers an hour making the annual Haj pilgrimage to Mecca.

**Project:** New Jeddah International Airport, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

**Program:** Because every Moslem dreams of making the Haj pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in his or her life, and because more can now fly because of increased wealth of many Moslem countries, a new airport was needed to accommodate them. Five hundred thousand pilgrims arrived by air in 1975, and that number is expected to increase to 950,000 by 1985, the design year for the new airport, which is now in construction (P/A, June 1980, pp. 116-117).

**Solution:** The terminal and support complex consists in plan of two identical roofed halves, 1.00 meter at the top. In each module, steel columns taper from 2.50 meters at their base to 1.00 meter at the top. In each module, steel cables radiate from the top of the columns to a 3.96-meter-diameter central steel tension ring to which is attached the steel radial cables. The inherent long-span characteristics of the steel cable structures allow for column spacing to be far enough apart to give not only a very open feeling to the large area, but also to allow for maximum flexibility in planning for the various support buildings located within the area.

**Credits**


**Construction manager:** Saudi Arabian Parsons Ltd./Daniel International Ltd., a joint venture between the Ralph M. Parsons Co. of Pasadena, Ca., and Daniel International of Greenville, SC.

**General contractor:** Hochtief AG, Essen, West Germany.

**Fabric roof system contractor:** Owens-Corning Saudi Co., a joint venture between Owens-Corning and Olayan Saudi Holdings Co., Ltd., Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia.

**Client:** International Airport Projects, Ministry of Defense and Aviation, The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

**Jury comments**

**Frasca:** This building is already pretty well known; it's one of the largest airports in the world. It's in a very inhospitable climate, where large numbers of people collect in a huge crush a few times a year, and it's essential to keep them out of the sun.

**Giurgola:** The real goal of this building is the terminal building, and that is the thing we were less happy about. It's where you get your ticket and where everyone comes in, but it's just treated as a transition element.

**Stein:** Yes, there is a discrepancy between the elegance and the expressive solution of this great tent structure and the rather mean building that serves as the transfer building throughout most of the year. Considering the generosity, the scope, the imagination, and the quality of that enormous waiting structure, it seems strange to have a really very constricted and not very environmentally responsive building for the rest of the year. If you say you can create a satisfactory environment by having a high tent structure that allows the stratified hot air and the winds to come through and act as a cooling agent, then you don't go to the conventional closed box with all its problems of building internal heat and having no way to exhaust it except through massive mechanical means.

**Frasca:** I don't know that that's necessarily true, because with the huge tent structure, you're dealing with a huge mass of people a few times a year where you can't possibly handle that; and with the much smaller terminal building, you're dealing with a very few people most of the year, and in fact you can afford the mechanical means. In general, this is a very beautiful structure done with great economy of means. It's one of the largest airports in the world. It's in a very inhospitable climate, known: it's one of the largest airports in the world.
A maritime museum is built on the site of the company's original boatworks.

Credits
Consultants: Lisanti Engineering, structural; Kravchenko & Associates, site; Vreeland & Guerriero, landscape architects; Donovan & Green, graphics.
Modelmaker: Cricket Purdy.
Model photographers: Jonathan Morse, Evan L. Schwartz.
Client: Herreshoff Foundation, Bristol, RI.

Project: Herreshoff Yachting Museum, Bristol, RI.
Program: 21,500-sq-ft museum to house a historic exhibit of wooden boats and yachts by Herreshoff.
Site: 4.2 unoccupied, waterfront acres on the former location of the original Herreshoff boatworks destroyed by hurricane in 1938.
Solution: Two wedge forms intersecting at the entrance, which is distinguished by a cylindrical projection to one side. The façade facing the harbor is colonnaded, and the triangular open space between building and harbor is sod and terraced gradually to the water’s edge. Adjacent to the terrace are large doors on vertical pivots. Inside, natural wood is used to complement the exhibits. There is a progressive increase in height and length of bays to accommodate increasingly larger boats. The shed roof is intended as a reference to sails and traditional New England architecture.

Construction methods and materials: Heavy timber truss construction supported by tubular steel columns with 30-ft bays in the long direction and, in the short direction, bay size increases progressively. East and west façades are clad in stained vertical cedar siding. Exterior columns and beams are painted yellow. Ceiling in exhibition areas is sailcloth, flooring is oak.

Jury comments
Giurgola: There is a balanced relationship of volumes and uses, open spaces and enclosures. The scheme has a direct correlation between the diagram of moving people, the scale of objects inside, and a resulting form that is very clear. The entrance is defined clearly and the building has degrees in scale for housing the large elements. Each one of these different sized spaces opens onto an outside yard. The public goes through and then out. It is a really classic piece of architecture, without that confused dilemma of overlapping images.
Bacon: The outside space is very dead.
Frasca: It’s just a piazza on the water, and it is the area that ought to be a pleasant place to be, for people to collect.
Giurgola: The building has a form, a dimension. It deserves the award because it adheres to the reality of a place: it has both beauty and substance, the nature of true classicism.
Context is the central issue in this vacation house with a profile intended to mirror the Long Island dunes.

Credits
Architects: Eisenman/Robertson Architects, New York. Jaquelin Taylor Robertson, partner in charge; Edmund H. Stoecklein, project architect; Glen Fries, John Reagan, project team.
Consultants: Robert Silman, structural; Marvin Lewin, Cosentini Associates, mechanical; Carroll Cline, lighting.
Model photographer: Edmund H. Stoecklein.
Client: Daniel Lufkin, New York.
Project: Lufkin House, Southampton, NY.
Program: 4000-sq-ft weekend and summer house for family of six.
Site: Eight acres on duneline overlooking both beach and bayfront.
Solution: Two parallel circulation systems, one along the back of the house and the other an exterior boardwalk along the beachfront, allow cross-ventilation in all rooms and easy access at many points. Children and guest suites have their own entry and can be closed off during winter. Each set of rooms interconnects for entertaining large numbers of people. Each suite has a private sunyard entering into a bathroom to prevent tracking sand. Public spaces are grouped around an open deck with a double-height living room that looks onto the bay. Stairs wind around the massive fireplace and chimney stack to a landing overlooking the living room and up to a protected second-story deck. From there, a ship's ladder rises to a crow's nest with panoramic view.

Construction methods and materials: Wood frame on piles. Exterior sheathing is rough-sawn, marine-grade plywood with vertical and horizontal battens covering joints. Roof is asphalt shingle. Interiors are painted gypsum board and oak wainscoting with oak strip and tile floors. Decking is redwood. Solar panels above garage provide supplementary hot water heating.

Jury comments
Giurgola: With all its manors, Southampton has a scale different from other small towns. This sort of captures that scale and spirit. It has a certain grandeur.
Stein: I don't think that it has any particular merit.
Giurgola: Here the notion of working with the shape of the dunes, the grand gesture of a Southampton mansion, really comes out very strongly. It's a very clear plan, understandable, and yet maintains the diversity of having different spaces. You open doors and come out of rooms and so forth.
Frasca: It's done in a very skillful, workman-like way.
Hartman: The double-scale thing is interesting. The scale at the entrance and approach elevation seems like something you might actually walk up to; but from the water, at a distance, it becomes almost like a fortress wall lying against the coast.
Giurgola: I am sorry about the garage; it is almost an afterthought.
Stein: It becomes much more complex than its great Newport predecessors. The architect just hasn't been satisfied to do it as elegantly as it was done previously.
Hartman: In some ways, the precedent is Sea Ranch. It's a single-family Sea Ranch.
Prototype for branch banks makes use of literal imagery to convey the dual functions of saving and lending.

Credits
Architects: SITE, New York.
Client: Perpetual Savings and Loan, Rapid City, SD.

Project: Perpetual Savings and Loan prototype branch, South Dakota.
Program: 1500-sq-ft branch banks, at a cost of approximately $250,000 per bank, to provide savings and loan services with a four- to six-person staff. Client wished an image that suggested both financial security and an adventurous spirit.
Site: ¾ acre in various communities in South Dakota.
Solution: 37-ft-square cube in plan and elevation, split diagonally. One half is Greek Revival style in white block and contains the savings personnel. The other half contains the loan department and is intended to represent creativity, the bank being known for a more experimental loan policy than its competitors. Its exterior is to be made of regional stone, and there is to be a planted plaza in back that extends into the loan area as an interior garden. Planting will consist of regional vegetation or possibly local crops.

Construction methods and materials: White block and stone with glass at the point of intersection. Glass wall between plaza and loan department.

Jury comments
Giurgola: It's a delightful image in the middle of South Dakota. It has a wry humor and intelligent spaces. The images and metaphors are comprehended within a clear plan/section structure, in which the value lies in that subtle combination and relationship of a few contrasting elements. It's not only an ornament, it's also a little organism in itself.

Legend
1. Planted plaza behind loan section
2. Glass wall
3. Loan section
4. Interior garden
5. Drive-in window
6. Teller's window
7. Customer waiting area
8. Main entrance (into savings section)
9. Plaza in front of savings section
10. Vault (savings section)
11. Safe deposit section (savings section)
Stein: I must say I get a little bored with architectural one-liners. This one is almost a patronizing gesture. The humor is an imposed humor, and I don't see that it's either desirable, necessary, or handled with remarkable sophistication or skill.

Frasca: I think this is an attempt at the problem of a very small building with simple functional requirements and no context where you essentially try to give it some importance and dignity. It's done here with less pretension than it might have been, and it's quite appropriate. At least it doesn't look like a gas station or a hot dog stand.

Hartman: I think the allusions and the liberties taken are perfectly appropriate and come out of the inherent difficulties of the problem.

Stein: But go back to the regional precedents the architect includes as an introduction. Each of those buildings was done as a very serious building in its own time, within its own culture, its own context, its own available vocabulary. Each one stands today as something to be looked at very sympathetically.

Giurgola: I still believe this project has an exceptional poetic value, obtained with no breach of discipline. It has all the benefits of an image without falling into the sort of stereotype kind of playing with columns and banks of the past. The drawings are superb.
An extraordinary natural site is exploited in this restaurant and visitor's center for a national park.

**Credits**
- **Architects:** Woo & Williams, Cambridge, MA. Kyu Sung Woo, John G. Williams, principals; Peter Polhemus, job captain; Clara Batchelor, landscape architect; Linda Gatter, Cynthia Larsen-Hughes, assistants.
- **Consultants:** John Born Associates, structural; Ibrahim & Ibrahim, mechanical.
- **Model photographer:** Richard Bonarrigo.
- **Client:** The Island Foundation for the National Park Service, Mount Desert, ME.

**Project:** Jordan Pond House, Acadia National Park, Mount Desert, ME.

**Program:** Restaurant seating 200 people, dining porch and outdoor lawn for afternoon tea and popovers. The building also serves as entrance to the park trails and contains a craft shop: 14,000 sq ft.

**Site:** Approximately 10 acres at the southern end of a deep glacial valley. To the north is Jordan Pond and two massive granite domes known as the Bubbles.

**Solution:** An L-shaped building cradling a large meadow that is carved from the woods between the site and Jordan Pond. Entry is under a low, dark porch. Craft shop, kitchen, and entry are kept to the non-pond side of the building with dining areas, both inside and on the verandah, facing the tea lawn and dramatic view beyond.

**Construction methods and materials:** Wood frame; naturally weathered eastern white cedar shingle exterior; cedar siding bleached to a different tone on face and ceiling of porch; terra-cotta brick paving and retaining walls; local pink granite fireplaces.

**Jury comments**
- **Hartman:** I think this is one of the best recreational entries that I have seen.
- **Giurgola:** A very simple plan.
- **Frasca:** I'm cool on it. If you look at the spaces and things, they're not remarkable.
- **Hartman:** It seems to have a character and simplicity appropriate to a visitor's center, relaxed and pleasant with a relationship to the terrain.
- **Giurgola:** There are certain details that one may question, but there is a good sense of professionalism. On the other hand, it is not an extremely memorable experience.
- **Frasca:** It's languid more than relaxed.
- **Stein:** I think it does what it does in a competent manner. The whole quality in its site is a pleasant one.
An American diplomatic complex in France pays homage to distinguished periods in French architecture.

Credits
Architects: James Stewart Polshek & Partners, New York. Paul S. Byard, partner in charge; James Stewart Polshek, design partner; James Garrison, senior designer.
Consultants: Tor, Shapiro & Associates, structural; Thomas A. Polise, mechanical/electrical; Glitec, S.A., consulting engineer.
Modelmaker: D. Cutso-george.
Model photographer: Gil Amiaga.
Renderer & graphics: M. Baez, A. Kalla.
Client: Office of Foreign Buildings, U.S. Dept. of State, Washington, DC.

Project: U.S. Consular residence and office, Lyon, France.
Program: Publicly accessible consular office building of 11,400 sq ft and Consul General's 7600 sq-ft four-bedroom home.
Site: ½ acre on a boulevard in an urban residential neighborhood, with one edge across from a public park.
Solution: The complex combines references to both early masterpieces of French Modernism, including Maison Jaoul and Maison de Verre, and the florid style of the Belle Époque. Density of wall surfaces varies according to the level of privacy required within and the exterior surroundings. Walls are densest facing the street and adjacent to apartment buildings. Facing the park and the solariums of neighboring villas, the wall is faceted and glassy. Parking is concealed beneath the building.
Construction methods and materials: Cast concrete structure, precast concrete wall panels with glazed ceramic tile facing. Aluminum curtain wall with infill of clear glass, translucent glass, and insulated aluminum panels. Domestic hot water and space heating provided by solar panels with heat reclaim units in combination with gas/oil-fired boiler. South and east façades are clad in light-colored reflective glass.

Jury comments
Frasca: It's got the hard outside that stresses the street and soft inside which makes some nice spaces.
Giurgola: It never gets to a bureaucratic scale, and it has a very precise discipline in plan, a good sequence of open space.
Hartman: On the negative side, it's very unlikely that this has anything to do with what's liable to be in Lyon. I also have reservations when a house and office building look so much alike. They are very, very similar in their aesthetic.
Stein: There are a couple of things that aren’t handled that well in the building. One of them is the window treatment on the brick wall in the elevation. The other is the use of the wall as a screen beyond the face of the building, which seems to be an unnecessary and rather contrived gesture.
A school in New Jersey that had grown in increments from an eight-room schoolhouse is renovated and added to a fifth time.

**Citation**

James Stewart Polshek & Partners

**Credits**

Architects: James Stewart Polshek & Partners, New York. Joseph L. Fleischer, partner in charge; James Stewart Polshek, design partner; Timothy Hartung, project architect; James Garrison, senior designer.


Modelmaker: D. Cutsongeorge, M. Baez.

Model photographer: Louis Checkman.

Renderer & graphics: A. Kalla, M. Baez.

Client: Montclair (NJ) Board of Education.

**Project:** Glenfield Middle School, Montclair, NJ.

**Program:** Of the existing 124,000-sq-ft school, 35,000 sq ft are to be demolished, 80,000 sq ft are to be renovated, and 33,000 sq ft are to be added. New construction will provide a theater, gymnasium, library, day-care and commons area.

**Site:** 3.2 acres on a suburban residential street facing a public park to the southeast.

**Solution:** Existing façade facing the park is undisturbed. New construction occurs behind the school and frames a raised outdoor court. Staff cars are parked under its deck.

**Construction methods and materials:** Concrete slab and columns on the first floor with steel columns, beams, and longspan joists above. Facing materials are ground face concrete block and common brick.

**Jury comments**

Hartman: It's a fairly complicated problem because the building has a bad existing condition that they've had to struggle with. The original building is not very good when you look at it.

Giurgola: The adjustment of a new thing to an old one is done with remarkable skill. He separates quite clearly the new event from the old one and uses the old one as a backdrop.

Frasca: The change in geometry creates some tension between the two kinds of architecture, which by nature have to be different.

Brownson: The proportions are very good on the panels on that one elevation.

Stein: It has difficult, unresolved joints.
A highly eclectic condominium complex for a new ski area in Colorado is folded carefully into the mountainside.

Credits

Consultants: Johnson-Voiland-Archuleta, structural; RMH Group, mechanical/electrical; Mighetto and Youngmeister, construction documents consultants; Petry-Vappi Construction, general contractor.

Modelmaker: Charles Leoni.
Model photographer: Jorg Weber.
Renderer: James Gillam.
Client: Inwood Corp., Redwood City, Ca.

Project: Centennial Condominiums, Vail, Co.
Program: First-phase development of a new ski area to the west of Vail. Twenty-nine two- and three-bedroom units (1400 sq ft to 2400 sq ft) in a seven-story complex with storage and parking for 30 cars in the lower levels; 79,100 sq ft total.

Site: Steeply sloping narrow finger of land (3/4 acre) running north and south. Grouse Mountain is to the east; sweeping views of Beaver Creek Valley and the ridgeline beyond are to the west and southwest.

Solution: To reduce building mass, the lower three stories are below grade except at the downhill boundary (on west). Upper stories are tucked under a steeply pitched gable roof, which is cantilevered to three stories above ground on the south and five stories on the west. Main entrance is on uphill (east) side, through a porte-cochere that opens into a four-story skylit lobby. Bridges cross the lobby on upper levels.

Construction methods and materials: Steel frame with steel joists, steel deck with concrete fill, concrete foundation and retaining walls. Stucco walls; glazed clay tile roof; cedar trim, railings, and decks.

Jury comments
Hartman: It looks very much like a grand resort hotel.
Frasca: It seems to be in the tradition of grand ski lodges, Timberline, the Coronado.
Hartman: The scale is reduced without going
to the tortured fragmentation that other people had to do in order to break these large buildings down. It's picturesque architecture but it's very successful picturesque. It's both picturesque and good, something we've had trouble locating.

Stein: Another thing that's very good is that elements used to produce this rich and site-responsive building are basically very simple. There are a very few elements that are repeated in different combinations.

Giurgola: When you look at the plan, however, there are certain things that don't respond to what it really is, which is an articulated linear plan with a corridor on one side and an element on the other.
A house in the hills on the Oregon coast is designed as a progression of events leading to the ocean views.

Project: A house on the Oregon coast.  
Program: A second home of 2100 sq ft, with two bedrooms, for a couple with a grown family.  
Site: A steep, heavily wooded small lot in a subdivision two hours from Portland, Or, on the seacoast.  
Solution: The simple, rectangular box has been designed with interior spaces arranged in an extended plan that reaches out over the hills and trees to the west to provide the best views for the living room, its deck, and the master bedroom below. The interior has been "carved" to leave behind a linear series of alternating spaces and masses that align on an expanding module down the center of the rectangle, so that progression from the entry to the west involves a spatial sequence that evolves from a condition of figural space to one of figural mass.  
Construction methods and materials: The major part of the structure is of masonry bearing wall in two colors of concrete block. From three feet above the floor of the top level, the structure changes to simple wood frame construction clad with vertical cedar siding. The roof is of galvanized metal supported by a metal truss.  

Jury comments  
Frasca: This is a neat plan, a very precise little vacation house that is worked out pretty well.  
Hartman: It's a shame the two sides are identical on the two long sides; this is not necessary or implied by the plans.  
Giurgola: It's Schinkel in Oregon. I like the quality of it, the pristine juxtaposition of the building in nature. I like this house, but I have some problem with the stairs. I have a question about the plan because mostly when a direction is established with such strength, somehow the movement should work with it. But here you're turned around, forced to change direction, every time you use the stairs. It has become too schematic, but it's still a remarkable and very elegant piece of architecture.
An energy-efficient office building relies on passive techniques of conservation to produce great energy and life-cycle savings.

Credits
Consultants: E.G. Hirsch & Associates, structural; Gutman-McRitchie, mechanical; Engineering Enterprise, electrical; Berkeley Solar Group, energy analysis; Fong/LaRocca, landscape.
Modelmaker: Haru Yamada/Environmental Art Shop.
Model photographer: Alan Ohashi.
Renderers: John Zisovici, Philip Banta.

Project: Energy Efficient State Office Building, San Jose, Ca.
Program: Energy-efficient office space for 22 separate state agencies.
Site: Amidst parking lots in urban core.
Solution: A courtyard scheme is used to respond to historical community precedents, and arcades are extended around the building perimeter for pedestrian protection. The checkerboard of courtyards inside organizes separate agencies around cubes of sunlight and landscaping, and rooftop terraces provide additional outdoor areas. A loop of open corridors allows clear and simple circulation for the three-story structure, which has been designed so that interior spaces can be easily divided and rearranged.

The prime strategy for saving energy (which computer simulation ranks at 70 percent over conventional construction) is through reducing cooling and lighting loads by architectural means. Daylighting integration is increased because of courtyard geometry and rooftop monitors. In addition, selective sun shading reduces heat gain and chiller tonnage, and the rockbed and concrete structural mass act as thermal sponge. Stored daytime heat is flushed out at night.

Construction methods and materials: In cast-in-place concrete structure, seismic fortress concept reflects earthquake code; floor slabs contain majority of thermal mass.

Jury comments
Stein: Anytime there's a major effort to house governmental bureaucrats in a way that humanizes their setting, that makes them responsive to where they are, it deserves to be recognized. In this case the attempt has been carried through very successfully except on the street façades where it's a little forbidding. But the interior is an enormous step forward in the whole conception of what a governmental office building should be. In the skill with which it is done, in its amenities, and in its responsiveness to energy and to the climate for which it is designed, it is a really important building.

Giurgola: Although the courtyard solution is not unusual to the region, to have extended it to the point of making a really very workable space within, and close to available daylight, is a very important step. Having opened so much of the workspace to the outside is something we too often forget as architects, but it's one of the major preoccupations we should have. We take the office floor for granted, but here's an attempt to humanize it. There is some question about the elevation, but I think there are some control elements that will somehow make the surface much softer.
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The complex engineering operations of grit removal are rendered in an identifiable architectural scale for the public, with wit and grace.

Credits
Architects: Dewberry, Nealon & Davis, Joseph Boggs/Studio, Annapolis, Md, Jerry Harpole, project designer; Bernard Hyatt, project engineer; Henry L. Berben, technical coordinator; Anthony DiCamillo, Dave Haresign, Don Lipscomb, Richard Rosen, Robert Moreland, John Haselby, studio team.
Consultants: Dewberry, Nealon & Davis, structural, civil, electrical.
Photographer: William Mills.
Renderer: Jerry Harpole.
Client: Baltimore City Department of Public Works, Md.

Project: Grit Removal Facilities, Backriver Wastewater Treatment Plant, Baltimore, Md.
Program: Four new collection-point buildings and their siting were planned, along with the addition of a fourth grit-removal tank, and upgrading of the existing grit handling facilities.
Solution: A conveyor belt type of materials-handling installation, having limited flexibility, is converted to individual collection points in a manner that allows complete units to be closed down for maintenance or repair. The architectural integrity of the surrounding existing structures is continued in the new structures through their use of materials and design. Although functionally separated, a wall joins the new structures in a linear axis that parallels the grit chambers. The wall not only unifies the grit-removal units, but it is also designed to shield some movable mechanical apparatus used in the removal process.
Construction methods and materials: Split-faced block and stucco veneer on load-bearing structure with wood roofing clad in tile.

Jury comments
Frasca: It’s a sincere attempt to try to make architecture out of otherwise relatively uninteresting industrial structures. The wall gives some pretense to the project, but in this case a little bit of pretension is not bad.
Hartman: There is an economy of means along with allusions to certain well-known precedents, and out of this comes something that is really quite lovely.
Giurgola: He could have had just the same, though, without the keystone; you don’t need that... all these archeological sorts of postage stamps are really not necessary. I always like these (existing types of) buildings, and this project reflects some of the precedents of the existing structures. It’s a poetic image... the latest Boullee. I think many architects would like to have this.
In Canada's most northerly major city, housing units are built around a wintergarden.

Credits
Architects: John and Patricia Patkau, John Patkau Architects Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. John Patkau, Patricia Patkau, Tom Van Driel, project team.
Consultants: MB Engineering Ltd., structural; Vinto Engineering Ltd., mechanical; Allsopp Morgan Engineering Ltd., electrical; MTB Consultants Ltd., landscape; Rolf Jensen Associates, fire protection; Allan James Creative Services Ltd., specifications.
Modelmaker: Professional Scale Modelbuilding Co. Ltd.
Renderer: John Patkau Architects Ltd.
Client: E.S.I. Holdings Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta.

Project: Residential Condominium, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Program: Design a high-density low-rise residential component for an aborted highrise condominium project for which the 2½-story parking garage had already been constructed.
Site: A quarter block in one of the city's oldest inner-city neighborhoods.
Solution: Because the location of this project experiences long periods of -40°F temperature in the winter, the idea of the wintergarden became very important. The project goes further, however, in providing private garden or terrace space both on the exterior and within the interior atrium. The units are organized on two levels so that one atrium orientation could be for circulation and the other for private terraces. To maintain the existing neighborhood scale, the building was organized with four stories on the street side (with the uppermost held back to form an outdoor terrace) and six stories toward the rear.

Construction methods and materials: Reinforced concrete shearwalls and floorslabs with brick cladding, and glass roof on steel frame over atrium on the exterior. Exposed concrete frame, brick cladding to main floor walls, plaster walls above, and steel frame glazing in the atrium.

Jury comments
Bacon: Is it really an advantage to have the court? Who's going to use it... will people be out there?
Stein: The University at Edmonton has that as the fundamental organizing principle, and a friend of mine who is a professor there says it's an extremely successful method for building in that climate, and it permits people to meet outside of their own apartments.
Giurgola: What it does is always to produce this enclave that you go in, and the sidewalk is dead because every morning everybody goes inside that court.
Cranz: Their argument is that the winter is so severe you're not going to be outside in the public scene anyway, so this is a way to "neighbor" in the bitter cold.
Stein: This project has developed a sense of building out of the building itself and not out of other "references" or "energy," and that's unusual. The quality of the building is very thoughtfully put together; it really looks as though somebody cared about how a building was built. What I like about it is that it's done by somebody who has a serious commitment to produce an architecture that's not concerned with making clever statements. The designers think that the housing of people in a demanding climate merits a very serious architectural statement, and I think it has achieved that.
Giurgola: The intrusion on the side wall worries me.
Cranz: Clare Cooper would argue that that kind of definition for those people allows them to use that outdoor space; without that little wall they would never be able to, psychologically.
In Texas, a house for a retired couple is appreciated for its response to the surroundings and for its lack of "acrobatics."

Credits
Architect: Val Glitsch, Houston, Tx.
Consultant: Peter Speth, structural.
Modelmaker, renderer: Val Glitsch.
Model photographer: Paul Hester.
Client: Sam and Marie McAshan, Houston, Tx.

Project: McAshan House, Houston, Tx.
Program: A townhouse, for a retired couple, including typical functions but with emphasis on the public nature of entertainment spaces, designed to project an image of security.
Site: 50' x 50' subdivided lot in residential area in process of becoming commercial.
Solution: The house is zoned vertically from private to public, with major living spaces beginning on the second level. Externally, this is expressed by a change in materials and texture and by the open vs the closed nature of the window treatment. Inside, the layering is extended horizontally in plan, moving from public spaces at the front to private spaces at the rear.
Construction methods and materials: A load-bearing concrete masonry base supports 2" x 6" wood framing. Exterior cladding on the upper level is pine siding; interior surfaces are painted gypsum board. Foil-clad polystyrene sheets give added insulation to roof and walls in the hot, humid climate.

Jury comments
Frasc: This has a nice plan, and the house fits very comfortably into its environment, yet it is still a nice, even special, place to live. It is done very artfully and without pretension. It should be recognized because it really demonstrates that you don't have to do acrobatics to solve this kind of problem.
Hartman: I wish more work were done as well in response to what they had as this one. Everyone else is trying too hard and losing track of what they were trying to do, which even if they succeeded probably would be horrible. But this house is very nice. It's the right thing done sensibly, appropriately, and sensitively.
New housing at Harvard University takes clues from its surroundings and makes interesting new spaces.

Credits
Architects: David P. Handlin and Larry I. Mitnick, Lexington, Ma.
Consultant: Daniel Schodek, structural.
Modelmakers: Jo Landefeld, Rayford Law, Ted Szostkowski.
Client: Harvard Real Estate (Harvard University), Cambridge, Ma.

Project: Harvard Faculty Housing, Cambridge, Ma.
Program: 47 apartment units that range from 575-sq-ft studio units to 2000-sq-ft four-bedroom duplexes, to be sold as condominiums by the client, who retains right of first refusal to repurchase. The units will be first offered to university faculty, both current and emeritus.
Site: The site was chosen for its proximity to university facilities, but it is largely inhabited by a transient population that poses problems of noise and security, especially for older people. Because of the pattern of ownership of adjacent properties, this site of four individual house lots could be considered one lot, and therefore side and back setback requirements would not apply, and it would be possible to build to the edge of the new, large lot.
Solution: The intent of the project was to create an enclave away from the street, because of noise and security. Because zoning would allow it, the project has been treated as a continuous pattern of building and spaces rather than treating each site as an isolated entity with a detached building toward its center. The building is not entered from the sidewalk, but through a sequence of spaces on the interior, as is customary in many of the apartment buildings in the area. Inside each apartment, the intent was to create rooms and spaces that were efficient but that also had some of the best features of turn-of-the-century apartments. Consequently, most units have definite entry halls, wide corridors to be lined with bookcases, large storage units, and long, uninterrupted walls.
**Construction and materials:** Steel frame; façade of red brick and vertical window typical of adjacent buildings.

**Jury comments**

**Hartman:** I think the reason this appeals is because it is a very exceptional piece of infill, in that it adjusts itself to maintain the surroundings while at the same time keeping the street lines and finishing the spaces started by the existing buildings. In addition, it then makes its own space inside to give light to the circulation while screening it from the more public spaces outside. The project continues to set up major, most dramatic approaches to Le Corbusier’s Carpenter Center, so that when you come upon it, the Center sits in the resulting space somewhat in the way the Tempietto sits in its cloister. The housing begins to complete the space for the center, which doesn’t seem at all inappropriate.

**Giurgola:** We could discuss the value of having the open space in front of the Center, but then we must also evaluate the fact that you will have this sort of surprise; the Center remains quite open as a space. In other words, the loss of open space is minimal in this kind of gesture, if you have to have construction.

**Stein:** It’s a wonderful statement in its site planning; it shows great sensitivity to the use of the space. But if you look at the elevations and plans, neither is distinguished. The elevation shows a very mediocre brick building, and the relationship to the buildings at both sides is quite poor. The interior spaces resulting from that generous curve in the plan are not good spaces, and the amount of space given to circulation to get past those interior wells is not really well planned.

**Giurgola:** On the other hand, that mediocrity may also be taken as a sort of understatement in terms of building; in other words, the architects keep going with the kind of language they have around; they leave this sense of open space and also present an alternative to Carpenter Center . . . this could have brought forth the old solutions.

**Frasca:** It’s one of the few projects that has some presence to it. It’s got a hierarchy of spaces; it’s got big and little spaces that are not unlike those in the other apartment houses that fill the area around it. But this does a better job because it puts the corridor on the side where it doesn’t invade privacy and looks out to the street. The architects were very careful about getting views, and things of that nature are very commendable. It also makes a special space for the urban landscape; it’s a great space to walk through with its hierarchy of spaces. It doesn’t have people looking out across small courtyards at each other, but on the other hand it maintains the local scale. It’s a splendid, really low-key little infill project.
Architectural design

Citation

Willard K. Martin
Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson

Classicism and modern urbanism achieve a symmetry in this open-air plaza.

Credits
Architects: Willard K. Martin, Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson, Portland, Or. Doug Macy, Walker Macy Mitchelltree & Erickson, landscape architects and planners; Robert Reynolds, graphic artist; Lee Kelly, sculptor; Terence O'Donnell, historian; Spencer Gill, writer; Willard K. Martin, principal in charge, director of design; Marcus C. Bevans, senior designer and project architect.


Model photographer: Jim Crisman, G. Bruce Forster, Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson.


Client: Portland Development Commission, Portland, Or.

Project: Pioneer Courthouse Square.

Program: The public plaza in the heart of the city is to be designed for a walkway, waiting area for public transportation, and haven from the activity of the business community. It could offer as well an arena for public exhibitions, a small theater, a place for public address, a bandstand, a café, and a small conservatory.

Site: One square block facing the old Pioneer Courthouse in the business district, Portland, Or.

Solution: The architects selected brick as the surface, a material they could carry beyond the actual limits of the square. In extending its surface into traffic lanes and sidewalks, the square likewise extends its refuge and becomes less exclusive. Columns on the south side of the square support colored awnings that shield waiting transit passengers from the damp Portland weather. Beyond this entrance point is a raised terrace and monumental stairway. The north end of this stairway contains a terra-cotta arch which is the entrance to a lower enclosed level. Exhibits, storage area, a small theater, and public facilities could be housed here. The archway itself is an ideal spot for public address.

On the upper level, behind this arch, are two tinted glass pavilions with arbors of climbing roses, and a glass-roofed, terraced pergola with channels of running water. A small amphitheater to the east can be adapted to use as a stage, bandstand, or simple seating area. The north side of the square, an arrival point for transit passengers, is less ordered, with trees sometimes replacing columns and a smaller awning. In all of these instances, the classical references of the square achieve a balance with the more regional, contemporary elements, vital to the modern urban square. All of these different areas and functions frame the central, open space of the square, ideal for larger public events.

Construction materials and methods: Brick paving, terra-cotta-clad columns and arch, fabric awnings, bronze and tinted glass pavilions.

Jury comments
Stein: One thing that it's done, in quite a good manner, on a site that slopes as dramatically as this, is always to keep these street levels in a good relationship with the public space. I think that the device of using a semicircle to reconcile the two elevations here is handled rather nicely. It requires a fairly formal space in recognition of the formality of the courthouse building. I don't think it's an axial space, and I don't think the rest of the square is an axial square.

Giurgola: It is very episodic; I have some doubt about the resulting character.

Bacon: I don't like it; it's a very good example
of the consequences of the current fashionable clichés failing to understand the fundamentals of urban design.

Frasca: It's potentially the most important urban space in Portland. I believe it addresses most of the issues in terms of what that space ought to do. The streets have to go through; transit malls at either end are a fact. The design team has done a very good job of containing it at the edges and still letting people and activity be seen through it. You can argue about the geometry of the elements, but I think those problems are minor.
By reemphasizing rather than disrupting, a repetitive roof line becomes an imaginative way to expand space in this Tudor Revival style apartment building.

Credits
Architects: Swaney Kerns Architects, Robert Barber Anderson, Washington, DC. Tom Kerns, principal/director of design; Bob Anderson, principal/project designer; Levy Santos, job captain; Don Harris, Lynne Watkins, Abby Goodman, design team.


Modelmaker: Deborah Yin.
Model photographer: Peter Harholdt.
Renderer: Trebor Nosredna, Mickey Finn, Deborah Yin.
Client: Ronald J. Cohen, Rockville, Md.

Project: Renovation and addition to an office building in Washington, DC.

Program: It was the client’s hope to expand the office area while preserving the simple elegance of the post-WW-I Tudor Revival apartment building. Energy efficiency, access for handicapped, flexibility in interior space, and a second access were also strong considerations.

Site: Between a French Enlightenment Revival and a modern office building in the business district of Washington, DC.

Solution: A 3½-story addition, stepping back gradually, with balconies and skylights at each level, maintains the scale and presence of the existing façade while adding the needed space. To accentuate this stepped design, as well as to alleviate the problem of matching the existing brick, a gradation of red tones was chosen, with the lighter brick at each ascending level. The roof line design recalls the mansard roof of its French Revival neighbor.

As dramatic is the curving wall which defines a special two-story indoor/outdoor area at the cellar and first-floor levels. The emerald glazed tiles, when lit, create an unusual and intriguing effect in an area suitable for cafés, atriums, or a sculpture garden.

Individually controlled heat pump units and through-wall air handling units in the rest of the building permit energy flexibility, and glass areas on the south allow some solar heating. The main lobby at the cellar level provides easy ramp access.

Construction methods and materials: Brick and concrete block walls; contrasting brick used to recreate the effect of limestone trim on existing building; glazed tile.

Jury comments
Hartman: One point I’d like to make about this is that we’ve seen a number of unsuccessful and labored attempts to design old buildings that fit into contextual neighborhoods. We’ve seen buildings that were just downright silly from their excesses. And here’s one doing something that seems like a very useful thing to do, a very important thing to do, and at least it’s not silly or unrelated to what’s around it.

Frasca: Well, that entrance at the ground level looks a little silly.

Stein: The counter note on that may be that after you’ve seen that one witticism once, will you still enjoy it as much when you see it every day as you pass by? Or does it then become a little bit unnecessary, a bit too much?
Historical suggestions, rather than statements, are the key to renovating in a landmark neighborhood.

Credits
Modelmaker: Peter Winfield.
Model photographer: Mark Tannin.
Renderer: Robert Theis.
Client: Ms. Linda Burley.

Project: Christopher Street Housing.
Program: The design for multifamily housing includes a new structure on the site of an existing parking lot as well as the remodeling of an obsolete garage adjacent to it. Because the neighborhood is historic, both plans were carefully scrutinized by the local community and the landmarks preservation commission. Thus what the architects hoped to achieve was a building that could fit into the context of the historic district while also suggesting a more modern urban dynamism.
Site: A garage built as a stable in the 1880s and a parking lot in New York City. The through-block site permits high visibility in that the parking lot fronts on a street that terminates the axis of a second street at a 90-degree angle.
Solution: The historical references of the neighborhood are inconsistent—a five-story Victorian tenement, three-story Federal buildings and various tall loft and apartment buildings. The solution here was to make historical allusions, rather than to add yet another direct reference. The former garage has been converted with single-floor dwelling units on the lower floors. A mezzanine has also been added, creating duplex apartments on the top floor.
The new building—on the parking lot site—consists of duplex apartments on the front façade above a ground-floor store. Further defining the levels of the duplex are a narrow, recessed balcony on the lower floor and inset bay windows at the upper, bedroom level. The façade itself is transitional, drawing the eye from the three-story Federal houses to the larger scale of the tenement. At the entrance to the building, trompe l'oeil vanishing points create enigmatic focal points for those approaching on the perpendicular street.
Construction materials and methods: Reinforced concrete structure, light beige face brick, and black anodized window frames.
Jury comments

Giurgola: In the recycling of the fabric of the city, this is a very concrete answer because it does well in preserving the whole façade on 10th Street and produces a good end to Gay Street. The façade certainly conveys the sense of residence, it responds to the parti of the interior, and it even introduces, with the skylights, an added value to the masonry wall. The overall result is more than simple good-sense architecture, it really enhances the entire attitude to the street.

Hartman: This project is an excellent example of an urban infill building in a historic district. The flexibility of response to the different conditions of the two façades is especially commendable. The new façade is not only well designed but is also a good neighbor to the varying scales surrounding it. The addition of this façade unifies the street at which it is placed while also acting as an accent when seen at right angles from a distance. Very nice.

Giurgola: It certainly makes a good presence in the street in good scale.

Stein: It does it, really, in a way that actually enhances the pattern of the city street. There's nothing difficult or distinguished about the plan except that it works.

An existing garage building on West 10th Street (façades, opposite) will receive a facelift and conversion into apartments. The other end of the development (this page) is a new building on a former parking lot fronting on Christopher Street, at the intersection with Gay Street. From that direction, perspective tricks at the lower level create “vanishing points” in the two outside bays.
Adaptive reuse transfigures a church's sanctuary to a quiet garden refuge.

Project: Mt. Vernon Church Condominiums. Program: The trustees hoped to use the remaining walls of a Neo-Romanesque church, most of which had been destroyed by fire, as a framework for a new residential quadrangle on the site. Hoping to maintain some sense of continuity on the site, they evaluated several different plans before selecting this scheme. Site: A historic neighborhood in Boston, Ma, overlooking a river on one side, a residential street on another, and a major thoroughfare on the third. Solution: A large private garden, framed by the existing stonework, makes these urban residences havens from the busier pace of the city. Confined on two sides by church walls and on the other two sides by a new L-shaped building that acts as a foil to the ruins, the garden as sanctuary keeps a semblance of the church and becomes the core of the design. Remaining unobtrusively low, the new building accommodates two- and three-bedroom units. Townhouses are built into the steeple and portals, integrating residential scale into the ruin itself. New and old play off each other as well. The new façades are textured with projecting bays that echo the past. In contrast, the old ruin is developed with newer elements such as the trellises, which sketch parts of the burned-out roofs.

Construction materials and methods: Concrete block and red face brick.

Jury comments
Hartman: This project represents an appropriate response to an unusual existing condition. It is a very good example of urban infill where the existing work is incorporated into the new. The city benefits from the preservation, and the new work benefits from the richness afforded by the context. This is what should happen more often. Giurgola: The basic merit of the project is the focus on the value of open urban space and its connotations of architectural configuration and memories. Everything is somehow precious in the urban landscape, if it has a proper relationship. This project makes the architecture of the residence important as it relates to the ruin and vice-versa. The tower is a hinge, extremely valuable in the urban configuration, and could hardly be replaced. This relationship succeeds in making the place altogether new and, as a consequence, is a real contribution. Obviously, if this kind of attitude of saving residual buildings became commonplace, it would not be good; thus each case must be carefully considered. Frasca: I think we've been careful in this case not to "bless the hearts" of the architects just because they saw fit to save the carcass of a wonderful old church. The ruin uses the apartment as a foil to regain some of its former stature. The ruin returns the favor by dignifying the otherwise ordinary apartment beyond what it could achieve on its own. Where they come together, their respective architectures do so quietly, making a nice little garden space on the way.
Architectural design
Citation

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

Quietly merging landscape with architecture, the new campus of the Menninger Foundation reflects a serenity appropriate for a psychiatric treatment center.

Credits
Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago. Kiene & Bradley Partnership, associated architects. James R. DeStefano, design partner; William E. Hartmann, managing partner; Richard S. Joslin, architectural studio; John W. Kelsey, project manager; John F. Bercht, senior designer; Alice R. Wolfe, technical coordinator; James S. Guequierre, interior designer.
Renderer: Carlos Diniz Associates.
Client: The Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Ks.

Project: The development of a new campus for the Menninger Foundation, a center for treatment, prevention, research, and education in psychiatry.

Program: The design of the new campus includes architectural design of new buildings, increasing the physical plant to four times the existing; the remodeling of existing facilities; and extensive landscaping. Important in the restructuring is the enhancement of the natural beauty of the site.

Site: The existing campus on low, wooded hills of Topeka, Ks.

Solution: An existing tower building is the focal point of the community and will become a museum and visitors' center. New buildings—professional offices, commons/dining area, a conference center, arts and education studios, and a gymnasium—have all been integrated into the existing campus. The plan retains the orthogonal grid of the original campus.

The new, white-painted brick buildings are unobtrusively low. Arranged around a series of courtyards, they bind together the remodeled older structures. Diagonal and curving walkways reflect the natural rise and fall of the site. As automobiles are not permitted on the campus, a central, tree-lined drive becomes the main walkway.

Eight independent living units that group single and double rooms make up a 166-bed psychiatric hospital spread across the brow of a hill. Allowing patients to interact in small groups while being a part of the larger community, the plan reflects the foundation's philosophy of treating patients in a community setting.

Construction materials and methods: Concrete and white-painted brick walls, natural wood ceilings.

Jury comments
Hartman: It seems like a very uniform place, almost like a village, and yet the relationships don't hurt the rigorous organization of it or the functional disposition on the terrain. They've been able to get their act pretty much together here. The drawings are certainly serene. It's also a building type where the
Programmatic requirements usually preclude a particularly relaxed solution.

**Stein:** It’s a relatively simple repetitious problem that doesn’t deserve a complex architectural solution, and I think that there’s something quite nice about seeing something that doesn’t make undue demands on either the buildings or the people in response to the buildings. I think the scale of it is acceptable; it has a very retiring character. I think it’s unusual and worthy.

**Giurgola:** I like the notion that the room is a room, with all of the elements that make up a room. They’re not fooling around making exercises.
Meeting the demands of high suburban density, this housing development is a thoughtful integration of energy efficiency and high design standards.

**Credits**

Architects: Sam Davis with Vladimir Bazjanac, Berkeley, Ca. Richard Heapes, assistant.

Modelmaker: Richard Heapes and David Rauch.

Model photographer: Peter Xiques.

Renderer: Richard Heapes.

Client: Tandem Properties Inc.

**Project:** 144 units of market rate housing for the Summertree Housing Development.

**Program:** To allow multifamily dwellings—16 units per acre—to maintain the amenities of the detached single-family home; and to incorporate in these studio, one-, two-, and three-bedroom units an energy system that does not preclude high standards of design.

**Site:** Eight level acres in Sacramento.

**Solution:** To maintain a sense of privacy in high density, each dwelling is a courtyard house, formed by a grid of four 16' x 16' squares. One of these is an exterior private outdoor space, which is separated by a wall from the adjoining unit.

Clusters of 16 to 20 courtyard houses are then linked by semiprivate outdoor space to a community building and pool. Between clusters are parking areas that allow a 2:1 parking ratio while avoiding large, paved areas.

Architecture and energy are tightly integrated to include active and passive solar systems for heating, cooling, and hot water; loft areas that allow heating upstairs by radiant slab and increased air movement; earth berm; and recessed south glazing and limited north glazing.

**Construction methods and materials:** Standard wood construction, double-glazed windows, and stucco wall surfaces.

**Jury comments**

**Stein:** One reason it's in the citation category is because it has faults. But it also has the great virtue of looking for a very dense urban housing type that's responsive to the sun, which does have provisions and a general orientation for solar collection. It addresses problems of the traffic relationship, the pedestrian relationship to the layout. In the pattern of single-family houses, it does maintain a reasonable density and a reasonable level of amenity. It's a difficult problem, it's an important problem; it has been very seriously approached, and it's on the way to a good solution here.

**Hartman:** It raises the energy issue with forms resulting from it that are actually integrated. This is the only project I could find in this run where the response to solar was actively integrated as a design device with the way the buildings went together. It isn't an add-on thing. There is an exchange back and forth. It varies the inherent rigidity of solar with everything orientated the same way. I think that's a big contribution; it turns out to be pretty hard to do.

**Giurgola:** Still, I have some problems with this one. Somehow in the end, even though there are these sorts of careful areas for parking, it left the building with very small transitional elements. It's pretty monotonous. It's going at the same pace all over the place.

**Stein:** The limits, the design limits, the packing of the units creates a certain lack of differentiation. You don't have the modulation of space within it that one might hope for. I'd say that a second generation might produce that.
Architectural Awards of Excellence

American Institute of Steel Construction

These four steel-framed structures, completed during 1979, are representative of the 16 buildings that received special commendation for outstanding design by the AISC. Through the artistry and skill of the people who designed and built them, these buildings express the flexibility, diversity and efficiency that are inherent in steel construction.

Bethlehem furnished structural steel for all of the buildings shown.

Special Mention
Jury of Awards

George E. Kassabaum, FAIA
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.

Sarah P. Harkness, FAIA
Architects Collaborative, Inc.
Boston, Mass.

Ehrman B. Mitchell, Jr., FAIA
President, AIA
Mitchell/Guirgola

Daniel H. Shahan
Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Detroit, Mich.

J. Albert Paquette, FASCE
Paquette & Associates
San Francisco, Calif.

Philip H. Hubbard, Jr.
President, Reinhold Publishing
Div. Penton/IPC
Stamford, Conn.

Architectural Award of Excellence
Project: Environmental Health Laboratory, St. Louis, Mo.; Architect/Structural Engineer: Holabird & Root, Chicago, Ill.; General Contractor: Hercules Construction Company, St. Louis, Mo.; Steel Fabricator/Erector: Kaysing Iron Works, St. Louis, Mo.; Owner: Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Photo courtesy of Howard N. Kaplan, HNK Architectural Photography, Chicago, Ill.

Bethlehem Steel

Architectural Award of Excellence

Architectural Award of Excellence
No other window does more to give the old, new life. Or to bring the beauty of the past in line with the energy and maintenance needs of the present.

It's no idle boast. Each of our window systems is custom engineered to compliment the architectural integrity of the buildings we retrofit. We take great pride in bringing to the past, the advantages of futuristic performance.

Thermal windows, like our T-2001, dramatically reduce air and water infiltration, eliminate drafts and cold spots, and assure superior sound attenuation. They literally create a new living environment in old buildings.

Because of their superior thermal efficiency (U value as low as .42) they also reduce HVAC requirements and can trim the cost of other phases of a retrofit project.

In every way, they continue to save over the "new life" of the building. Because of their operable design, they can be cleaned from inside. Fully enclosed, narrow slat venetian blinds are virtually maintenance free. Solid construction and anodized finish guarantee that there will never be rot, rust or a need to replace again.

If you're thinking of resurrection instead of mere retrofit, think of DISCO, the customized window system which reduces the energy and maintenance costs of the present without offending the beauty of the past.

Write or call today for a free copy of "WINDOWS," a question of cost vs. worth. Should you want to meet with a DISCO architectural representative or require aid with drawings or specifications, contact George Zinser, DISCO Aluminum Products Company, P.O. Box 1019, Selma, Alabama 36701, (205) 875-9283. Teletypewriter: (205) 875-3577. TWX: 810-744-3341.

Meet the newest members of the APA family of Performance-Rated panels. They’re test-proven for residential and other light-frame wall sheathing, roof sheathing and subfloor applications.

These panels speak for themselves. A Performance-Rated panel tells you straight off what it can do. Because your main interest is whether it will perform for the use you have in mind. So the trademark tells the panel use; maximum support spacing; thickness; what kind of exposure the panel is designed to withstand; as well as who makes it and its code acceptance.

Performance-Rated panels are available as conventional veneered plywood; as composite panels; or as unveneered panels, which include structural particleboard, waferboard, or oriented strand board.

Introducing APA
These panels say do what
But regardless of composition, all APA Rated panels are manufactured in accordance with APA's exacting end-use standards. So you can depend on them to perform as they say they will.

More to come.
This is only the beginning. APA is testing and evaluating other panel products. Concrete form panels and siding, for example. In the future they'll join Sturd-I-Floor® and Performance-Rated Sheathing. So whatever your needs, look for and insist on the APA trademark. Because it's your assurance that the manufacturer is committed to APA's rigorous program of testing and quality control.

Rated Sheathing. what they do and they say.
CLASSICS
See the entire collection at our showrooms, or write on your letterhead for our new catalogue. Or design your own fixture. We'll do the contract work. We do it all. And we do it here in the U.S.A.

KOCH+LOWY INC.
THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
OF MODERN LIGHTING
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940 Third Ave., New York 10022
Pacific Design Center, 8667 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
10044 World Trade Center, Dallas, Texas 75258

1245 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654
Galleria Design Center, 101 Kansas Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94103
C423.2 Commerce Wing, Southern Furniture Center, High Point, N.C. 27261
Perhaps the most important new door closer since 1900:

THE RIXSON

Heritage

Model 2000-I (Interior)
Model 2000-E (Exterior)

Superb door control.
More durable, reliable and versatile than any other closer not imbedded in a concrete floor.

STRONGEST SURFACE CLOSER EVER OFFERED
Assures life cycle economy... reduced maintenance... long term reliability.
• Exclusive one-piece cast iron closer body... cold rolled steel arm... heavy gauge, welded steel cover.
• Exceptional hydraulic capacity and oversized piston, with brass needle valves.

SUPERIOR, EXTREMELY RELIABLE CONTROL
Easy to open, guaranteed to close, protects hardware, door, frame and passersby.
• Unique field-adjustable backcheck system for degree—pre-set at 75° but easily adjusted from 65° to full door opening, regardless of arm application.
• Independent, fully adjustable latch and stroke valves.

EXCELLENT, TIMELESS APPEARANCE
Adaptable to any architectural design or environment. Steel cover and arm readily accept all painted and plated finishes.
• Aesthetically proportioned total closer cover.

• Unique straight arm further enhances appearance.

UNIQUE QUALITY VERSATILITY/SPECIFICATION SIMPLICITY
Remarkable capabilities of two basic models (identical in appearance) assure proper, uniform selection, with uncommon ease.
• Model 2000 I (interior): Narrow stile, narrow projection model to complement quality aesthetics in virtually all interior applications. With on-site "power conversion" feature to modify closing force for unusual conditions. Available for parallel arm or top jamb mounting.
• Model 2000 E (exterior): A rugged, equally attractive model with narrow profile, suitable for exterior use and particularly demanding interior applications. "Power conversion" feature allows modification of closing forces on-site. Available for parallel arm or top jamb mounting.

RIXSON-FIREMARK

A DIVISION OF
CONRAC CORPORATION

9100 West Belmont Avenue
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
and Rexdale, Ontario—
312/671-5670
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Results in the third annual Innovations in Housing Program once again show a preference—at least in the majority of the five entries honored—for simple, skillful solutions. The program, cosponsored by the American Plywood Association, Better Homes and Gardens magazine, and P/A drew 227 entries, and those selected represent a broad geographic spectrum. The first award, presented to architect Bobbie B. Crump, Jr., of Baton Rouge, La, was his second honor in this annual competition; he won a citation of merit in last year's program.

Also returning for a second year as citation winners are Peter Jay Zweig and James E. Deininger of College Station, Tx, whose entry last year prompted some comments which might well be applicable to this year's entry. Notable among them was the remark by Noel "Red" Seney, Better Homes and Gardens' late and respected Building and Remodeling Editor. Seney found that submission "an example of the kind of forward thinking that we probably should be doing more of...the more the American public is exposed to this kind of far-reaching architectural thinking, the more educated they will be, and the more able to live with changes in the future."

We recall Red's words for several reasons, not the least of which is to honor the designers. Another is to inadequately express appreciation for his contribution to our competition and to the building industry as a whole. He is missed. In addition, the sentiments above delineate one of the main reasons why his publication and ours joined the APA in sponsoring the competition now entering its fourth year.

Jurors for the Third Innovations in Housing effort were: Walter J. Richardson of Richardson, Nagy, Martin in Newport Beach, Ca; Roy B. Fitch, Jr. of Fitch Creations, Inc., Builders in Chapel Hill, NC; David R. Haupert, Building Editor, Better Homes and Gardens, Des Moines, la; and this writer for P/A. Fitch, incidently, is involved in the construction of both IH winners, the first published in P/A (Oct. 1980, p. 72). The announcement for this year's competition is to be found in the News Report Section this month, p. 37.

Recognizing the need for expanded innovation to solve material and energy shortages in a period of increasingly limited or curtailed options, the program seeks excellence. "Far-reaching architectural thinking," as Red Seney so aptly put it, has never been needed more. We invite yours, once again, and offer our thanks for your past support.

[Jim Murphy]

First Award

Bobbie B. Crump, Jr.
Baton Rouge, La

Exemplifying the clean simplicity the jury found so appealing in several of the entries, this design also combined many options of energy control and space use. With great economy of means, the straightforward plan allows the uses, not the physical form, to change for different spaces. Variations in fenestration and skylighting and possibilities for berming are shown, indicating ways to adapt the scheme to varying climates. Other optional devices spelled out are operable windows, doubled or tinted glazing, insulating shades, and active solar collectors.

Recognizing that most submissions are only refined preliminary designs, the jury recommended several areas for further study before this one gets built by APA. In addition to the satisfaction of seeing the house built, the winner also receives a $5000 cash award and a payment from Better Homes and Gardens for the sale of plans.

Jury comments

Haupert: I see it as a house that would be easily identifiable with middle America. I came here hoping we would find a good passive solar house that didn't look like all the other passive solar houses that we have seen lately in print, and this one does that. It is different, it looks very livable. The spaces look as if they could be multifunctional, and I think a family would feel comfortable in it.

Fitch: I like the fact that it is clean, that it has a downstairs bedroom, which gives you sep-
aration in case you have children or are an older person. I don't like glass roofs from a construction point of view, and I question this whole solar package. I think that needs a fair amount of work done on it, but the circulation is good. I think it would give some exciting forms.

Richardson: I think it's definitely the nicest combination of good design with a nice functional floor plan, and something consumers would accept very readily. I like the flexibility of its siting, the opportunities for turning it different ways on the lot. I like the articulation of the interior spaces; my concerns are similar—I think the solar aspect really needs to be addressed and solved. I find a little problem with the master bedroom and bath being upstairs, sharing the bath with another bedroom, and the location of the bath downstairs where you have to walk through the bedroom to get to it. It really doesn't serve as a powder room or guest bath.

Murphy: The exterior statement is quite clean and minimal, and the plan is well organized and flexible. Architecturally, it is a nice expression, nicely handled, and should create some expressive spaces inside. Downstairs bath access, back yard access, possible excessive area (over 1500 sq ft), insufficient storage space, and the solar questions raised—all of these need further work. But I think with all these things worked out, it will be a good house.

---

Solar System Flexibility

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4
Citation of Merit

Komatsu/Brown Architects

Washington, DC.

Jury comments

Fitch: It looks like a very cost-effective house to build. It’s got good room sizes, it seems to have practical applications, it seems to fit. It would look good in any part of the country, and it has good exterior line. It has sort of a unique passive solar system.

Richardson: It has good site flexibility. I like the exterior character; it’s a form that would appeal to people just about everywhere. It seems as if the solar solution is expensive.

Haupert: The lower level is a little unexciting in that it doesn’t have the volume; it is a comfy looking little house, though, and even though the solar thing looks expensive, it also looks as if it might be one of the most effective, combining direct and indirect gains.

Murphy: I like the massing and the scale of the façades and all the elements of the plan; some of us talked about reducing the dining area to enlarge the kitchen. I think that would help. I agree with the comments about the character; I think it has nice character.

Dennis B. Brown, partner in charge; Emily K. Alexander, project designer; Jennifer Jackson, project designer; Komatsu/Brown Architects
Citation of Merit

Peter Jay Zweig
James E. Deininger

College Station, Tx

Although not singled out to receive a special citation as they were last year, these two designers have again entered a thoughtful, almost poetic design that did not get the total blessing of the jury. It proposes a geometric pattern, developed into a three-dimensional "armature" upon which may be mounted a series of elements in collage to modify the expression according to individual tastes or preferences. It is clearly not tailored to the common market trends, but tries to expand those, and in so doing, accomplish some of the thinking to which the introductory remarks allude.

Jury comment

Murphy: I like this project because it takes a theoretical approach to solving the problem, because it goes that one step beyond building to architectural thought. Although it seems a bit esoteric, there is a rationale for the diagrams and the philosophy included. It takes a look at what should be done in terms of orientation in different climates. I think it comes out with a dramatic, sculptural form, adaptable to various collage elements. I like to see things like this because it indicates the level of thought that goes into some of the entries in this competition. Entries that go beyond just building what seems pretty obvious at this point in time.

Fitch: I think it is interesting, but I think it would take a marketing skill to sell it, and the price on it would be hard to finance.

Richardson: It is a very beautiful presentation, but it makes me worry that I'm out of touch with innovation because I'm afraid I don't follow the process. There is a lot of attention to sculpture and intricacies, but not much thought to the real needs of living.
Citation of Merit
Mustafa Kanishka
Galia Weiser

D. Nicholson, energy advisor; Salt Lake City, Ut

Jury comment
Murphy: A lot of thought has gone into what can be done in terms of siting, berming, air movement, and so forth. It is a lot of work in terms of directions the house could take, and I think that's commendable. One of the things that bother me is to see the family room upstairs tucked between two bedrooms. I think that's a misnomer. The forms are interesting, but my first impression is to be put off somewhat by the round stair snorkel; it seems a bit of an intrusion. It's not that I dislike the form inherently, it's just that it's in the wrong place. The end windows, too, are something of an affectation.

Fitch: It has got a nice exterior look to it, and a lot of time went into the concept and the plans. But it looks to be a fairly expensive 1500 feet to build.

Richardson: Starting with the site, it seems to have a lot of possibilities for flexibility; entrances and garage locations are very flexible. I like the form of the house and the shapes. It is really predicated on the greenhouse; that is the focal point of the interior. I think I agree with Jim in that I would like to see some other treatment of the stairway window, simplifying the form. It is a little tricky. Basically, it is a nice house.

Haupert: I like the forms; it is kind of a fun house aesthetically. I like the airlock, something not too many of the submissions had. I think that with all that glazing, the greenhouse could possibly produce too much heat in the summer. That would be something to watch out for. I too found the family room upstairs confusing.
Jury comment

Richardson: I like this little house, it just appeals to me. The entry is weak, however; coming into a dark enclosed entry, you have to go down a stair and a hallway before you get to an open space. The walls should be opened up between the entry and the living room, something that could be done in an interesting manner. I like the fact that it has a utility room, something that has been lacking in many of the schemes. I think the opportunity is there to play around with the bath in the master bedroom area, to get a glamour bath there and maybe a second one.

Murphy: The solarium space is potentially a usable space and possibly could be integrated into the living area.

Richardson: It looks a little bit attached, or applied. The house works, but I also question the walk with the grand stairway. Walking up to this house you’d get confused as to where the front door was.
The Creative Challenge of Today

To design a building that's energy efficient you've got to use every means to conserve energy. That’s why Atlas has developed a series of insulated rolling doors that cuts wasted energy due to heat flow through and around the door curtain.

The door slat is uniquely constructed so that polyurethane foam is sandwiched between two faces of 22-gauge galvanized steel. The door frames are weather-stripped on all sides, to make them the logical solution for the temperature-weather control problems that occur at large door locations. Whether used at exterior or interior openings, whether motor or chain operation, our Thermal-Series is the best bet when you have to meet the challenge of today.

If you’d like more information on our Thermal-Series call or write Atlas Door Corporation (201) 572-5700. Because we’re committed.
End of an era in client billing.

Keeping track of client phone charges by manual logging is notoriously ineffective. In fact, industry estimates show that the average architectural or engineering firm absorbs 10 to 15 percent of those charges—simply through doubts about their proper allocations. There's another loss, too—not professional and clerical time spent in the month's-end allocation process.

Now the Bell System can provide electronic-age assistance for this chore, with precision and speed that pays off every month. You'll save time, be certain of collecting a far higher percentage of billable phone charges, and look more professional doing it.

A variety of Bell products and services can be applied, depending on the scale and complexity of your firm's needs. The answer could be as simple as having one line dedicated to long distance. Or you might need a system that automatically records and allocates charges.

Your Bell System Account Executive can analyze your operations, and bring you a new, more profitable era in client billing. It makes very good sense to put our knowledge of advanced communications to work for your business.

The knowledge business
PLAN TO BE DAZZLED IN DALLAS.
CONDES '81, MARCH 26-28.

This year's Contract/Design Show will be our biggest, most professional to date. With a strong cross-section of contract and design lines all in one convenient location. Everything from furniture and decorative accessories to wall-hangings, fabric and hotel and office furnishings. And there'll be seminars by some of the industry's top professionals.

For more Condes '81 Show information and hotel reservations, call toll-free 800-527-9065 or in Texas call 800-442-7111. Then come to Dallas. And plan to be dazzled by it all.

DALLAS CONTRACT/DESIGN SHOW
DALLAS MARKET CENTER
2100 Stemmons Freeway, Dallas, Texas 75207
From The Petitt Collection of chairs and tables.

A serenely handsome executive chair, designed by Don Petitt, using existing and proven technologies. Few can match his eye for proportion, his understanding of comfort, or his elegant use of materials.
Rubber floor covering

Residential — Commercial — Sport — Naval
The first automatic.

1. Press lightly to turn on.
2. Water runs 7½ seconds, then shuts itself off.

Wheelchair Model ODP7WM-P. Ebco, Columbus, Ohio 43213.
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What about your own offices?

While you're busy planning other people's offices, we'll stop by at yours to survey and supply a plan free of charge for your own filing system.

Why are we offering you this no-obligation service? Because storage and retrieval is Supreme's specialty. Nobody else understands and offers all the many alternatives for filing in the 1980's and beyond: manual and automated, high-activity and high density, modular, movable tier and movable aisle.

We want you to know what we do and how well we do it. So that we can be of service to you for your clients.

FREE INFORMATIVE GUIDE. Whether you take us up on our planning offer or not, we'd like you to have our handy guide to all the filing systems available today to make any office more productive. Send your business card to Supreme Equipment & Systems Corporation, Dept. PA1, 170 53rd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232.
Formica Corporation

Design Concepts™

IBD Awards Best in Show

Formica Corporation believes that a marketplace for excellence exists.

The result is Design Concepts, a group of laminates created in consultation with our Design Advisory Board.


We are proud that Design Concepts has been acknowledged with an IBD Gold Medal as the best product design in 1980.

FORMICA® is a registered trademark of Formica Corporation Subsidiary of American Cyanamid Company Wayne, NJ 07470
Acid precipitation has become an architectural crisis of international proportions. And it's a crisis that directly affects your buildings, wherever they may be. Last year alone, three international conferences addressed the problem. A recent Scientific American article reported: "On an annual basis, rain and snow over large regions of the world are now from five to 30 times more acid than unpolluted rain. The rain of individual storms can be from several hundred to several thousand times more acid than expected."

What causes acid rain? Airborne sulfur and nitrogen pollutants (from automobiles, smelters, and power plants, among others), often traveling hundreds of miles before combining with water vapor to form an acid solution, can fall unpredictably—perhaps on your latest building site.

In many areas, fish are already dying from the effects of acid rain. The end of the non-corrosive building environment.

The fact is, almost every location—rural or urban, commercial as well as industrial—is now subject to ever-increasing corrosive attack from acid rain. Already stone, masonry, automotive finishes, and single-layer metal wall finishes are proving inadequate—in fact, even the timeless beauty of the Taj Mahal in India is beginning to deteriorate. It's for this kind of world that Robertson created Versacor?

Versacor—beauty that's proven itself in acid rain. Robertson saw the necessity for a special product to meet the specific problems of metal walls and roofs in Scandinavia, where acid rain had already begun corroding buildings in the 1950s. Versacor was initially tested there and has outperformed every other paint system in over 10 years of exposure.

Now the Versacor multi-layer protective coating system, with its unique epoxy base coat, is available in the U.S. Versacor has been proven superior to competitive finishes in a battery of independent laboratory tests—especially the Kester-nich test, an accurate predictor of resistance to actual acid rain conditions. Available in flat wall and profiled shapes, Versacor can meet your most demanding aesthetic criteria for all kinds of buildings. And that's essential—because all kinds of buildings now face the long-term challenge of acid rain.

For more information about Versacor, write to H.H. Robertson Company, Department P-1, 400 Holiday Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15220.

Robertson
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And "theirs" can be any drafting paper you choose.

Draw a line, erase and redraw it. Then, look for ghosts. On any paper, other than Clearprint, they're almost sure to be there.

That would be the perfect moment to fill out our coupon and send for your free catalog. Then, try the same test on our paper. You won't get any ghosting. Forty years and more from now you won't see any cracking or yellowing either.

Send for your catalog today. Of course, there's no obligation — except to yourself and your company.

We perfected paper in 1933
Even firms with a handful of people can make a fistful of profits with MASTERSPEC 2.

MASTERSPEC 2
MASTER SPECIFICATION SYSTEM CAN SAVE YOU UP TO 50% IN TECHNICAL LABOR freeing-up you and your people to do more for your clients, spend more time on design, go after more jobs and increase your firm's volume. No more long hours of raw research—MASTERSPEC 2 is the master specification system that names products and manufacturers to make your decisions easier and quicker. No more worry about information not being up to date—MASTERSPEC 2 is intensively updated 4 times each year to keep you current with the latest products and technology. No more costly overlaps, duplications and omissions—MASTERSPEC 2 is the system that provides items that should be included in your specs and separates the roles of drawings and specs. And, MASTERSPEC 2 helps prevent liability losses by reducing the "sole authorship" aspects of your specs.

MASTERSPEC 2 IS THE SYSTEM YOU CAN AFFORD. All firms start with our BASIC VERSION at a cost of $395—small firms find this is all they need. Some firms add our SHORT LANGUAGE VERSION at a small additional cost of $95—this version is appropriate for nominal or outline specs. And, when you have a project that contains exceptional or custom-designed features, you can forget about long hours of difficult research—just buy the individual sections you need from our more detailed NARROWSCOPE VERSION. You buy what you need when you need it.

MASTERSPEC 2 RESULTS IN HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS because it's researched, written and updated by our permanent staff of professional specialists.

And, MASTERSPEC 2's text is reviewed by standing technical committees of the design professions.

ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT, MASTERSPEC 2 CAN save you valuable time and increase the number of jobs your firm can do with the same number of people you now have! For more information on affordable, labor-saving profit-making MASTERSPEC 2 CALL 800/424-5080 TOLL FREE.

Ask for Leonard Bain, AIA. You will receive a complete information package.

MASTERSPEC 2 is a service of Production Systems for Architects & Engineers, Inc.

A wholly owned corporation of AIA
1735 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20006
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Once upon a time most curtain wall construction was bid and built from relatively simple proprietary specifications and, during the "architect-knows-best" period, descriptive specifications. There is nothing basically wrong with either of these approaches. Use of a manufacturer's model or series number may be sufficient to describe a desired system. A competitive spec may not be necessary. If the architect still knows best and is able to accept responsibility for its proper functioning, the curtain wall may be detailed, specified down to the last nut and bolt.

But for most large curtain wall installations, particularly on high-rise buildings, specifies are moving toward greater use of limited performance specifications. The curtain wall manufacturer thereby becomes responsible for designing the system to meet certain performance requirements, and the architect retains control over profiles, materials, and finishes.

A primary reason for the expanded use of performance specs has been the development and promotion of reliable criteria and test methods by the curtain wall industry. The first standards were published 20 years ago by the National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers. Its 1968 edition of "Metal Curtain Wall Specifications Manual" was superseded in 1976, however, by related publications of the Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association. Then and now, the AAMA standards reflect the predominance of aluminum curtain wall construction over other metals. Since 1970, the American Society for Testing and Materials has developed related curtain wall test methods.

The effectiveness of any performance specification depends on three factors: a clear scope of included and excluded work, a precise statement of performance criteria, and a complete description of test methods for determining compliance with the required performance criteria. Testing is usually done on a mockup at the manufacturer's plant or at an independent testing laboratory prior to production of components.

Design loading must be specified as the basis for testing and may come straight from the building code. It can be expressed as a uniform design wind pressure loading or may incorporate the results of wind tunnel testing on a model of the building. Calculated slab edge deflections and projected changes in floor elevations due to shortening should also be a part of the design information.

Criteria for structural performance of the system are found in the AAMA guide specifications and must be incorporated into the project documents. Limits are stipulated for deflection of framing members and thin metal panels, both based on testing in accordance with ASTM E 330-70. (Note: the latest revision of E 330 is 1979.) The guide specs also stipulate that there shall be no glass breakage, permanent damage to fasteners, or excessive reduction of glass bite under design loads. The fabricator is responsible for determining proper thickness of metal and glass.

Specific standards for water penetration are more reasonable, and therefore more enforceable, than the nebulous requirement that a curtain wall "shall be watertight" or "shall not leak." In its guide specifications, AAMA uses the term "no uncontrolled water penetration," which is also nebulous until coupled with testing mandates. ASTM E 331-70 describes tests for water penetration of fixed parts of the system using static pressure methods. AAMA TM-1-76 refers to the same ASTM standards, testing, and shop drawings, equipment, and reports but is based on dynamic pressure loading. Criteria for operable aluminum windows are described in ANSI A 134.1-1972.

Air leakage through fixed portions of the curtain wall is limited to 0.06 cfm per sq ft by the AAMA guide specifications. The referenced test method is ASTM E 283-73. Maximum air leakage for aluminum windows is established in ANSI A 134.1-1972.

In other areas, the AAMA guide specs are less helpful. Although ASTM test methods for thermal transmittance and fire resistance of the curtain wall system are referenced, no uniform test methods are specified. These are usually determined by code or building design. Allowance for thermal movement is expressed only in terms of temperature range. Light transmittance and sound transmission values are left to the designer's discretion. Condensation control is not discussed, except to require removal of moisture occurring within the wall system. No mention is made of the effect of drapery pockets and shading on glass design.

Some curtain wall materials, which can otherwise be specified by reference standards, thereby becoming part of the overall performance requirements, may be selected by the architect. Sealants, glass, and finishes are good examples. Proprietary specifications for those materials are appropriate.

Placing responsibility for all portions of the curtain wall work under a single contract or subcontract simplifies coordination of mockup preparation, testing, and shop drawings. It also lodges ultimate liability for performance of the curtain wall system in a single legal entity.

William T. Lohmann, AIA, FCSI, is Specifications Manager for C.F. Murphy Associates, Chicago.
Ramsey & Sleeper’s Seventh Edition

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS

Prepared by the American Institute of Architects
Robert T. Packard AIA Editor

“...the architect’s bible.”
—Architectural Record

- Fully revised and updated
- Over 70% new material
- Expanded pictorial presentation
- New coverage of SI metric dimensions
- Chapter numbering conforms to UCI index
- Contributions from over 140 leading architectural firms
- New coverage including modern energy sources; conservation; site planning; landscaping; and much more

WILEY-INTERSCIENCE
a division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario

800 pp., more than 10,000 illustrations
(1-04683-3) Feb. 1981 $75.00
Available at better bookstores or order directly from publisher
Call Toll-Free 800-526-5368
In NJ call collect 201-797-7809

1-7446
Weather Shield Windows
Meet The Energy Challenge

Having energy beautifully, creatively. Our wood windows, doors, and steel insulating entrance systems are designed with uncompromising craftsmanship – for a lifetime of utility, style, and trouble-free performance.

You want the best for your designs. You shouldn’t have to settle for less. That’s why we offer such a wide variety of types and styles for you to choose from. We’ll even custom-build windows for you!

Our energy conserving triple insulating glass is perfect for all of your solar projects. And our entire line is available in five exterior finishes including tough vinyl and aluminum siding, which replaces exterior maintenance with elegant beauty.

Your skills. Our windows and doors. Partners to meet the energy challenge.


WEATHER SHIELD MFG. INC.
P.O. Box 309, Medford, Wisconsin 54451
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Rose Manufacturing Company and Johnson Furniture Company have combined 135 years of furniture manufacturing experience to offer an open plan furniture system that pays attention to details.

Fine woodworking and acoustical excellence make this system one of quality and performance. Open storage and self-storing flipper door units, available with task and ambient lighting, are finished to perfection while offering a solid "to the panel" connection for safe, efficient operation. There are many options utilizing free-standing or panel-mounted desks and a choice of typing or executive returns.

This full line of components enables Rose Johnson to effectively furnish today's office interior environment.

For further information and literature on how this system can work for you contact Rose Johnson. Circle No. 423
A mini quartz lighting fixture engineered for maximum performance.

Attractive, innovative, compact. Measuring just over 4" x 6½". With a range of applications as a wall wash, as indirect and accent lighting.

Lite-Pak projects a powerful grazing light across a surface in a uniform arc. Its 150W tungsten-halogen lamp focused on a segmented reflector, delivers twice the lumens of an equivalent incandescent reflector lamp.

Lite-Pak reveals a fuller color spectrum to accurately light works of art. Its hinged access cover has a special UV filter to block ultra-violet light.

Lite-Pak on a variable yoke, is available with 4 mounting devices. Made of die-cast and extruded aluminum, it bears the UL label. Used singly or in multiples, Lite-Pak solves a variety of lighting problems.

For information: Rambusch, 40 W. 13th St., NY 10011 or call (212) 675-0400.
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WHEN YOU SPECIFY GRINNELL, YOU GET THE BEST IN FIRE PROTECTION.

Why do the owners and designers of so many buildings choose Grinnell? Because we offer the broadest, most advanced line of fire protection equipment available.

Grinnell custom-designs a cost-efficient sprinkler system that factors in all types of requirements for a particular building—from code regulations to construction budgets. We use computer programs in its hydraulic design.

Our complete product line is manufactured in three plants with strict quality controls and the system components fabricated in one of our 6 strategically-located plants.

And once we install a system, we back it up with a complete maintenance and inspection program, including 24-hour, 7-day emergency service provided by our trained technicians. This emergency service is as close as the Yellow Pages of your telephone directory.

Today, Grinnell fire protection equipment helps to safeguard lives and property throughout the world.

Grinnell sprinkler systems can be found in virtually every type of structure, from industrial plants to hotels to museums.

Grinnell Fire Protection Systems. We know our business. We should. We're the oldest, most experienced company of its kind in the world.

For additional information call your nearest Grinnell district office located in the Yellow Pages, or write: Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc., 10 Dorrance Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903.
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Let your mind wander.

A great elevator design, a great one, starts with you, the architect. Your ability to stretch your imagination to the limit, and still create a design that's as functional as it is spectacular.

A good example is this "flying lift," located in the newly renovated Biltmore Hotel in Providence, Rhode Island. The glass cab rises two levels above the lobby floor, then continues through the roof and outside of the building to its final stop, seventeen stories and 180 feet above the ground.

Working from conceptual drawings by Boston architects, Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson and Abbot, Incorporated, Tyler Elevator Products was able to design and build a custom cab and entrances that blended with the hotel's Victorian charm and splendor yet provided a thoroughly modern touch.

It's a breathtaking design. And it all started with one man's vision, and his knowledge that a company like Tyler could bring that vision to life.
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The value of real property that is condemned for public use is usually measured within the parameters of those uses which are permissible for that property under the zoning regulations as of the time of condemnation. However, if there was a reasonable probability of a rezoning that would expand the permissible uses, the courts will generally increase the amount of the condemnation award to reflect a higher value based upon the probability of such change in zoning. A different issue is presented, however, where there was no reasonable probability of a change in zoning through legislative action, but there was a reasonable probability that, as of the time of condemnation, the zoning ordinance would have been invalidated by court action if its validity had been challenged. The legal rule in respect to the valuation of property under such circumstances has not been judicially settled.

The question of whether an award in condemnation should include an increment in the value of property, premised upon the contention that there was a reasonable probability that the courts would have invalidated a restrictive zoning as applied to that property, was recently considered by the New York Court of Appeals in the Matter of the Town of Islip, 49 N.Y.2d 354. The town involved in this case had acquired through condemnation undeveloped land that had been restrictively zoned residential under the town zoning ordinance. The trial court found that the property in question was unsuitable for residential use and awarded the claimants an increment above and in addition to the residential value of the property. An appeal was taken from this award.

The property in question was slightly larger than an acre and completely surrounded by public thoroughfares. The shape of the property was long, narrow, and irregular, and the zoning for the adjacent property was mixed residential and business. At the trial, the appraisers on behalf of the claimants testified that the property was best suited for commercial development and that its peculiar location, size, and shape made it unsuitable for residential use. In their opinion, these factors created a reasonable probability that the property would be rezoned. The town, on the other hand, introduced proof of the fact that it had consistently refused to "down zone" other property in the area and submitted a plan for residential development of the property which it contended would satisfy the residential zoning requirement. The trial court found that since the property was located on a small, semi-elliptical-shaped "island," which otherwise would accommodate homes of small size with little, if any, rear yards, the property was unsuitable for residential use. The trial court further found that although there was no reasonable probability that the town would voluntarily rezone the property, the claimants might be able to obtain the same relief in a court action on the ground that the zoning deprived them of reasonable use of the property. Accordingly, the court concluded that the claimants were entitled to an increment above the residential value of the property.

The Appellate Court, in affirming the award, stated:

"An owner whose property has been taken in condemnation is entitled to just compensation. The measure generally is market value at the time of appropriation, that is, the price a willing buyer would have paid a willing seller for the property. This appraisal should be based on the highest and best use of the property even though the owner may not have been utilizing the property to its fullest potential when it was taken by the public authority.

"Ordinarily the potential uses the court may consider in determining value are limited to those uses permitted by the zoning regulations at the time of taking. When, however, there is a reasonable probability of rezoning, some adjustment must be made to the value of the property as zoned. An increment should be added to this amount if there is a reasonable probability of rezoning to a less restrictive category."

"Here, however, it was found that a court action would be necessary to remove the residential zoning restrictions. That prospect may, of course, seem less attractive than the probability that the town might grant an application to change the zone. Nevertheless, to a knowledgeable buyer, the probable invalidity of zoning restrictions, which would otherwise prohibit valuable uses, should enhance the market value of the property to some extent. Thus if it was demonstrated that there was a reasonable probability that a challenge to the zoning regulations could succeed in court, it would be appropriate to grant the claimants some increment above the residential value."

The town, although conceding that the probability of the zoning restriction being vulnerable to a constitutional challenge was a valid factor, argued that in considering whether such an action would have been successful, the trial court must make such findings of fact as would have been made by a court actually determining the constitutional invalidity of the zoning ordinance. The Appellate Court pointed out, however, that there was a finding of fact that the property was "unsuitable for residential use," that it had commercial value but little or no value as a residential plot, and that a change in zoning would not be out of harmony with the surrounding area. Such a finding, stated the Court, was sufficient to conclude that a constitutional challenge to the same ordinance as applied to a similarly situated property would have at least a reasonable probability of success in court. Such a finding of reasonable probability was sufficient to support the conclusion of the trial court that the claimants were entitled to a valuation in excess of the value of the property for residential purposes only.
Works in offices, medical centers... anyplace where only the toughest vinyl floor will do.

No other commercial floor gives you as much for your money. Or makes it as easy for you to please a client.

The work floors. Three exciting lines in nearly every pattern and color to give you unlimited design flexibility.

A thick, tough wear layer to assure you superior stain resistance, wear resistance, and most importantly — easy, economical maintenance. No waxing and no special dressings are ever required.

The work floors. Good looking. Long lasting. Economical. Harder working floors you won't find anywhere.

For more information on the Work Floors, call your local Mannington distributor. Or write: Mannington Mills, Inc., P.O. Box 30, Salem, NJ 08079.
A Dynamic Celebration of Los Angeles Past and Design's Present and Future, A Weekend for Business Education and Fun

Friday Merchandising: Its Impact and Influence on the Designer presented by Richard Marcus Chairman of the Board Neiman Marcus. 90 Years in 90 Minutes: A multi-projector presentation of L.A.'s interior and architectural design history presented by Jody Greenwald ASID IDEC Coordinator Design Programs UCLA. The Office in Transition: A PDC TWO presentation on technological developments that are reshaping the office of the future. The Commuter Ticket Promenade: A special walk through PDC showroom events while entering a drawing to win an expense paid vacation for two in Acapulco.


Thursday Pre-Market. ASID; National Industry Foundation West Coast Seminar

Monday Post Market. IBD Student Rally: Perspective '81.

The Market Event of The West!
Omni International Hotel, Atlanta/Interior designers, Donghia & Martin, Assc./Carpet, Omni design by Stark.

Large Romain Natural
Odessa Navy Blue
Martinique Natural
Berries Black
Frenesi Navy Blue
Jack's Bittersweet

STARK CARPET CORP.
INSTOCK 12 FT DESIGNS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL USES.

Every design shown is now in stock and available for immediate delivery. Each can be ordered with or without 6¾” stripe border. Comes in (10) stock colorways and can be woven to your exact specifications on bulk quantities. For more information, please contact the showroom nearest you or write to our New York showroom.

New York, D&D Building, 979 Third Ave.; Boston; Chicago; Troy, Mich.; Miami; Dallas; Houston; Los Angeles; San Francisco.
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At the edge of your imagination is a world cut off from harsh reality. Sun, steam, soft rain, and gentle breezes obey your every whim, restoring body and soul in the enclosed environment of Habitat™. Includes interior control panel, acrylic interior surface, cypress deck, and a variety of options. For more information about Kohler products, write: Kohler Company, Dept. P1, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
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Lighting: Lite Duct by Peerless, one of the 13 Longlite systems. Here, blue-enameled 6" lensed fixtures hang below a coffered ceiling, providing even, indirect illumination while echoing the coffer's structure. Lite Duct comes in seven diameters and configurations, in any finish, extends to any length, and adapts to virtually any optical task.

This satellite operations center has the most even light science can provide. And it should. Critical work situations need state-of-the-art illumination—like this Longlite optical system. For a catalog of more than 2 thousand design options, write 747-B Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710.
ARCHITECTURAL WORKING DRAWINGS: A Professional Technique By M. L. Thomas 224 pp. illust Here is the definitive guide to drawing standardization that architects have been waiting for—a practical, easy-to-use system for producing architectural working drawings for the construction industry that puts an end to the disorganized and costly approaches.Every step is described and shown by using the new graphic techniques, engineers are saving themselves hard drudgery in preparing their drawings and diagrams—for a variety of vacation, suburban and town houses. 615/500 Pub. Pr. $19.95 Club Pr. $14.95

ARCHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATION The Value Delineation Process By F. S. Oles 276 pp., 208 illus. (22 full-color). Here at last is a complete step-by-step, tool-by-tool, medium-by-medium explanation of how to use the value delineation system to create architectural illustrations that are as realistic and comprehensible as photographs. With this extraordinary set of techniques you'll not only capture the essence and details of a design, but you'll impress your clients as well. 642/400 Pub. Pr. $21.50 Club Pr. $14.50

ARCHITECTURAL RENDERING, 2nd Ed. By A. G. Callender 245 pp., fully color photos and 550 black-and-white photos and drawings, outsized 9 x 12 format. This big, handsome book brings you a unique body of ready design ideas and an almost inexhaustible fund of practical solutions to design and site problems—complete with plans and other drawings and diagrams—for a variety of vacation, suburban, and town houses. 788/57X Pub. Pr. $34.50 Club Pr. $26.95

ENCyclopedia American ARCHITECTURE By W. D. Hunt, Jr. 612 pp., 26 full-color photos and 550 black-and-white photos and drawings, outsized 9 x 12 format. A lavish compendium of 200 A-Z articles covering the full-sweep of American architecture including—significant architec...
VIP Ter-Polymer Sealants move when your building moves, and will move for years to come to keep water in its place, outside your building or structure. VIP Sealants are "on the job" proven, and continue to do the job they were designed for ... since 1958.

VIP Sealants (+5000 series-525% elongation) are available in gun grade, brush grade, and knife grade, in both smooth and textured finishes ... the right grade of product for the job. They contain no silicones, are easy to use, and clean up with water. VIP Ter-Polymer Sealants have superior adhesion, are resistant to salt water, chemical attack, and are unaffected by UV. They are guaranteed for five full years when applied to manufacturer's specifications.

So, Move with the world .... Don't give your building a chance to leak-use VIP, it keeps water in its place. For a fact file of information about the complete line of VIP Waterproofing Products, call Peter B. Anderson (305) 592-6045 or Dwight Cole (415) 653-9633.

Vip Enterprises, Inc.
9690 NW 41st Street, Suite 1
Miami, FL 33178
(305) 592-6045

Vip West, Inc.
1287 - 66th Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 653-9633

For more information see SPEC-DATA or SWEETS Section 7.9/V1. Call Sweet's BUYLINE 800 toll free for our nearest representative.

[Books continued on page 212]
Paneline™ from Kawneer.
A panic exit device doesn't have to get in the way of design. New Paneline from Kawneer blends into the lines of the entrance. It truly is a concealed exit device. Only the unlocking action tells you it's a panic device.
Paneline doesn't get in the way of people either. In any situation, it opens quickly when pressure is applied to any part of the push panel which protrudes only 1" from the door. And it is closely fitted around the perimeter so fingers or little hands can't get caught. (In the "dogged open" position, the panel actually looks more like a simple push plate.) The almost-flush design of Paneline makes the push panel difficult to jam by chaining or blocking but still provides added security because there's no crash bar for intruders to hook with wires. In addition, a wrap-around pull handle guards the lock cylinder on the outside.
The Paneline exit device is an ideal way to meet life safety codes and build in extra security without sacrificing style. It is available on Kawneer standard series 190, 350 and 500 entrances. And the optional matching panels for vestibule doors, and fixed rails for sidelights, and center lights, allow design continuity to be maintained throughout the entrance area.
If you're looking for a panic device that doesn't get in the way of your design, look no further. Kawneer Paneline makes it easy.
In Graceful Tension Structures By Helios.

The delicacy and beauty of these tensioned membrane structures is thoroughly practical. In this economical shelter for an outdoor music amphitheater, the natural beauty of the site is preserved, with only minimal disturbance for footings for structural elements. The smaller white tensioned structure at the Aspen Design Conference in Colorado is even simpler, facilitating its erection and demounting each year.

All these structures, including the festive rest area sunshades, are fabricated of vinyl-coated polyester material held in tension on a steel framework. The result is a lightweight, rigid structure engineered to withstand heavy wind. Though a tensioned membrane structure is in a higher price class than a tent, it offers far greater strength and durability. Compared to alternative structures of wood, steel or masonry, it typically results in important cost savings.

When your imagination calls up sweeping curvilinear shapes or great enclosed space, Helios Tension Products are the people to try your ideas on. We specialize in helping architects translate their innovative designs into practical reality. Our expertise includes design, engineering, fabrication and erection—a total, comprehensive service unmatched in the U.S.

For more information, or assistance with a specific project, call or write: Dept. P5, Helios Tension Products, Inc., 1602 Tacoma Way, Redwood City, CA 94063. Telephone: (415) 364-1770, Telex 345590

HELIOS TENSION PRODUCTS, INC.
Soft Shell Structures Division
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS:
Signaling, Communications, Sound

you expect them and
you get them from

Rauland

USER-PROGRAMMABLE MASTER TIME/PROGRAM CLOCK
Microprocessor-based clock for use in schools and institutions. Stores up to 114 events, such as schedules for ringing bells. Simple keyboard program entry is made easily by user. Replaces clocks requiring costly service calls to set up and maintain programs.

CHECK NO. 413 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"RESPONDER" HOSPITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
Microprocessor-based to provide centralized operation with instant response to patient calls, instant readout of patient status, instant location of personnel, permanent record of patient calls. Totally computerized to meet today's hospital needs.

CHECK NO. 414 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"TELECENTER III" INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Ideal for schools, dormitories, retirement homes and institutions. Provides instant direct 2-way conversation; no operator required. With digital readout to identify callers sequentially; has emergency "all-call"; with paging options; expandable to 200 staff stations.

CHECK NO. 415 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PROFESSIONAL SOUND REINFORCEMENT
Systems are available for schools, churches, auditoriums, stadiums, etc. Exclusive features include Spectrum-Master equalization, and Voice-Entrée for elimination of feedback.

CHECK NO. 416

ASK FOR DETAILS: An Authorized Rauland Communications/Sound Specialist in your area is prepared to provide complete technical data for your use.

RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION
3535 W. Addison St., Dept. Q., Chicago, Ill. 60618 • 312-267-1300

Books continued from page 208

contemporaries Gehry, Launier, and de Bretteville. One of the treasured surprises of the book is the magnificent Moderne villa set designer Cedric Gibbons designed for his famous movie-star wife Dolores Del Rio. The house is in a perfect state of preservation today, and the eight pages devoted to it in the book are equalled only by those for Wright's Ennis house. These are more than Zsa Zsa in peek-a-boo peignoir gets, or a full-bodied Rae Eames contemplating stuffed bird on floor gets, but the author was, nevertheless, correct in his allocations, and the former entries alone practically justify the whole cost of the book.


This beautifully printed and profusely illustrated paperback volume is actually the second printing of a catalog for an exhibition held in Pasadena in 1974. The intent of the exhibition was to make a broad survey of the creative expressions in California roughly between 1895 and World War I, the germinal period of cultural consolidation within the state. At this time the influence of the international Arts and Crafts movement had reached the coast, and this exhibition documented how the forms and values of the movement were influenced and changed by the nature and surroundings of the Californians. Painting, printing, poetry, ceramics, metalwork, household furniture, and architecture are all represented, and among the latter, works discussed by well-known architectural historians and authorities include those by Greene and Greene, Irving Gill, Ernest Coxhead, Bernard Maybeck, and Julia Morgan.

MATHEWS
MASTERPIECES OF THE CALIFORNIA DECORATIVE STYLE


Following the San Francisco fire of 1906, Arthur and Lucia Mathews were instrumental in developing the artistic taste of those involved in the rebuilding of the city. Although they were both painters (Arthur's works adorn the California Su-
FOCUS LOUNGE
Ergonomically Designed Lounge Seating

Showrooms:
Chicago
312/844-8144
Philadelphia
609/467-1423
New York
212/753-6161
Dallas
214/242-8592
Los Angeles
213/854-1882

Kimball
KIMBALL OFFICE FURNITURE CO.
A Division of Kimball International, Inc.
1549 Royal Street • Jasper, Indiana 47546
812/482-1600
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When It Rains It Pours, Right Off.

Amarlite proudly introduces an all new slope glazing wall that quite simply works. In the worst kind of weather.

With condensation gutters on both single and double glazed systems. With a neoprene sponge gasket inside and pre-shim tape outside with a cap head of wet sealant. With a complete system of internal drainage for exterior weepage should water somehow penetrate the exterior sealant. With interior and exterior members thermally isolated by neoprene to prevent heat transfer.

Specially equipped with a rotating anchor clip that provides for easy installation and compensates for minor changes in the angle of slope so that the framework can actually flex with the structure. Designed for all Amarlite curtain walls but best suited to the PBS-380, 383 and 386 models.

The New Slope Glazing System—Oblique Wall™ from Amarlite. Include it in your forecast.

For more information, write to Amarlite Anaconda, P.O. Box 1719, Atlanta, Ga. 30301. Or you can call us at (404) 691-5750.

Amarlite
ANAconda Aluminum
Division of Anaconda Industries
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New independent tests prove:

Halsey Taylor is the most energy-efficient water cooler you can specify.

ETL Testing Laboratories, Inc., Cortland, NY, an independent research and testing lab, recently evaluated comparable models of the four leading water coolers.* Each was purchased from distributors' stocks without prior adjustment. Three water coolers were found to be far less energy efficient than the new generation Halsey Taylor. Oasis used 28% more energy. Elkay used 41% more energy, and the Sunroc unit actually used 92% more energy than Halsey Taylor.

For your energy-conscious clients that translates into substantial savings in life cycle costs.

Ask your Halsey Taylor representative, or write for a copy of ETL's Report and our calculations from Energy Department, Halsey Taylor, Route 75, Freeport, IL 61032.

It's a waste of energy specifying anything but . . .

Halsey Taylor
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Based on ETL test results using ARI standard #1010-78 for schools, hospitals, and offices (40 hours per week usage). Four comparable units were tested: Oasis ODP7M, Elkay EWA-8, Sunroc NSW-8, and Halsey Taylor WM8A1.
BUY OR SPECIFY

Patented NO SPRING

ELIASON

Easy Swing® DOORS

Self Closing - Double Action For Interior SERVICE, TRAFFIC OR CONVENIENCE DOORWAYS

LWP 3: 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy 0.063" thick. Satin Anodized finish, Std. Windows, Fasteners and Hinges included. Easy to install, easy to use. Useful for Patient Care, Food Service, Variety, Discount, Department Stores. Thousands used in Supermarkets.

LWP 4: Same as "LWP 3" except with decorative high pressure laminate both sides. Decorative doors are practical with protective accessories. Door illustrated has 24" high Base Plates and two sets of Bumper Strips.

SCP 5: A Solid Core Door 3/4" thick. Illustrated door has Anodized Aluminum, Top Panels, 18 gauge steel center panels (SS front, Galv. rear), 14 gauge high carbon steel kick plates. Write for options and other Solid Core Door models. Applications same as "LWP 3", a heavier door but same easy action.

SCP 6: A Solid Core decor door. Illustrated door has 18" high Base Plates and Edge Trim (18 gauge Stainless Steel). Decorative High Pressure Plastic Laminate above Base Plates to top of door both sides. For Food Service and other areas where Solid Core Decor doors desired. Write for other models and options.

SCP 7: Gasketed, Solid Core Door 3/4" thick. Illustrated door has Anodized Aluminum, Top Panels, 18 gauge stainless steel center panels (SS front, Galv. rear), 14 gauge high carbon steel kick plates. Write for options and accessories. Ask about 1/2" thick Foam Core Doors.

The above illustrations represent just a few standard door models. All Easy Swing Doors are shipped complete ready to install. Write for your free door catalog today listing hundreds of options accessories and other models.

ELIASON Easy Swing® DOORS NATIONALLY EXHIBITED, SPECS, FMI, NRA, HOTEL MOTEL, CSI, NARGUS, NEHA AND FLORIDA REST. SHOW WRITE OR CALL FACTORY FOR SPECS & PRICES LISTED IN SWEETS CATALOG FILES

ELIASON Easy Swing® DOOR Division

Corporate Headquarters: KALAMAZOO, MI USA Cable: EASYSWING
BOX 2128 KALAMAZOO, MI 49003 PHONE: 616/327-7003
BOX 1026 WOODLAND, CA 95695 PHONE: 916/662-5494

eliasondoors.com

premier Court in San Francisco, the Oakland Free Library, and the rotunda of the State Capitol in Sacramento), they formed The Furniture Shop in San Francisco to supply the demanding market for high quality furnishings, where they employed craftsmen and artists to effect the designs for tables, chairs, bureaus, and other furniture and interior items they created. Consequently, along with the painting, this volume contains numerous illustrations of the furniture, and it also shows the intricate color designs that Lucia applied to the objects. The book in general traces the history of their lives, covering the styles that influenced their work and showing their profound influence on the California culture of the time. Finally, the author, who is Curator of Art at Oakland Museum where most of the Mathews works are housed, connects their style with the nationwide Arts and Crafts movement of the early part of this century.
Westminster Auditorium Seating

Designed by Dickinson/Smith

Kimbell Art Museum
Fort Worth, Texas
Architect: Louis I. Kahn
Brochure available on request

JG Furniture Systems
A Division of Burlington Industries
Quakertown,
Pennsylvania 18951
215 536 7343
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Wash more hands per gallon.

Getting more use out of water that used to go down the drain. That's the money-saving Bradley Washfountain.

When compared to standard lavatories, a Bradley Washfountain can cut water consumption from 30% to 70%. Lowering water usage to lower water-heating costs.

The saving starts by delivering water in a spray pattern rather than a solid stream; a pattern that allows the Washfountain to handle more hands at once. With water that is thermostatically controlled to eliminate water wasted while adjusting temperature. And foot-operated or push-button valves to prevent the water from running after washing.

Bradley Washfountains also cut installation costs by as much as 30%... save an average of 25% in floor space. And cleaning one Washfountain instead of multiple lavatories cuts costly maintenance time.

Find out exactly how much of a savings a Washfountain can hand you. Contact your Bradley representative or write: Bradley Corporation, 9101 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051. Look for our catalog in Sweet's File Section 15.7/Br.
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BRADLEY SAVES WATER, ENERGY AND MONEY.
Everyone knows Riviera™ Blinds by Levolor. But there's more from Levolor. Much more. Levolor Ceiling Systems for unsurpassed beauty and sound control, ideal for renovations—available in a hundred colors, many configurations. Duvinage Spiral and Circular Stairs—the ultimate in quality for 80 years, custom built to your specifications. Levolor Galaxy™ Sun Controller Blinds for skylights, hard-to-reach windows, extra-large expanses of glass. For windows, ceilings, stairs, sun control, Levolor has a system designed for your needs. Send for details. Today.

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.
1280 Wall Street West, Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071

Please send me information on:  □ Blinds and Shades  □ Ceiling Systems  □ Stairs  □ Sun Control

Name
Title
Company
Address
City  State  Zip
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10 Distinctive BUILDING GRANITES IN 12 DIFFERENT FINISHES — FROM ROCK OF AGES — GIVE YOU A BROADER CHOICE

Just two of many installations

Rock of Ages' granite quarries are in Maine, New Hampshire, Quebec, Ontario, Oklahoma, and in Barre, Vermont, the largest quarry in the world.

Send for full color brochure.

Fountain, Ingleside Mall, Holyoke, Massachusetts King and King, Architects

Sidewalk, Seagram Building, New York City Johnson and Burgee, Architects

Rock of Ages Building Granite Corp.
McGuire Street Concord, N.H. 03301
(603) 224-5325
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YOUR TURN
MY TURN
A Highlight of West Week
Los Angeles Pacific Design Center
March 20-21-22
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Carlsrail™ is an architectural railing system which is fabricated quickly without welding. Components slip together and interlock firmly using concealed mechanical fasteners. Fabrication requires only cutting to length and, in some instances, drilling for fasteners. The system has been engineered to assure structural soundness and railings can be designed easily to meet specific codes and standards, including requirements of accessibility for the handicapped.

System components are stocked in aluminum, both with mill finish and with a clear anodized finish. The anodized material is ready for installation without further finishing. Decorative inserts are available in aluminum and wood to add color accents.

Request Bulletin 8091 on the Carlsrail™ handrailing system or see Sweet's General Building or Industrial Construction files.

Carlsrail™ SYSTEMS
A non-welded aluminum railing system

JULIUS BLUM & CO., INC., CARLSTADT, NEW JERSEY 07072
N. J. (201) 438-4600 • N.Y. (212) 695-2236 • TELEX 13-3491
Call Toll-Free 800-526-6293 (except New Jersey)

THE MOST COMPLETE SOURCE FOR ARCHITECTURAL METALS
Member of NAAMM, NOMMA, NAAD and SSCI
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There are countless reasons why you should turn to high pressure laminate doors from Masonite Commercial Division. Count them. Starting with unsurpassed quality. Performance proven by years of experience on commercial applications from coast to coast. You're assured of perfect fit and problem-free installation. Fast, economical installation. Then, an unlimited selection of HPL finishes from all major manufacturers and our capability to machine to your specs provides total design flexibility. A choice of 20, 45, 60 and 90 minute labeled doors allows you to match the door to your requirements. If you're looking for a total opening system with adjustable frames, we have that too. Finally, consider we have two strategically located plants to effectively and efficiently meet construction schedules. All of this and more from Masonite Commercial Division. Member A.W.I. Write for our complete catalog. Or call, toll free 800-321-4404, except Ohio.
THE DIFFERENCE IS LIKE
NIGHT AND DAY.

Before. When the cost of energy started to soar, complaints about cold were second only to those about heating costs. Something had to be done, quickly.

After. Installing EXOLITE™ double skinned sheet inside existing windows cut heat loss drastically, stopped complaints even on the coldest winter days.

Converting a factory into offices left a lot of Pitney Bowes employees in Stamford, CT, complaining about drafts and the cold.

When EXOLITE double skinned acrylic sheet was installed over existing windows the difference in the temperature was like night and day.

"Before EXOLITE sheet was installed, it was extremely difficult to maintain building temperature," explained Walt Westcott, manager — plant maintenance.

"Now the EXOLITE sheet eliminates drafts and looks beautiful, too. The EXOLITE sheet installation took only three days, and shutdown of operations was avoided because the original window casements did not have to be removed."

EXOLITE sheet has an installed cost that is substantially less than many glazing alternatives. Available in clear or bronze, it installs quickly and easily, inside or outside the building. With a U factor twice as good as single pane glass, EXOLITE sheet is the ideal reglazing material for rugged Northern winters.

How does Walt Westcott sum up the reglazing? "The results have been fabulous," says Walt. "The difference is like night and day."

For more information, call (201) 560-0485. Or write CY/RO Industries, 697 Route 46, Clifton, NJ 07015.
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OUR GLASS PlySHEET HAD TO GO THROUGH SNOW AND HEAT AND GLOOM OF NIGHT BEFORE IT COULD GET TO YOUR ROOF.

GAF's extensive field testing gives Gafglas™ Ply 4 an edge over the competition.

Gafglas Ply 4, our newest glass roofing product, is now ready for national distribution. But it had to go through all kinds of abuse first. On our roofs, in the great outdoors.

We tested its ability to weather the effects of harsh climate changes. How well it resisted moisture or other harmful elements that could cause premature failures. And made sure it was easy to apply, even under extreme conditions.

This rigid testing ritual is the reason Gafglas Ply 4 has actually exceeded ASTM specification D2178 and UL requirements.

In fact, all our glass built-up roofing products—from our glass vent-plys and standard base sheets to our ply and cap sheets—never leave our hands without being tested both on our roofs and in our labs.

What's more, when you specify GAF Built-Up Roofing products, our highly trained team of experts are at your disposal for technical assistance as well as in-put for job specifications.

So next time you need a glass plysheet, or any glass built-up roofing product, put Gafglas to the test.

Heaven knows we have.

All your built-up roofing needs are under one roof.
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Products and literature

**Products**

**Mezzanine plank grating** in a flattened rung design with slotted interlocking side panels provides greater walking comfort and smoother wheeling. Made from corrosion-resistant galvanized steel, the grating requires no coating. The slotted design allows free passage of heated or cooled air and water from sprinkler systems in the event of fire. The flooring comes in 6-, 9-, and 12-in. widths in lengths up to 20 ft. McNichols.
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**Unit kitchens**, 30 in. wide, combine four basic elements: 6 cu ft refrigerator, two-burner gas or electric range, 15" x 18" sink, and a storage cabinet. Larger models, up to 72 in., have options such as garbage disposers and range hoods. Color choice includes gold, white, almond, and woodgrain vinyl-clad steel. Acme National Refrigeration Co., Inc.
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**Hampton series office and executive conference chairs** have extra cushion rolls at the top of the back and the front edge of the seat for added comfort. Options include fully enclosed arm, padded or unpadded open arm, or armless styles. Five-leg bases are swivel-tilt or swivel only on casters; free swivel, return swivel, or nonswivel on glides. Vecta Contract.
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**Wood doorpulls** are available in ten new designs in teak, Indian rosewood, oak, and Japanese beech. Teak and rosewood have a hand-rubbed penetrating wax finish; oak is impregnated with acrylic. Mounting hardware is oil-rubbed bronze, polished chromium, stainless steel, and black-finished aluminum or bronze. Forms & Surfaces.
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**The Microx document processing system** can record up to 98 documents on a single 4" x 6" master that is easy to retrieve and read. The system includes a camera, a processor, and a monitor in a freestanding unit that takes up no more space than a desk. A document can be recorded, processed, and displayed on the monitor within ten seconds. Masters can be updated as easily as paper files can, and inexpensive duplicates can be made quickly, eliminating the problem of missing or misplaced files. Bell & Howell, Microimager Group.
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**An inclined stairlift** capable of carrying a person in a wheelchair or a seat can be installed in most staircases, including straight, curved, and spiral. It will ascend three flights of stairs—even those with intermediate landings. When not in use, the stairlift can be folded flat. The inclined lift provides accessibility to upper floors where an elevator would be impractical, and the manufacturer says it can be installed with little, if any, modification to the stair. Garaventa (Canada), Ltd.
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**Stains, Waxes, Seals... in one operation**

**Cabot's STAIN WAX**

This unique "three-in-one" finish, suitable for all wood paneling, beams, and woodwork, brings out the best in wood, enhancing the grain and producing a soft, satin finish in a choice of thirteen colors plus ebony, white, and natural. When a flat finish is desired, specify Cabot's Interior Stains for all interior wood surfaces.

Samuel Cabot Inc.
One Union Street, Dept. 126, Boston, Mass. 02108

☐ Send color cards on Stain Wax and Interior Stains
☐ Please send Cabot's handbook on wood stains
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MILNOR’s.

Most high-volume, automated laundry systems are three-step systems which require separate washers, extractors and conditioning tumblers, each linked by a materials handling system. MILNOR’s Hands-Off Washing System is different. It’s composed of washer-extractors that wash, extract and condition all in one machine. A materials handling system moves the goods to the machines and then to the finishing section. MILNOR’s one-step Hands-Off system can be a big help when you’re trying to put a lot of laundry system in a little space.

So, if an upcoming project includes a laundry, check with MILNOR’s Laundry Planning Department. And for a free file on large laundry systems, check the readers service card or write us today.

A large-format pen plotter, HP7580A, is new to the market. The compact plotter (43” x 22” x 47” tall) is offered at approximately half the cost of competitive products. Said to be ideal for producing architectural plans, the plotter features microprocessor control, fast plotting speed, and excellent repeat, line quality, and resolution. It can automatically select colors, line widths, and character fonts. It is capable of plotting up to D size precut and preprinted sheets of paper, vellum, or polyester film. The plotter can be interfaced with a variety of large and small computers. Hewlett-Packard Co.
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**Tandem Systems seating** can be joined to form angles, turn corners, encircle pillars, or form back-to-back seating. There are cantilevered styles and series that have pedestal bases. The system can also incorporate tables for added flexibility. Seats are available in fireproof wire mesh or upholstered with sleek thermoplastic or with fabric. Fixtures Manufacturing Corp.
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Sure Shades®, recently introduced in the U.S., are made from a fabric that is woven of thermo-weldable yarn coated with Plastisol. The fabric insulates against winter cold and summer heat, reducing fuel costs by as much as 35 percent, says the manufacturer, yet it has an open weave that lets in light and permits the outside view to be seen. A draw tape operates the gravity takeup spool, which locks the shade into position. It is offered in a range of colors. Sol-R-Veil, Inc., Div. of General Draperies, Inc.
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**Ultron Z nylon carpet fiber** has a surface, produced by a patented process, that offers unsurpassed soil-shedding characteristics, says the manufacturer. It also has the durability, lasting appearance, and resistance to static buildup provided by other Ultron fibers. Carpets made with the new fiber are expected to be available this month, and those that meet company standards will be eligible

Products continued from page 227
SKAGEN, by definition, small wood—exactly how this outstanding grouping of furniture is made. R-Way craftsmen, using modern cabinet making technology, laminate many layers of select red oak to produce Skagen—furniture for outstanding design and durability, offered in a choice of natural oak or walnut colors.

For the name of the dealer in your area, and a full color catalog, write R-Way Furniture Company. Or visit one of R-Way's showrooms in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Seattle, and Minneapolis.

R-WAY FURNITURE COMPANY, SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 53081 (414) 457-4833
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Here, for the first time in this century, is an opportunity to re-examine the philosophy of the Beaux-Arts school of architecture.

P/A Book Store

Each book has been selected for its usefulness to you in your professional practice. Prices slightly higher in Canada. Foreign orders must be accompanied by payment. It is not necessary to send payment with the order. Circle appropriate numbers on the Reader Service Cards in the back of this issue, add your name and address and mail. Local sales tax must be included with payment. Prices subject to change.

For faster service, send the card in an envelope to:

Mrs. Hetty Rizvi
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Ct. 06904

P/A Back issues

A limited supply of the following issues of P/A are available at $6.00 per Copy. Check MUST accompany order! Connecticut Residents Add 7 1/2% Sales Tax.

November... Remodeling and reuse/Product design
December... Tall buildings/Crystal Cathedral
October... Italian Rationalists/Fire protection
August... Miami and Miami Beach/Farrell-Grimshaw warehouses
July... Small buildings/Office Computers
June... Chicago/Fabric structures

Send both to:

Mrs. Hetty Rizvi
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Ct. 06904
You're looking at the second best reason to use our stain.

A lot of professionals use Glidden Spred Oil Stain because it's beautiful. And that's all right, because we happen to agree with them. But to find the real beauty in Glidden Spred Oil Stain, look past its appearance. To the way it seals and protects wood.

As Spred Oil Stain is applied, it penetrates the wood. To repel rain. Snow. Humidity. A tough, resistant coating that lasts.

Ease of application? That's dependable, too. Painters will find that the Glidden formula keeps pigment in suspension longer. So our stain goes on smoother, with less stirring.

You should also find Spred Oil Stain's 83 colors useful. Every one as beautiful as the color you see here. Plus our easiest to use stain deck yet — solid colors on one side, semi-transparent on the other.

Spred Oil Stain from Glidden. Our reputation for quality and performance proves you'll get more than a beautiful building.

Glidden
This new edition of Schinkel's timeless work is limited to one thousand volumes, each in its own boxed folio, twenty-four inch format and includes all 174 original plates plus the first complete English translation of Schinkel's own descriptive commentary. A preface by Mr. Philip Johnson and scholarly essays by Dr. Hermann G. Pundt, author of Schinkel's Berlin, and Professor Rand Carter provide contemporary criticism.

Modillion cornice #119, measuring 11 1/4 in. across the face, is one of three large moldings scaled for very high ceilings and suitable for restorations or new construction. Another large-scaled molding is one that is an exact replica of the acanthus leaf and lamb's tongue motif used in Atlanta's Candler Building. The company produces a wide selection of moldings, medallions, domes, niche caps, and overdoor pieces.

Excite® exit signs have a slim-line design with rounded corners. The housing is made of injection-molded, high-impact clear plastic for durability. The units operate on a.c. only or on a self-contained emergency system that provides lighting for 90 minutes, with batteries that fully recharge in 12 hours.

MaxiLarm general alarm system, for building evacuation in case of fire, provides separate alarm and trouble announcement for up to 96 building zones. It is based on microprocessor technology and is factory programmable to provide optional extra features. It can be used in one-story, multistory, or high-rise buildings. Autocall Div., Federal Signal Corp.

Forma2Wall architectural metal curtain-wall system of factory-fabricated, prefinished panels comes in variable module lengths and widths up to 16 ft long and 5 ft wide. The flat panels have laminated honeycomb cores for rigidity and can be installed either horizontally or vertically. Finish can be matte or glossy in a wide choice of colors. H.H. Robertson Co.
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Aluminized Steel Type 2 steel sheet is coated with aluminum by a method that forms a strong bond between the two metals, producing sheet material with the strength of steel and the corrosion resistance of aluminum. The aluminum surface takes and holds paint well and forms an effective barrier between the paint and the steel. Applications for the material include roofing, siding, fascia, gravel stops, flashing, gutters, and downspouts. Armco, Eastern Steel Div.
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Lee Haven insulating storm doors have one-piece, high-strength steel facings, with an injected polyurethane core. Between the steel facings are wood stiles and rails to provide a thermal break. The frame is weather stripped and has four hinges to prevent sagging. Colors are white or adobe brown. Weather Shield Mfg., Inc.
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Mod II Inner-Seal Sliding Window installs inside an existing window and helps to reduce heat loss. It is designed for use in industrial plants, offices, commercial buildings, hotels, hospitals, and similar buildings. It has an adjustable sliding glass sash, which is easily removed for cleaning, and an expandable frame. Finish is either white or bronze.

Continental Aluminum Products Co.
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Nailbase Thermasote® is a composite of strong, asbestos-free insulating and weather-resistant structural building board with polysocyanurate foam, which has a Class 1 flame-spread, and bottom surface of asphalt-saturated felt. The sheathing accepts direct application of conventional siding materials or stucco, or it can be painted or stained and finished with battens. It is made in...
products continued from page 233

panels 4 ft wide and 8, 10, or 12 ft high in various thicknesses and R values. Homasote Co.
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all-aluminum floors used for computer rooms are also suitable for clean rooms. The manufacturer says that the conductive vinyl wear surface on the aluminum flooring, which measures less than one megohm resistance at any point on the floor's surface, is also acid resistant. Even though they are perforated, the panels will support loads in excess of 1000 lb per sq in. Panels have adjustable louvers to control air flow around work stations. Floating Floors, Inc.
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Tilekote 19 penetrating sealer for terra-cotta, Mexican, and other unglazed tiles and clay products dries to a satin sheen and protects against penetration of dirt, stains, and moisture. The manufacturer says that usually only two coats are required to seal and protect properly. The sealer dries in approximately two hours, generally permitting all applications to be made within one day. Dura Seal, Div. of Minwax Co.
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Snow- and ice-melting systems for new construction are fully grounded heating cables in a preformed mat. They are buried below the surface of concrete or asphalt at the time it is being laid. The UL-listed product uses low wattage and operates at lower cost than many other removal methods, says the manufacturer. The system is suitable for loading and shipping docks, walks, drives, parking lots, and steps in commercial, industrial, institutional, and residential applications. Easy Heat-Wirekraft.
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Literature

Aura downlights and wallwashers can be used with incandescent, mercury vapor, metal halide, and high pressure sodium light sources. Dimensions, detail drawings, and photometric data on the various recessed and semi-recessed models are provided in a 28-page brochure. Omega Lighting, Emerson Electric Co.
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Wood floors brochure provides drawings and photos of plank, strip, and parquet floor designs. The eight-page brochure lists wood varieties available and dimensions of preassembled units. There is also a glossary of terms used in describing the floors. Kentucky Wood Floors, Inc.
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Bali blinds for commercial buildings are discussed in an eight-page brochure that includes cutaway drawings of headrail and bottom rail. The brochure outlines design features, with numbered explanations keyed to drawings. Also provided are a color chart and suggested specifications. Marathon Carey-McFall Co.
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Filing systems brochure discusses the organization of material to be filed to save both time and floor space. Products include Tab-Trac® high-density mobile
[Literature continued on page 236]
THE SCHOOL BOARD ASKED FOR A BARGAIN. ACME BRICK GAVE THEM MORE THAN THEY BARGAINED FOR.

Loadbearing Acme Brick were selected for the Barling Elementary School for Fort Smith, Arkansas. Its curved walls at every corner were accomplished by a very simple factory modification to standard king-size brick. The double wythe wall provides its own finish surface, both inside and out. A wall, that for the life of the school has been, and will continue to be, totally maintenance-free. Maintenance and energy costs have been further reduced by limiting the number of exterior windows. Glass breakage has been reduced to an absolute minimum.

Miles Shopfner, Director of Maintenance and Purchasing, Fort Smith Public Schools: "Glass breakage savings alone can justify the selection of brick." He further added, "Our average school interior needs to be completely repainted every ten years, or even more often. This is eliminated at Barling. And besides, the building is less costly construction-wise."

Fire safety is another factor all parents and school officials are concerned with. Walls of Acme Brick are totally fire-resistant. Principal Rex Cochran: "The fire drill is an exercise we really don't need—with walls that just can't burn."

In this school's seven-year life, the 200,000 Acme Brick have paid for themselves several times over by savings to the School District and the people of Fort Smith, Arkansas.

For more information on Acme Brick's Loadbearing Design, and for cost data on Barling Elementary School, call collect (817) 332-4101, ext. 305. Or write Acme Brick Technical Services, P.O. Box 425, Fort Worth, Texas 76107.

ACME BRICK. THE BEST ALL-AROUND BUILDING MATERIAL.
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storage units, sorters, rolling carts, data tables, microfilm carousels, and folders, file pockets, and labels. The 92-page color brochure also explains the use of color coding to make files easier to find. TAB Products Co. Circle 203 on reader service card

Steel joist/joist girder specifications cover the latest revisions and updated information on open-web steel joists, long-span steel joists, and deep long-span steel joists to carry uniform loads over 8-144-ft-long spans. The 52-page catalog also covers specifications, design and manufacture, application, handling, and erection. Steel Joist Institute. Circle 204 on reader service card

Construction selector provides information about partitions, ceilings, roof assemblies, structural fireproofing, and exterior walls and furring. Sections are organized to make information easy to locate. Also included in this 24-page catalog is a list of product catalogs available covering construction products and completing the company's series of architectural technical literature. U.S. Gypsum. Circle 205 on reader service card

Monolithic roofs of poured gypsum concrete over Keydeck® reinforcing mesh and Keydeck® Truss Tee or Bulb Tee subpurlins are described in a 12-page brochure. Specifications and design properties of truss tees are provided in tabular form. Roof deck material specifications are also included. Keystone Group. Circle 206 on reader service card

Soft Shell Structures® brochure covers company capabilities for producing tensioned membrane structures including design, engineering, and fabrication. Examples of membrane, air, and rigid-frame membrane structures are illustrated in color. The 36-page brochure also provides property tables and descriptions of the materials used—vinyl-coated polyester and Teflon®-coated fiberglass. Helios Tension Products, Inc. Circle 207 on reader service card

‘Versatile Compact Kitchens’ is a 16-page full-color brochure showing a variety of units providing kitchen, wetbar, and refrigeration facilities. The units are suitable for employee lounges, hotels, motels, retirement housing, and apartments. Specifications are provided, along with a list of options available for each model. Cervitor Kitchens, Inc. Circle 208 on reader service card

Interior door handles of cast brass in several designs, with or without locking devices, are illustrated in a 20-page color brochure. Detail drawings show dimensions, and brief descriptions are provided. Valli & Columbo (USA), Inc. Circle 209 on reader service card

Overhead Door Selector Guide® includes definitions, door types and comparisons, hardware options, trajectory types, engineered systems, manual and electrical operator information, and updated specifications. Illustrations of the doors and detail drawings are shown. The 24-page guide also has a section on energy conservation. McKee Door Co. Circle 210 on reader service card

‘Residential Solar Design Review: A Manual on Community Architectural Controls and Solar Energy Use.’ This 92-page guidebook was prepared by the American Planning Association under contract to HUD. It is intended primarily for members of private architectural review committees, but also may be of interest to public design review boards, historic preservation commissions, and

WHAT THE BEST INSULATED ROOFS

THE PINK STUFF: Thermax® It is simply the most efficient roof insulation on the market with a Factory Mutual Class I Fire Rating over steel decks. Thermax provides more insulating efficiency per inch than fibrous glass, composite, perlite or fiberboard roof insulations. Since mechanical fastening is the preferred system of attachment to steel decks, use Insulast rapid fastening nail/disc system—a pneumatic gun and oxide-coated nails for fast, easy, permanent installation of Thermax to steel decks.
designers who present proposals to such committees. The manual examines some of the design issues associated with solar energy and suggests ways of reviewing solar installations and buildings in the context of community goals. Criteria examined include type of solar system being used and the ways in which it relates to building design, building site, and the neighborhood. Single copies are available free by writing to National Solar Information Center, P.O. Box 1607, Rockville, Md 20850.

Foamular® fact sheet provides information about R-values of this closed-cell panel insulation. A chart shows 11 panel sizes, the square feet per bundle, and R-values at 75 °F. U.C Industries, United States Gypsum Co.
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‘Steel Framing Systems Manual’ is a 24-page illustrated manual about designing and specifying steel framing systems for structural load-bearing applications. Intended for use by architects, engineers, specifiers, and contractors, the manual includes chapters on the advantages of steel framing systems, and specifications for cold-formed steel framing fabrication, connections, and erection. It also offers case studies of projects using steel framing systems. For a copy write on professional letterhead to Metal Lath/Steel Framing Association, Suite 2026, 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL 60601.

Concrete paving, described in a color brochure, includes colored, imprinted concrete; Bomacron colored, textured concrete; and Grasscrete structural grass/concrete for architectural, landscape, and urban renewal use. Bowmannite Corp.
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‘Floors for Public Places’ brochure illustrates the use of wood flooring in places as diverse as a church sanctuary and a basketball court. The eight-page, full-color brochure shows several parquet patterns, as well as strip flooring, in a variety of woods. Hoboken Wood Floors.

Circle 214 on reader service card

Special Hazards fire protection brochure covers water spray systems, Selfcon® water spray systems, Primac® high speed fire protection, and protection by means of foam, Halon, carbon dioxide, and dry chemicals. The 48-page brochure also has a selector chart that aids in determining the best system to meet the user’s needs. Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Co., Inc.

Circle 215 on reader service card

Thermal replacement windows and doors for commercial, industrial, residential, and institutional applications are shown and described in an eight-page catalog, which provides complete specifications, installation instructions, and performance data. All the windows are AAMA certified and HUD approved. Air Master Corp.

Circle 216 on reader service card

Swimming pool equipment catalog lists diving boards and towers, ladders, steps, lifeguard chairs, racing lanes, and other deck and in-pool equipment. Technical data and specifications are provided, along with photographs and detail drawings illustrating the equipment. KDI Paragon.
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When you select CORIAN® building products for bath, kitchen or bar, you offer buyers a solid investment in luxurious beauty plus durability and ease of care.

The solid construction of CORIAN® is unique. Marble-like patterns and colors run clear through. There's a depth and richness not possible with coated "synthetic marbles" or laminated plastics.

CORIAN is tough enough to take rugged wear without losing its look of elegance. It resists staining. And a little household cleanser does away with minor surface scratches or cigarette burns.

What's more, craftsmen can work and shape CORIAN as easily as wood, to carry out the most imaginative decorating ideas.

CORIAN comes in one-piece molded tops and bowls for baths, kitchens and bars in a range of styles and sizes. CORIAN sheet for kitchen and bath counter tops, wall wainscoting, bath and shower surrounds, and custom surfaces is also available.

Successful builders find CORIAN appeals to buyers. It's a solid investment in beauty and adds more in value than in cost. For more information write: DuPont, Room X38401, Wilmington, DE 19898.
Why did the new Atlanta Airport choose gas air conditioning?

Pure economics.

In the world's largest airport terminal complex, designed to serve over 50 million people a year, air conditioning is a prime consideration.

When Atlanta's engineers examined the systems meeting their specifications, they decided on heat driven equipment as the lowest energy user and the most cost-efficient based on life-cycle analysis.

Their selection was a steam operated turbo-absorption air conditioning system. Designed for future growth, this 7,500 ton system has one of the lowest energy consumption rates per ton hour of cooling available—just 7.8 lbs. of steam per hour. The primary fuel is natural gas.

Since gas offers total system efficiency, the new Atlanta Airport also depends on gas for heating. But not only large-scale buildings can benefit. Gas heating/cooling systems can provide operating economies in smaller buildings as well. For details on such integrated systems, contact your gas company.

Gas: The future belongs to the efficient.
Sure Klean restoration cleaners have transformed the exteriors of countless architectural landmarks from weatherworn back to their original beauty. Many architectural specs now require a Sure Klean trademark on all appropriate restoration products. Sure Klean offers clients national distribution, staff and field technical service, and cleaning contractor referrals.

For more information on the quality trademark that restores the past for the generations of the future... Call or write today.

Sure Klean restoration cleaners have transformed the exteriors of countless architectural landmarks from weatherworn back to their original beauty. Many architectural specs now require a Sure Klean trademark on all appropriate restoration products. Sure Klean offers clients national distribution, staff and field technical service, and cleaning contractor referrals.

For more information on the quality trademark that restores the past for the generations of the future... Call or write today.

***SURE KLEAN***

**UNCOVERING THE FACE OF HISTORY**

Washington, D.C. Post Office receives a facelift.

Situations Open

Architect Designer: Position available with prominent full-service architectural-engineering firm that offers exceptional opportunity in the programming, planning and design of diversified major projects. Qualifications include master's degree (desirable but not mandatory), minimum four years of comprehensive design experience and ability to interact professionally with other disciplines and clients. Challenging position with emphasis on design excellence. Particularly good opportunity for growth with firm. Salary commensurate with experience. Paid moving expenses. Send resume in full confidence to: Box 1361-362, Progressive Architecture. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Architect/Marketing Manager: Young design-oriented firm seeks responsible architect with experience, motivation and interest in business development and willingness to combine market duties with varied architectural activities. Excellent opportunity for growth and advancement. Send resume and salary requirements to: J. Thomas Pfleger AIA Architect, 1434 Third National Building, Dayton, OH 45402.

Architectural Illustrator: Full-time architectural illustrator needed by architectural/engineering firm. Responsibilities would include: illustration of building designs and urban planning concepts, architectural design of buildings and some graphic design. Candidate must possess an M.S. in Architecture with an emphasis on architectural illustration and have a working knowledge of all normal office machines. Excellent time working conditions. Starting salary $18,720 per year. Send resume in confidence to: Debbie Keene, KZF, Incorporated, 2830 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45206. We are an Equal Opportunity M/F Employer.


Branch Office Director: Major A/E firm seeking registered architect to head established branch office in Orlando, Florida. Must be ready to accept challenge of administration, production and client development functions. Growth potential and excellent benefit package. Submit resume with salary history: Watson and Company, 3010 Aazele Street, Tampa, FL 33609.

Environmental/Interior Design: Opportunity for creative individual to teach and provide leadership in expanding program at undergraduate and graduate levels. Experience in college instruction and involvement in professional societies highly desirable. Send resume, three letters of recommendation, transcripts to Mary Ann Zentner, Department of Clothing, Textiles and Related Art, Virginia Tech University, Blacksburg, Va 24061. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Faculty Position—Full time, tenure track faculty position in Interior Design program. Degree and 3 years professional experience in interior design, architecture or related field. Rank, salary open. Send resume, references before March 1, 1981 to college of Visual & Performing Arts, Mary Ellen Letterman, Department of Design, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210. An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

Faculty Position—Nine-month appointment beginning September 1, 1981; Assistant Professor rank. Salary commensurate with qualifications.

Teach studio courses in advanced architectural design in undergraduate/graduate professional degree. Secondary responsibilities to complement special interests. Qualifications: Graduate, second professional degree in Architecture, teaching experience in advanced architectural design studio as graduate assistant or faculty member; professional practice and registration desirable. Application deadline: March 1, 1981. Send resume, three references, and examples of student work done under your direction to Richard Dodge, Chairperson, Faculty Search Committee, School of Architecture, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712. Hal Box, Dean. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Faculty Positions: The College of Architecture of King Faisal University in Dammam, Saudi Arabia, has just created new faculty positions for the academic year 1981-1982. Positions available at all levels in the following areas: Architecture, Urban and Regional Planning, Landscape Architecture, Engineering Sciences, Building Technology and Mathematics/Physics. Candidates should have Ph.D., M.A., or equivalent degree; practical and/or teaching experience preferred. Language of instruction is English. Positions start in September 1981. Salary is competitive and negotiable. Benefits include free furnished accommodations, air tickets to and from Saudi Arabia once a year for husband, wife and 2 children, 60-day summer holiday. Please submit complete resume (including daytime telephone numbers) and a listing of three references to Dean Ahmed Farid Moutapha, College of Architecture, King Faisal University, % Saudi Arabian Educational Mission, 2425 West Loop South, Houston, TX 77027.


Interior Design Faculty: 1 or 2 positions open at Assistant/Associate professor level, tenure-track, August 1981. Responsibilities include design studio, development and expansion of special interest and/or teaching experience. Send resume and official transcripts to Ronald W. Haase, Chairman, Interior Design Search Committee, College of Architecture, 331 GPB, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611. Application deadline: Feb. 27, 1981. U.F. is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Montana State University, a landgrant institution of 10,500 students, invites nominations and applications for Dean of College of Arts and Architecture available on July 1, 1981. The college encompasses the Departments of Film and Television Production, Music, Theatre Arts, Schools of Architecture and Art, has 65 faculty members and 1,100 student majors. Qualifications: Achievement in college level instruction; terminal degree in the area of specialty; record of recognized research, publication, creativity, or performance; evidence of academic administration, faculty relations, and program development and evidence of effective advocacy of the arts and resource development. Responsibilities: Dean is chief administrator of the college, is charged with coordinating departmental programs and representing the college to the
Introducing the world's only non-stop pencil.

The natural motion of your hand triggers a patented 3-action advance, constantly feeding extra-fine 0.5mm lead to the tip. So instead of stopping again and again to press a button, you keep going.

It's a brilliant system inside a simple, elegant barrel fitted in the satin-finished metal shown, or in black brushed metal accents.

To see this incredible advance in pencils, proceed to your Faber-Castell Dealer. Or write to Faber-Castell Corporation, TK-matic, Box 7099, Paramus, NJ 07107.

The non-stop TK-matic; it's a beautiful idea.

Faber-Castell
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Belgian linen wallcoverings.
There's nothing like natural beauty.
How to combat worker fatigue and be rewarded with greater productivity

Productive people are active and require seating that is both comfortable and supportive in all work positions.

Vertebra seating is designed for active people. It reacts automatically, without adjusting or manipulating levers, to meet the worker’s immediate needs.

Simply relax... the seat slides forward while the backrest tilts back, sit up... and it adopts an upright position; lean forward... and seat and backrest tilt downward. Because mechanisms move independently, Vertebra provides maximum weight distribution and lower back support for almost anyone in the most comfortable positions. These features are available in a broad line of seating for the office.

Krueger offers two free booklets which will aid in the selection of proper seating. Request “Principles of Chair Selection” and “Seating Systems and Productivity.”

Krueger is exclusive licensee of OPEN AFK B.V. for production and distribution of its products in the USA and Canada. For literature, contact Krueger.

Veritbra
The most advanced seating system

Designed by Emilio Ambasz Giancarlo Piretti (The Center for Design Research and Development)
CR-4 it gives a carpet years of extra mileage.

For 9 years, this Delta Air Lines carpet of SuperBlend CR-4 from Badische Corporation was walked on by 25 million passengers in the Satellite Six facility at Los Angeles International Airport.

That's 4 years more wear life than Delta anticipated for a carpet installation in a terminal area. Based on a comparison of a number of other installations in terminal facilities, this carpet has provided an excellent service level.

Unusual? Not for a SuperBlend like Zefran Blend CR-4. Engineered for heavy duty commercial carpets, Zefran Blend CR-4 is a parallel spun yarn of acrylic and nylon that imparts the best features of both fibers to a carpet.

Its nylon content contributes strength, durability and excellent abrasion resistance; while the acrylic content creates a rich wool-like appearance, color clarity and subtle luster that 100% nylon can't match. Zefran Blend CR-4 also gives carpets good cleanability which helps extend wear life.

Next time you need mileage plus for a contract commercial carpet installation, specify a Performance Certified carpet made of the SuperBlend, Zefran Blend CR-4. Delta found the years prove it's lasting. You will, too.

Job mart continued from page 240

Salary, Sensitivity to and support of all disciplines of the office experience. Salaries are commensurate with Requirements: a Master's degree from an accredited or Assistant Professor beginning September 1, 1981. Joint appointment in the Departments of Architecture and Landscape Architecture in the area of Architectural History, AV, HVAC, Lighting and/or Surveying, Terrain Analysis. Periodic assignments to a Comprehensive Design Studio in Landscape Architecture. Appointment in the Department of Interior Architecture in the area of Architecture. Interior Design and combination of the following: Interior Materials and Detailing Color, Lighting, History, and Preservation. Master's degree in appropriate field is required. For further information, contact Dean Friedrich St. Florian, Division of Architecture, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742. Applications should be received by February 14, 1981. Include letter of intent, a current vitae and description of academic and/or administrative areas of interest to: Professor John Loss, Chairman, Search Committee, Department of Architecture, University of Illinois, 601 E. Larado Taft Drive, Champaign, IL 61820. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

School of Architecture and Urban Planning—University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: The Department of Architecture and Planning announces the following vacatures for Fall, 1981. A Professor with a background in Environmental Behavior, Urban Design and/or Conservation. A Ph.D. or equivalent Scholarly work is required. Applicants must have architectural degree and registration, and must have demonstrated achievement and ability in planning, design, preparation of final documents, client relations and project management. This is a leadership position offering excellent opportunity for growth with firm. Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Qualified applicants should submit detailed resume in confidence to: Box 1361-365, Progressive Architecture. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign invites applications from enthusiastic and dedicated educators and practitioners interested in teaching in Undergraduate Design Studios, Four full-time, 9 month, tenure-track positions are open to teach in the Basic, Intermediate, and Senior Design Studios—Beginning August, 1981. Applicants should also be willing and able to teach a seminar, such as theory, urban design, design methods, computer aided design, visual studies and graphics, meaning of built form, or other design related areas. A professional architectural degree and a Masters of Architecture is required for all positions. Applicants for the Basic Design Studio position should have an interest in Visual Studies. Applicants for the Intermediate Design Studio position should have a background in Urban Design. Applicants for the Senior Design Studio must be registered Architects and have a minimum of three years of office experience. All positions are at the Assistant Professor level and salary is commensurate with qualifications and experience. To receive full consideration, submit vita and three reference letters by February 1, 1981 to Hub White, Chairman of Design Faculty Search Committee, Department of Architecture, University of Illinois, 608 E. Larado Taft Drive, Champaign, IL 61820, telephone 217-335-1330. The University of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Advertising Rates (Effective October '80 issue)
Non-display style: $100 per column inch. Seven lines per inch. Seven words per line. Maximum 4 inches. Column width approximately 2½". No changes allowed. Table of contents: $50 per column inch. Noncommissionable. Display style: $170 per column inch, per your lay-out. Commissionable to recognized advertising agencies.

Check or money order should accompany the advertisement and be mailed to Job Mart % Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06904.

Display style advertisements are also available in fractional page units starting at ½ page and running to a full page. Contact Publisher for rates.

Contract Concepts—a handsome array of flowers, geometrics, traditional and transitional patterns in 111 colorways and coordinating solids. Lightweight and moderate in cost, the collection has a Class A fire safety rating from Underwriter's Laboratories.

Contract Concepts—a most important addition to interior design for the larger-scale installation.

L.E. CARPENTER and Company • A Dayco Company, 170 North Main Street, Wharton, N.J. 07885, (201) 366-2020/NYC (212) 751-3565
DISTRIBUTED BY: VICRTEX SALES DIVISION, New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Minneapolis, Toronto, Montreal. HOWELLS, INC., Salt Lake City/PAUL RASMUSSEN, INC., Honolulu
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Pleasing big crowds is the specialty of the Park Place Casino Hotel in Atlantic City. And of the Westinghouse Moduline 100 escalator.

Customers were impressed with the dynamic looks of this "Stairway to the Stars" and its spectacular 90-foot glass balustrade. Hotel managers liked its ability to move a lot of people quickly. Efficiently.

And the quick, trouble-free installation meant the Bally Corporation, owner of this showplace, could open for business sooner. And win in the big race for new business in the "new Las Vegas."

But like building owners and operators all across America, Bally will also be pleased with the substantial energy savings these escalators provide.

Independent tests showed the Moduline 100 saved 30% over conventional escalators going up and a whopping 59% going down with only five passengers. And with more people the savings were even greater.

How does Westinghouse do it? With a unique one-design concept. Modular units, each with a separate motor and drive, can be interconnected. So you can span a vertical rise to almost limitless height. Separate, parallel, criss-cross or even stacked arrangements are possible. And the compact design reduces the need for massive machine rooms. Building space opens up. That's real design freedom!

To find out more about these people-pleasing people-movers write Westinghouse Elevator Company, 150 John F. Kennedy Parkway, Short Hills, NJ 07078. Circle No. 437

The technical leader in people-moving systems.